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Smart contracts are programs that execute on blockchains. Their strong security properties (e.g., transparency, tamper-resistance, and censorship-resistance)
have attracted significant attention and investment ($31B via ICOs as of 2019),
but most of their real-world uses, such as tokens, exercise little of smart contracts’ potential power. A key reason is a disconnection from the real world:
There is currently no secure, decentralized way to faithfully convey real-world
states to blockchains. Worse yet, smart contracts inherit blockchains’ lack of
confidentiality and poor efficiency.
This thesis introduces solutions to these problems by connecting blockchains
with off-chain systems. The systems presented in this thesis advance the state
of the art of smart contract capabilities. Specifically, this thesis explores three
research directions: (1) authenticated data oracles that enable faithful representation of real-world states on blockchains. (2) decentralized secret storage that
endows smart contracts with privacy by storing secrets and performing computation in off-chain committees. (3) resource-efficient consensus that achieves
Proof of Work style consensus while avoiding wasteful computation. Beyond the
scholarly contributions, several works in this thesis have seen industry adoption.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental challenge in computer science is to implement
fault-tolerant services, namely systems that remain functional and secure even
some participants in the system behave maliciously. Towards this goal, Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) [173] has been studied for decades. However, traditional
BFT-based protocols only work in a closed setting where the number of participants in the system, as well as their identities, are known. This requirement
is quite limiting, and in particular these protocols cannot be used in a open
and permissionless setting where participants are free to join and leave at any
time. How to achieve strong fault-tolerance in a permissionless setting remains
unknown, until Nakamoto’s now celebrated blockchain protocol [190].
Blockchains realize a simple but powerful abstraction: a public append-only
ledger that functions in a fully “decentralized” fashion 1 . This new capability
gives rise to an array of new applications. Most excitingly, blockchains enable
smart contracts (e.g., Ethereum [64]), which are stateful programs executed by the
blockchain network. Smart contracts can realize arbitrarily complex logic, and
they inherit strong security guarantees from the underlying blockchain, such
as transparency, tamper-resistance, and censorship-resistance. In other words,
smart contracts are a general method to implement fault-tolerant services in a
decentralized setting. These nice properties make smart contracts an appealing
solution to a wide range of real-world challenges. Proponents predict that smart
contracts will transform areas as diverse as finance, supply chain management,
1 Unfortunately

the term “decentralization” has been heavily overloaded and has inconsistent
and vague meanings, e.g., as argued in [245]. Throughout this thesis, we use the term to denote
that a given system or protocol does not rely on a central authority.

1

health care, and many more [122, 52, 240].
However, despite the widespread interest and significant investment (e.g.,
more than $3.8 billion in VC investment [102] has been made to blockchain startups as of 2019), most of their real-world uses, such as tokens, exercise little of
smart contracts’ potential power. A key reason is that many envisioned applications demand fundamentally more than what a blockchain can offer (recall that
a blockchain is merely a public append-only ledger). For example, envisioned applications as diverse as financial contracts, decentralized identity management, and
even betting require reliable access to authenticated data about the real world,
but this is currently no secure, decentralized way to establish authenticated channels between smart contracts and existing off-chain data sources (e.g., websites).
Moreover, while smart contracts inherit the strong security guarantees from the
underlying blockchains, they also inherit fundamental limitations: they cannot
provide any privacy and suffer from limited performance.
A promising direction to overcome these limitations is to combine on-chain
computation with off-chain protocols (e.g., multiparty computation (MPC) and
trusted execution environments (TEE)). However, how to design, model, and
analyze heterogeneous systems that span blockchains and off-chain components
with disparate security properties is the main technical challenge this thesis tackled.
This thesis explores principled composition of on-chain and off-chain components that lead to provably secure, efficient, and decentralized systems.
This thesis advances the state of the art of smart contract capabilities by
filling in basic yet missing blockchain needs. Specifically, this thesis explores
three research directions: (1) authenticated data oracles that enable the faithful
representation of real-world states on blockchains. We present Town Crier and

2

DECO, two systems that can convert widely deployed TLS-enabled data sources
to authenticated data feeds. (2) decentralized secret storage that endows smart
contracts with privacy by storing secrets and performing computation in offchain committees. We present CHRUP, the first practical churn-robust secretsharing protocol that achieves orders-of-magnitude performant improvement
over prior works. (3) resource-efficient consensus by Proof of Useful Work. We
present REM, a system that leverage trusted execution environments (TEEs) to
realize PoW-like consensus protocol while avoiding wasteful computation.
Industry adoption.

Beyond the scholarly contributions, several systems in

this thesis has been adopted commercially. Town Crier (Chapter 2) and DECO
(Chapter 3) have been licensed by ChainLink (https://chain.link) to build
decentralized oracle networks. CHURP (Chapter 4) is on the product roadmap
of Oasis Labs (https://www.oasislabs.com) as a potential key management
solution.
The following are further summaries of our contributions.

1.1

Protocols for authenticated data oracles

Many envisioned smart contract use cases (e.g., financial instruments) require
them to consume off-chain data (e.g., stock quotes). External data must be pushed
to the blockchain by an oracle before they can be used by a smart contract. Oracles
are of vital importance to the trustworthiness of smart contracts—if they can be
tampered with, blockchains’ guarantees of tamper-resistance is meaningless; if
they’re controlled by a central party, blockchain’s decentralization promise is
negated. Moreover, oracles are natural attack targets. A recent exploit [197] of er3

rors in the price oracle used by Synthetix (a decentralized exchange) allowed the
hacker to gain 1,000x profits equalling $1 billion in less than an hour. Therefore,
trustworthy oracles are a cornerstone to the smart contract ecosystem and a key
missing component to realize the envisioned applications.
The main challenge in building oracles is to achieve strong authenticity and
privacy guarantees while maintaining backward compatibility with existing data
sources. Ample authenticated data are already readily available through secure
(i.e., HTTPS) websites and APIs, but deployed secure protocols—Transport Layer
Security (TLS)—is incompatible with how oracles are supposed to work, as TLS
does not guarantee authenticity for relayed data. As a result, existing oracle
designs either cannot prove authenticity (i.e., one must trust the oracle for that)
or require changing how millions of deployed websites release data, which will
incur a high adoption cost.
The first two chapters of this thesis present protocols that address this challenge. While two systems explore different tradeoffs, they both enable smart
contracts to securely use existing TLS-enabled data sources without any modifications to existing data sources.

1.1.1

Town Crier (TC)

TC draws upon recent advances in trusted computing: Intel SGX [185, 32, 146]
provides a CPU-based trusted execution environment (TEE) that aims to provide
integrity and confidentiality guarantees to computation performed on a computer
where all the privileged software (e.g., kernel) is potentially malicious.

4

TC has a hybrid architecture with a smart contract front-end and a TEE
backend. Essentially, the TC backend terminates TLS sessions in a TEE and signs
the payload using a secret key generated in the TEE.
TC is one of the first systems that employ a hybrid trusted computing base
(TCB) that spans smart contracts and TEEs, which introduced modeling and
design challenges. One of our contributions is a formal model of TC that captures
not only traditional security properties (i.e., authenticity), but also economic
safety properties (e.g., TC will not run out of money and that an honest user will
not pay excessive fees) uniquely induced by the monetary cost associated with
smart contract execution. We also proposed techniques to minimize the size of
hybrid TCBs that can be applied to other TEE-blockchain systems as well.
Town Crier also supports confidentiality. It enables private data requests
with encrypted parameters. Additionally, in a generalization that executes smartcontract logic within Town Crier, the system permits secure use of user credentials
to scrape access-controlled online data sources.

1.1.2

DECO

The use of TEEs in TC enables performant and powerful features that are otherwise unachievable (e.g., complex post-processing of TLS data). Nonetheless,
it also introduces reliance on TEE security that may be undesirable for some
applications.
To this end, we explored a different trust model without TEEs and developed
DECO, a three-party cryptographic protocol between a user, an oracle, and a TLS
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server. DECO allows the user to prove facts about her TLS sessions (with the
server) to the oracle in a privacy-preserving fashion.
DECO draws on latest advances in Multiparty Computation (MPC) and
zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs). The novelty of DECO lies in achieving practical
performance while not requiring any changes on the server side. To this end,
DECO employs several novel cryptographic techniques. DECO introduces a
three-party TLS handshake protocol that secret-share the session keys between
the oracle and user, as well as highly optimized zero-knowledge proofs that
allow the user to prove fine-grained statements about her session data efficiently.

1.2

Protocols for decentralized secret storage

Blockchains can’t store secrets, which deprives smart contracts of privacy and, as
a consequence, the ability to use cryptography—e.g., a smart contract can’t issue
digital signatures because the blockchain can’t store the secret signing key.
One idea is to delegate the storage of secrets to off-chain committees using Secret
Sharing (SS) [229], or better yet, Proactive Secret Sharing (PSS) [145]. However,
most of the existing PSS protocols assume a static committee that runs against the
open-membership nature of blockchains. In permissionless blockchains, nodes
may freely join and leave the system at any time. In permissioned blockchains,
only authorized nodes can join, but nodes can fail and membership change.
Either way, secret sharing for blockchains must support committee membership
changes, i.e., dynamic committees. Under node churn, existing PSS is either insecure (i.e., leaks the secret to the adversary) or incur prohibitive communication
costs.
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In this thesis, we present CHURP, a dynamic-committee PSS with a very
low communication complexity. CHURP employed several novel secret-sharing
techniques to reduce communication complexity: a new zero-sharing protocol
for efficient proactivization, dimension-switching to safeguard the secret in
committee handoffs, and hedging techniques for trusted setup failures. CHURP
achieves an O(n2 ) improvement of communication complexity over the state of
the art [226], and concretely at least 1000x less communication overhead for a
committee of hundreds of nodes.
CHURP enables a wide range of applications requiring maintaining secrets
in a decentralized system, such as decentralized key management, decentralized
identity, auditable access control, committee-based consensus, and decentralized
secure multiparty computation (MPC).

1.3

Protocols for resource-efficient mining

One of the core blockchain innovations is the first permissionless consensus protocol, known as the Nakamoto consensus [190]. It uses cryptographic puzzles
(solutions to which are called Proofs of Work or PoW) to prevent Sybil attacks.
The cost, however, is the computation wasted searching for PoWs (aka mining),
which serve no useful purpose beyond consensus. The arm race in mining has led
to enormous monetary and environmental costs: the Bitcoin network consumes
as much electricity as the entire Israel as of May, 2020 [103].
Can we design puzzles differently such that their solutions are useful? To
this end, I developed Proofs of Useful Work, or PoUW. To search for a PoUW,
miners perform useful computation (e.g., scientific experiments, pharmaceuti7

cal discovery) in TEEs. Each unit of work done grants the miner a small and
dynamically calibrated probability to discover a PoUW. The design challenge is
to find fair, robust, and efficient ways to measure the amount of work done in
TEEs. I designed efficient binary analysis algorithms that can reliably count CPU
instructions while TEE programs execute. The rest of the protocol is essentially
the same as Nakamoto’s. Therefore PoUW inherits all the desired properties of
PoW but avoids energy waste.

1.4

Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is organized in five chapters covering works from [257,
260, 182, 259] done in collaboration with Ethan Cecchetti, Kyle Croman, Robert
Escriva, Ittay Eyal, Steven Goldfeder, Ari Juels, Andrew Low, Harjasleen Malvai,
Sai Krishna Deepak Maram, Robbert Van Renesse, Elaine Shi, Dawn Song, Lun
Wang, and Yupeng Zhang.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 presents Town Crier and DECO, respectively, two
data oracle protocols for TLS with different trust assumptions and performance
profiles. Chapter 4 presents CHURP, a protocol for churn-robust secret sharing. Chapter 5 presents REM and its Proof of Useful Work (PoUW) protocol that achieve a PoW-style consensus without wasting computation power.
Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a discussion of future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
TOWN CRIER: AN AUTHENTICATED DATA FEED FOR SMART
CONTRACTS

2.1

Introduction

Smart contracts are computer programs that autonomously execute the terms
of a contract. For decades they have been envisioned as a way to render legal
agreements more precise, pervasive, and efficiently executable. Szabo, who
popularized the term “smart contract” in a seminal 1994 essay [238], gave as an
example a smart contract that enforces car loan payments. If the owner of the car
fails to make a timely payment, a smart contract could programmatically revoke
physical access and return control of the car to the bank.
Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [190] provide key technical underpinnings
for smart contracts: direct control of money by programs and fair, automated
code execution through the decentralized consensus mechanisms underlying
blockchains. The recently launched Ethereum [250, 64] supports Turing-complete
code and thus fully expressive self-enforcing decentralized smart contracts—a
big step toward the vision of researchers and proponents. As Szabo’s example
shows, however, the most compelling applications of smart contracts—such as
financial instruments—additionally require access to data about real-world state
and events.
Data feeds (also known as “oracles”) aim to meet this need. Very simply,
data feeds are contracts on the blockchain that serve data requests by other
contracts [64, 250]. A few data feeds exist for Ethereum today that source data
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from trustworthy websites, but provide no assurance of correctly relaying such
data beyond the reputation of their operators (typically individuals or small
entities). HTTPS connection to a trustworthy website would seem to offer a
solution, but smart contracts lack network access, and HTTPS does not digitally
sign data for out-of-band verification. The lack of a substantive ecosystem of
trustworthy data feeds is frequently cited as critical obstacle to the evolution of
Ethereum and decentralized smart contracts in general [135].

Town Crier. We introduce a system called Town Crier (TC) that addresses this
challenge by providing an authenticated data feed (ADF) for smart contracts. TC
acts as a high-trust bridge between existing HTTPS-enabled data websites and the
Ethereum blockchain. It retrieves website data and serves it to relying contracts
on the blockchain as concise pieces of data (e.g. stock quotes) called datagrams.
TC uses a novel combination of Software Guard Extensions (SGX), Intel’s recently
released trusted hardware capability, and a smart-contract front end. It executes
its core functionality as a trusted piece of code in an SGX enclave, which protects
against malicious processes and the OS and can attest (prove) to a remote client
that the client is interacting with a legitimate, SGX-backed instance of the TC
code.
The smart-contract front end of Town Crier responds to requests by contracts
on the blockchain with attestations of the following form:

“Datagram X specified by parameters params is served by an HTTPS-enabled
website Y during a specified time frame T.”

A relying contract can verify the correctness of X in such a datagram assuming
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trust only in the security of SGX, the (published) TC code, and the validity of
source data in the specified interval of time.
Another critical barrier to smart contract adoption is the lack of confidentiality in today’s ecosystems; all blockchain state is publicly visible, and existing
data feeds publicly expose requests. TC provides confidentiality by supporting
private datagram requests, in which the parameters are encrypted under a TC
public key for ingestion in TC’s SGX enclave and are therefore concealed on the
blockchain. TC also supports custom datagram requests, which securely access
the online resources of requesters (e.g. online accounts) by ingesting encrypted
user credentials, permitting TC to securely retrieve access-controlled data.
We designed and implemented TC as a complete, highly scalable, end-to-end
system that offers formal security guarantees at the cryptographic protocol level.
TC runs on real, SGX-enabled host, as opposed to an emulator (e.g. [46, 227]).
We plan to launch a version of TC as an open-source, production service atop
Ethereum, pending the near-future availability of the Intel Attestation Service
(IAS), which is needed to verify SGX attestations.

Technical challenges.

Smart contracts execute in an adversarial environment

where parties can reap financial gains by subverting the contracts or services on
which they rely. Formal security is thus vitally important. We adopt a rigorous
approach to the design of Town Crier by modeling it in the Universal Composability (UC) framework, building on [171, 230] to achieve an interesting formal
model that spans a blockchain and trusted hardware. We formally define and
prove that TC achieves the basic property of datagram authenticity—informally
that TC faithfully relays current data from a target website. We additionally
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prove fair expenditure for an honest requester, informally that the fee paid by a
user contract calling TC is at most a small amount to cover the operating costs of
the TC service, even if the TC host is malicious.
Another contribution of our work is introducing and showing how to achieve
two key security properties: gas sustainability and trusted computing base (TCB)
code minimization within a new TCB model created by TC’s combination of a
blockchain with SGX.
Because of the high resource costs of decentralized code execution and risk of
application-layer denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, Ethereum includes an accounting resource called gas to pay for execution costs. Informally, gas sustainability
means that an Ethereum service never runs out of gas, a general and fundamental
availability property. We give a formal definition of gas sustainability applicable
to any Ethereum service, and prove that TC satisfies it.
We believe that the combination of blockchains with SGX introduced in our
work will prove to be a powerful and general way to achieve confidentiality
in smart contract systems and network them with off-chain systems. This new
security paradigm, however, introduces a hybridized TCB that spans components with different trust models. We introduce techniques for using such a
hybridized TCB securely while minimizing the TCB code size. In TC, we show
how to avoid constructing an authenticated channel from the blockchain to the
enclave—bloating the enclave with an Ethereum client—by instead authenticating enclave outputs on the blockchain. We also show how to minimize on-chain
signature-verification code. These techniques are general; they apply to any use
of a similar hybridized TCB.
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Other interesting smaller challenges arise in the design of TC. One is deployment of TLS in an enclave. Enclaves lack networking capabilities, so TLS code
must be carefully partitioned between the enclave and untrusted host environment. Another is hedging in TC against the risk of compromise of a website
or single SGX instance, which we accomplish with various modes of majority
voting: among multiple websites offering the same piece of data (e.g. stock price)
or among multiple SGX platforms.

Applications and performance. We believe that TC can spur deployment of a
rich spectrum of smart contracts that are hard to realize in the existing Ethereum
ecosystem. We explore three examples that demonstrate TC’s capabilities: (1)
A financial derivative (cash-settled put option) that consumes stock ticker data;
(2) A flight insurance contract that relies on private data requests about flight
cancellations; and (3) A contract for sale of virtual goods and online games (via
Steam Marketplace) for Ether, the Ethereum currency, using custom data requests
to access user accounts.
Our experiments with these three applications show that TC is highly scalable.
Running on just a single SGX host, TC achieves throughputs of 15-65 tx/sec. TC
is easily parallelized across many hosts, as separate TC hosts can serve requests
with no interdependency. (For comparison, Ethereum handles less than 1 tx/sec
today and recent work [91] suggests that Bitcoin can scale safely to no more
26 tx/sec with reparametrization.) For these same applications, experimental
response times for datagram requests range from 192-1309 ms—much less than
an Ethereum block interval (12 seconds on average). These results suggest that a
few SGX-enabled hosts can support TC data feed rates well beyond the global
transaction rate of a modern decentralized blockchain.
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Contributions. We offer the following contributions:

• We introduce and report on an end-to-end implementation of Town Crier,
an authenticated data feed system that addresses critical barriers to the
adoption of decentralized smart contracts. TC combines a smart-contract
front end in Ethereum and an SGX-based trusted hardware back end to: (1)
Serve authenticated data to smart contracts without a trusted service operator and (2) Support private and custom data requests, enabling encrypted
requests and secure use of access-controlled, off-chain data sources. We
plan to launch a version of TC soon as an open-source service.
• We formally analyze the security of TC within the Universal Composability
(UC) framework, defining functionalities to represent both on-chain and
off-chain components. We formally define and prove the basic properties
of datagram authenticity and fair expenditure as well as gas sustainability, a
fundamental availability property for any Ethereum service.
• We introduce a hybridized TCB spanning the blockchain and an SGX
enclave, a powerful new paradigm of trustworthy system composition.
We present generic techniques that help shrink the TCB code size within
this model as well as techniques to hedge against individual SGX platform
compromises.
• We explore three TC applications that show TC’s ability to support a rich
range of services well beyond those in Ethereum today. Experiments
with these applications also show that TC can easily meet the latency
and throughput requirements of modern decentralized blockchains.
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2.2

Background

In this section, we provide basic background on the main technologies TC incorporates, namely SGX, TLS / HTTPS, and smart contracts.

SGX.

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [185, 32, 146] is a set of new

instructions that confer hardware protections on user-level code. SGX enables
process execution in a protected address space known as an enclave. The enclave
protects the confidentiality and integrity of the process from certain forms of
hardware attack and other software on the same host, including the operating
system.
An enclave process cannot make system calls, but can read and write memory
outside the enclave region. Thus isolated execution in SGX may be viewed in
terms of an ideal model in which a process is guaranteed to execute correctly
and with perfect confidentiality, but relies on a (potentially malicious) operating
system for network and file-system access.1
SGX allows a remote system to verify the software in an enclave and communicate securely with it. When an enclave is created, the CPU produces a hash of
its initial state known as a measurement. The software in the enclave may, at a
later time, request a report which includes a measurement and supplementary
data provided by the process, such as a public key. The report is digitally signed
using a hardware-protected key to produce a proof that the measured software
is running in an SGX-protected enclave. This proof, known as a quote, can be ver1 This

model is a simplification: SGX is known to expose some internal enclave state to the
OS [88]. Our basic security model for TC assumes ideal isolated execution, but again, TC can
also be distributed across multiple SGX instances as a hedge against compromise.
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ified by a remote system, while the process-provided public key can be used by
the remote system to establish a secure channel with the enclave or verify signed
data it emits. We use the generic term attestation to refer to a quote, and denote it
by att. We assume that a trustworthy measurement of the code for the enclave
component of TC is available to any client that wishes to verify an attestation.
SGX signs quotes using a group signature scheme called EPID [58]. This choice
of primitive is significant in our design of Town Crier, as EPID is a proprietary
signature scheme not supported natively in Ethereum. SGX additionally provides a trusted time source via the function sgx_get_trusted_time. On invoking
this function, an enclave obtains a measure of time relative to a reference point
indexed by a nonce. A reference point remains stable, but SGX does not provide
a source of absolute or wall-clock time, another limitation we must work around
in TC.

TLS / HTTPS. We assume basic familiarity by readers with TLS and HTTPS
(HTTP over TLS). As we explain later, TC exploits an important feature of
HTTPS, namely that it can be partitioned into interoperable layers: an HTTP
layer interacting with web servers, a TLS layer handling handshakes and secure
communication, and a TCP layer providing reliable data stream.

Smart contracts.

While TC can in principle support any smart-contract system,

we focus in this paper on its use in Ethereum, whose model we now explain. For
further details, see [64, 250].
A smart contract in Ethereum is represented as what is called a contract
account, endowed with code, a currency balance, and persistent memory in
the form of a key/value store. A contract accepts messages as inputs to any
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of a number of designated functions. These entry points, determined by the
contract creator, represent the API of the contract. Once created, a contract
executes autonomously; it persists indefinitely with even its creator unable to
modify its code.2 Contract code executes in response to receipt of a message from
another contract or a transaction from a non-contract (externally owned) account,
informally what we call a wallet. Thus, contract execution is always initiated by
a transaction. Informally, a contract only executes when “poked,” and poking
progresses through a sequence of entry points until no further message passing
occurs (or a shortfall in gas occurs, as explained below). The “poking” model
aside, as a simple abstraction, a smart contract may be viewed as an autonomous
agent on the blockchain.
Ethereum has its own associated cryptocurrency called Ether. To prevent
DoS attacks, prevent inadvertent infinite looping within contracts, and generally
control network resource expenditure, Ethereum allows Ether-based purchase of
a resource called gas to power contracts. Every operation, including sending data,
executing computation, and storing data, has a fixed gas cost. Transactions include a parameter (GASLIMIT) specifying a bound on the amount of gas expended
by the computations they initiate. When a function calls another function, it
may optionally specify a lower GASLIMIT for the child call which expends gas
from the same pool as the parent. Should a function fail to complete due to a gas
shortfall, it is aborted and any state changes induced by the partial computation
are rolled back to their pre-call state; previous computations on the call path,
though, are retained and gas is still spent.
Along with a GASLIMIT, a transaction specifies a GASPRICE, the maximum
amount in Ether that the transaction is willing to pay per unit of gas. The
2 There

is one exception: a special opcode suicide wipes code from a contract account.
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transaction thus succeeds only if the initiating account has a balance of GASLIMIT

× GASPRICE Ether and GASPRICE is high enough to be accepted by the system
(miner).
As we discuss in Section 2.5.1, the management of gas is critical to the availability of TC (and other Ethereum-based services) in the face of malicious users.
Finally, we note that transactions in Ethereum are digitally signed for a wallet
using ECDSA on the curve Secp256k1 and the hash function SHA3-256.

2.3

Architecture and Security Model

Town Crier includes three main components: The TC Contract (CTC ), the Enclave
(whose code is denoted by progencl ), and the Relay (R). The Enclave and Relay
reside on the TC server, while the TC Contract resides on the blockchain. We
refer to a smart contract making use of the Town Crier service as a requester or
relying contract, which we denote CU , and its (off-chain) owner as a client or
user. A data source, or source for short, is an online server (running HTTPS) that
provides data which TC draws on to compose datagrams.
An architectural schematic of TC showing its interaction with external entities
is given in Fig. 2.1.

The TC Contract CTC .

The TC Contract is a smart contract that acts as the

blockchain front end for TC. It is designed to present a simple API to a relying
contract CU for its requests to TC. CTC accepts datagram requests from CU and
returns corresponding datagrams from TC. Additionally, CTC manages TC’s
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Figure 2.1: Basic Town Crier architecture. Trusted components are depicted in
green.
monetary resources.

The Enclave. We refer to an instance of the TC code running in an SGX enclave
simply as the Enclave and denote the code itself by progencl . In TC, the Enclave
ingests and fulfills datagram requests from the blockchain. To obtain the data
for inclusion in datagrams, it queries external data sources, specifically HTTPSenabled internet services. It returns a datagram to a requesting contract CU
as a digitally signed blockchain message. Under our basic security model for
SGX, network functions aside, the Enclave runs in complete isolation from an
adversarial OS as well as other process on the host.

The Relay R.

As an SGX enclave process, the Enclave lacks direct network

access. Thus the Relay handles bidirectional network traffic on behalf of the
Enclave. Specifically, the Relay provides network connectivity from the Enclave
to three different types of entities:

1. The Blockchain (the Ethereum system): The Relay scrapes the blockchain in
order to monitor the state of CTC . In this way, it performs implicit message
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passing from CTC to the Enclave, as neither component itself has network
connectivity. Additionally, the Relay places messages emitted from the
Enclave (datagrams) on the blockchain.
2. Clients: The Relay runs a web server to handle off-chain service requests
from clients—specifically requests for Enclave attestations. As we soon
explain, an attestation provides a unique public key for the Enclave instance
to the client and proves that the Enclave is executing correct code in an
SGX enclave and that its clock is correct in terms of absolute (wall-clock)
time. A client that successfully verifies an attestation can then safely create
a relying contract CU that uses the TC.
3. Data sources: The Relay relays traffic between data sources (HTTPS-enabled
websites) and the Enclave.

The Relay is an ordinary user-space application. It does not benefit from
integrity protection by SGX and thus, unlike the Enclave, can be subverted by an
adversarial OS on the TC server to cause delays or failures. A key design aim of
TC, however, is that Relay should be unable to cause incorrect datagrams to be
produced or users to lose fees paid to TC for datagrams (although they may lose
gas used to fuel their requests). As we will show, in general the Relay can only
mount denial-of-service attacks against TC.

Security model.

Here we give a brief overview of our security model for TC,

providing more details in later sections. We assume the following:

• The TC Contract. CTC is globally visible on the blockchain and its source
code is published for clients. Thus we assume that CTC behaves honestly.
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• Data sources. We assume that clients trust the data sources from which they
obtain TC datagrams. We also assume that these sources are stable, i.e.,
yield consistent datagrams, during a requester’s specified time interval T.
(Requests are generally time-invariant, e.g., for a stock price at a particular
time.)
• Enclave security. We make three assumptions: (1) The Enclave behaves
honestly, i.e., progencl , whose source code is published for clients, correctly
executes the protocol; (2) For an Enclave-generated keypair (skTC , pkTC ),
the private key skTC is known only to the Enclave; and (3) The Enclave has
an accurate (internal) real-time clock. We explain below how we use SGX
to achieve these properties.
• Blockchain communication. Transaction and message sources are authenticable, i.e., a transaction m sent from wallet W X (or message m from contract

C X ) is identified by the receiving account as originating from X. Transactions and messages are integrity protected (as they are digitally signed by
the sender), but not confidential.
• Network communication. The Relay (and other untrusted components of
the TC server) can tamper with or delay communications to and from the
Enclave. (As we explain in our SGX security model, the Relay cannot otherwise observe or alter the Enclave’s behavior.) Thus the Relay is subsumed
by an adversary that controls the network.
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2.4

TC Protocol Overview

We now outline the protocol of TC at a high level. The basic structure is conceptually simple: a user contract CU requests a datagram from the TC Contract

CTC , CTC forwards the request to the Enclave and then returns the response to CU .
There are many details, however, relating to message contents and protection
and the need to connect the off-chain parts of TC with the blockchain.
First we give a brief overview of the protocol structure. Then we enumerate
the data flows in TC. Finally, we present the framework for modeling SGX as
ideal functionalities inspired by the universal-composability (UC) framework.

2.4.1

Datagram Lifecycle

The lifecycle of a datagram may be briefly summarized in the following steps:

• Initiate request. CU sends a datagram request to CTC on the blockchain.
• Monitor and relay. The Relay monitors CTC and relays any incoming
datagram request with parameters params to the Enclave.
• Securely fetch feed. To process the request specified in params, the Enclave
contacts a data source via HTTPS and obtains the requested datagram. It
forwards the datagram via the Relay to CTC .
• Return datagram. CTC returns the datagram to CU .

We now make this data flow more precise.
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2.4.2

Data Flows

A datagram request by CU takes the form of a message m1 = (params, callback) to

CTC on the blockchain. params specifies the requested datagram, e.g., params :=
(url, spec, T ), where url is the target data source, spec specifies content of a the
datagram to be retrieved (e.g., a stock ticker at a particular time), and T specifies
the delivery time for the datagram (initiated by scraping of the data source). The
parameter callback in m1 indicates the entry point to which the datagram is to be
returned. While callback need not be in CU , we assume it is for simplicity.

CTC generates a fresh unique id and forwards m2 = (id, params) to the Enclave.
In response it receives m3 = (id, params, data) from the TC service, where data is
the datagram (e.g., the desired stock ticker price). CTC checks the consistency
of params on the request and response and, if they match, forwards data to the
callback entry point in message m4 .
For simplicity here, we assume that CU makes a one-time datagram request.
Thus it can trivially match m4 with m1 . Our full protocol contains an optimization
by which CTC returns id to CU after m1 as a consistent, trustworthy identifier for
all data flows. This enables straightforward handling of multiple datagram
requests from the same instance of CU .
Figure 2.2 shows the data flows involved in processing a datagram request.
For simplicity, the figure omits the Relay, which is only responsible for data
passing.
Digital signatures are needed to authenticate messages, such as m3 , entering
the blockchain from an external source. We let (skTC , pkTC ) denote the private /
public keypair associated with the Enclave for such message authentication. For
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Figure 2.2: Data flows in datagram processing.
simplicity, Fig. 2.2 assumes that the Enclave can send signed messages directly
to CTC . We explain later how TC uses a layer of indirection to sends m3 as a
transaction via an Ethereum wallet WTC .

2.4.3

Use of SGX

Let progencl represent the code for Enclave, which we presume is trusted by all
system participants. Our protocols in TC rely on the ability of SGX to attest
to execution of an instance of progencl . To achieve this goal, we first present a
model that abstracts away the details of SGX, helping to simplify our protocol
presentation and security proofs. We also explain how we use the clock in SGX.
Our discussion draws on formalism for SGX from Shi et al. [230].

Formal model and notation. We adopt a formal abstraction of Intel SGX proposed by Shi et al. [230]. Following the UC and GUC paradigms [70, 71, 72], Shi et
al. propose to abstract away the details of SGX implementation, and instead view
SGX as a third party trusted for both confidentiality and integrity. Specifically,
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Fsgx [progencl , R]: abstraction for SGX
Hardcoded: sksgx
Assume: progencl has entry points Initialize and Resume
Initialize:
On receive (init) from R:
Let outp := progencl .Initalize()
σatt := Σsgx .Sign(sksgx , (progencl , outp)) // models EPID signature.
Output (outp, σatt )
Resume:
On receive (resume, id, params) from R:
Let outp := progencl .Resume(id, params)
Output outp
Figure 2.3: Formal abstraction for SGX execution capturing a subset of SGX
features sufficient for implementation of TC.
we use a global UC functionality Fsgx (Σsgx )[progencl , R] to denote (an instance
of) an SGX functionality parameterized by a (group) signature scheme Σsgx . Here
progencl denotes the SGX enclave program and R the physical SGX host (which
we assume for simplicity is the same as that of the TC Relay). As described in
Fig. 2.3, upon initialization, Fsgx runs outp := progencl .Initialize() and attests to
the code of progencl as well as outp. Upon a resume call with (id, params), Fsgx
runs and outputs the result of progencl .Resume(id, params). Further formalism
for Fsgx is given Appendix A.1.1.

SGX Clock. As noted above, the trusted clock for SGX provides only relative
time with respect to a reference point. To work around this, the Enclave is initialized with the current wall-clock time provided by a trusted source (e.g., the Relay
under a trust-on-first-use model). In the current implementation of TC, clients
may, in real time, request and verify a fresh timestamp—signed by the Enclave
under pkTC —via a web interface in the Relay. Thus, a client can determine the
absolute clock time of the Enclave to within the round-trip time of its attestation
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request plus the attestation verification time—hundreds of milliseconds in a
wide-area network. This high degree of accuracy is potentially useful for some
applications but only loose accuracy is required for most. Ethereum targets
a block interval of 12s and the clock serves in TC primarily to: (1) Schedule
connections to data sources and (2) To check TLS certificates for expiration when
establishing HTTPS connections. For simplicity, we assume in our protocol specifications that the Enclave clock provides accurate wall-clock time in the canonical
format of seconds since the Unix epoch January 1, 1970 00:00 UTC. Note that the
trusted clock for SGX, backed by Intel Manageability Engine [151], is resilient to
power outages and reboots [219].
We let clock() denote measurement of the SGX clock from within the enclave,
expressed as the current absolute (wall-clock) time.

2.5

Two Key Security Properties

Before presenting the TC protocol details, we discuss two key security properties
informing its design: gas sustainability and TCB minimization in TC’s hybridized
TCB model. While we introduce them in this work, as we shall explain, they are
of broad and general applicability.

2.5.1

Gas Sustainability

As explained above, Ethereum’s fee model requires that gas costs be paid by the
user who initiates a transaction, including all costs resulting from dependent
calls. This means that a service that initiates calls to Ethereum contracts must
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spend money to execute those calls. Without careful design, such services run
the risk of malicious users (or protocol bugs) draining financial resources by
triggering blockchain calls for which the service’s fees will not be reimbursed.
This could cause financial depletion and result in an application-layer denial-ofservice attack. It is thus critical for the availability of Ethereum-based services
that they always be reimbursed for blockchain computation they initiate.
To ensure that a service is not vulnerable to such attacks, we define gas sustainability, a new condition necessary for the liveness of blockchain contract-based
services. Gas sustainability is a basic requirement for any self-perpetuating
Ethereum service. It can also generalize beyond Ethereum; any decentralized
blockchain-based smart contract system must require fees of some kind to reimburse miners for performing and verifying computation.
Let bal(W ) denote the balance of an Ethereum wallet W .
Definition 2.1 (K-Gas Sustainability). A service with wallet W and blockchain functions f 1 , · · · , f n is K-gas sustainable if the following holds. If bal(W ) ≥ K prior to
execution of any f i and the service behaves honestly, then after each execution of an f i
initiated by W , bal(W ) ≥ K.

Recall that a call made in Ethereum with insufficient gas will abort, but spend
all provided gas. While Ethereum trivially guarantees 0-gas sustainability, if a
transaction is submitted by a wallet with insufficient funds, the wallet’s balance
will drop to 0. Therefore, to be K-gas sustainable for K > 0, each blockchain call
made by the service must reimburse gas expenditures. Moreover, the service
must have sufficient gas for each call or such reimbursement will be reverted
with the rest of the transaction.
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The need for gas sustainability (with K > 0, as required by TC) informs
our protocol design in Section 2.6. We prove that TC achieves this property
in Section 2.8.

2.5.2

Hybrid TCB Minimization
TOff : abstraction for off-chain TCB

Initialize(void):
(pk, sk) := Σ.KeyGen(1λ )
Output pk
Resume(req):
Assert OAuth (req)
resp := f (req)
σ := Σ.Sign(sk, (req, resp))
Output ((req, resp), σ )

TOn : abstraction for on-chain TCB
Request(req):
Send (req) to TOff
Deliver(req, resp, σ):
Σ.Verify((req, resp), σ )
// can now use resp as trusted
Figure 2.4: Systems like TC have a hybrid TCB. Authentication between two
components can greatly increase TCB complexity of implemented naively. We
propose techniques to eliminate the most expensive operations (highlighted in
red).
In a system involving a smart contract interacting with an off-chain trusted
computing environment (e.g. SGX), the TCB is a hybrid of two components
with distinct properties. Computation in the smart contract is slow, costly, and
completely transparent, meaning it cannot rely on secrets. An SGX enclave is
computationally powerful and executes privately, but all external interaction—
notably including communication with the contract—must go through an un28

trusted intermediary. While this hybrid TCB is powerful and useful well beyond
TC, it presents a challenge: establishing secure communication between the
components while minimizing the code in the TCB.
We define abstractions for both TCB components in Fig. 2.4. To distinguish
these abstractions from formal ideal functionalities, we use T (for trusted component), rather than F . We model the authentication of on-chain messages by
an oracle OAuth , which returns true if an input is a valid blockchain transaction.
Since Ethereum blocks are self-authenticated using Merkle trees [64, 250], in
principle we can realize OAuth by including an Ethereum client in the TCB. Doing so drastically increases the code footprint, however, as the core Ethereum
implementation is about 50k lines of C++. Similarly, a smart contract could
authenticate messages from an SGX by checking attestations, but implementing
this verification in a smart contract would be error-prone and computationally
(and thus financially) expensive.
Instead we propose two general techniques to avoid these calls and thereby
minimize code size in the TCB. The first applies to any hybrid system where
one TCB component is a blockchain contract. The second applies to any hybrid
system where the TCB components communicate only to make and respond to
requests.

Binding TOff to WTC .

Due to the speed and cost of computation in the on-chain

TCB, we wish to avoid implementing signature verification (e.g. Intel’s EPID).
There does exist a precompiled Ethereum contract to verify ECDSA signatures
[250], but the operation requires a high gas cost. Instead, we describe here how to
bind the identity of TOff to an Ethereum wallet, which allows TOn to simply check
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the message sender, which is already verified as part of Ethereum’s transaction
protocol.
The key observation is that information can only be inserted into the Ethereum
blockchain as a transaction from a wallet. Thus, the only way the Relay can relay
messages from TOff to TOn is through a wallet WTC . Since Ethereum itself already
verifies signatures on transactions (i.e., users interact with Ethereum through an
authenticated channel), we can piggyback verification of TOff signatures on top
of the existing transaction signature verification mechanism. Simply put, the TOff
creates WTC with a fresh public key pkOff whose secret is known only to TOff .
To make this idea work fully, the public key pkOff must be hardcoded into

TOn . A client creating or relying on a contract that uses TOn is responsible for
ensuring that this hardcoded pkOff has an appropriate SGX attestation before
interacting with TOn . Letting Verify denote a verification algorithm for EPID
signatures, Figure 2.5 gives the protocol for a client to check that TOn is backed
by a valid TOff instance. (We omit the modeling here of IAS online revocation
checks.)
In summary, by assuming that relying clients have verified an attestation of

TOff , we can assume that datagrams sent from WTC are trusted to originate from
TOff . This eliminates the need to do costly EPID signature verification in TOn .
Additionally, SGX can seal pkOff in non-volatile storage while protecting
integrity and confidentiality [150, 32], allowing us to maintain the same binding
through server restarts.
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User: offline verification of SGX attestation
Inputs: pksgx , pkOff , TOff , σatt
Verify:
Assert TOff is the expected enclave code
Assert Σsgx .Verify(pksgx , σatt , (TOff , pkOff ))
Assert TOn is correct and parametrized with pkOff
// now okay to rely on TOn
Figure 2.5: A client checks an SGX attestation of the enclave’s code TOff and
public key pkOff . The client also checks that pkOff is hardcoded into blockchain
contract TOn before using TOn .
Eliminating OAuth .

To eliminate the need to call OAuth from TOff , we leverage

the fact that all messages from TOff to TOn are responses to existing requests.
Instead of verifying request parameters in TOff , we can verify in TOn that TOff
responded to the correct request. For each request, TOn stores the parameters
of that request. In each response, TOff includes the parameters it used to fulfill
the request. TOn can then check that the parameters in a response match the
stored parameters and, if not, and simply reject. Storing parameters and checking
equality are simple operations, so this vastly simpler than calling OAuth inside

TOff .
This approach may appear to open new attacks (e.g., the Relay can send
bogus requests to which the TOff respond). As we prove in Section 2.8, however,
all such attacks reduce to DoS attacks from the network or the Relay—attacks to
which hybrid TCB systems are inherently susceptible and which we do not aim
to protect against in TC.
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2.6

Town Crier Protocol

We now present some preliminaries followed by the TC protocol. For simplicity,
we assume a single instance of progencl , although our architecture could scale up
to multiple enclaves and even multiple hosts.
To ensure gas sustainability, we require that requesters make gas payments
up front as Ether. CTC then reimburses the gas costs of TC. By having a trusted
component perform the reimbursement, we are also able to guarantee that a
malicious TC cannot steal an honest user’s money without delivering valid data.

Notation. We use msg.mi to label messages corresponding to those in Fig. 2.2.
For payment, let $g denote gas and $f to denote non-gas currency. In both cases $
is a type annotation and the letter denotes the numerical amount. For simplicity,
we assume that gas and currency adopt the same units (allowing us to avoid
explicit conversions). We use the following identifiers to denote currency and
gas amounts.
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Currency a requester deposits to refund Town Crier’s gas
$f
expenditure to deliver a datagram
$greq
$gcncl

$gdvr

GASLIMIT when invoking Request, Deliver, or Cancel, respectively
GASLIMIT for callback while executing Deliver, set to the max

$gclbk

value that can be reimbursed

$Gmin

Gas required for Deliver excluding callback

$Gmax

Maximum gas TC can provide to invoke Deliver

$Gcncl

Gas needed to invoke Cancel

$G∅

Gas needed for Deliver on a canceled request

$Gmin , $Gmax , $Gcncl , and $G∅ are system constants, $f is chosen by the requester (and may be malicious if the requester is dishonest), and $gdvr is chosen
by the TC Enclave when calling Deliver. Though $greq and $gcncl are set by the
requester, a user-initiated transaction will abort if they are too small, so we need
not worry about the values.

Initialization. TC deposits at least $Gmax into the WTC .

The TC Contract CTC .

The TC Contract accepts a datagram request with fee $f

from CU , assigns it a unique id, and records it. The Town Crier Relay R monitors
requests and forwards them to the Enclave. As we discussed in Section 2.5.2,
upon receipt of a response from WTC , CTC verifies that params0 = params to
ensure validity. If the request is valid, CTC forwards the resulting datagram data
by calling the callback specified in the initial request. To ensure that all gas spent
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can be reimbursed, CTC sets $gclbk := $f − $Gmin for this sub-call. CTC is specified
fully in Fig. 2.6. Here, Call denotes a call to a contact entry point.
Town Crier blockchain contract CTC with fees
Initialize: Counter := 0
Request: On recv (params, callback, $f, $greq ) from some CU :
Assert $Gmin ≤ $f ≤ $Gmax
id := Counter; Counter := Counter + 1
Store (id, params, callback, $f, CU )
// $f held by contract
Deliver: On recv (id, params, data, $gdvr ) from WTC :
(1) If isCanceled[id] and not isDelivered[id]
Set isDelivered[id]
(2) Send $G∅ to WTC
Return
Retrieve stored (id, params0 , callback, $f, _)
// abort if not found
Assert params = params0 and $f ≤ $gdvr
and isDelivered[id] not set
Set isDelievered[id]
(3) Send $f to WTC
Set $gclbk := $f − $Gmin
(4) Call callback(data) with gas $gclbk

// msg.m1

// msg.m4

Cancel: On recv (id, $gcncl ) from CU :
0 )
Retrieve stored (id, _, _, $f, CU
// abort if not found
0 and $f ≥ $G
Assert CU = CU
∅
and isDelivered[id] not set
and isCanceled[id] not set
Set isCanceled[id]
(5) Send ($f − $G∅ ) to CU // hold $G∅
Figure 2.6: TC contract CTC reflecting fees. The last argument of each function is
the GASLIMIT provided.

The Relay R.

As noted in Section 2.3, R bridges the gap between the Enclave

and the blockchain in three ways.

1. It scrapes the blockchain and monitors CTC for new requests (id, params).
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2. It boots the Enclave with progencl .Initialize() and calls progencl .Resume(id, params)
on incoming requests.
3. It forwards datagrams from the Enclave to the blockchain.

Recall that it forwards already-signed transacations to the blockchain as WTC .
The program for R is shown in Fig. 2.7. The function AuthSend inserts a transaction to blockchain (“as WTC ” means the transaction is already signed with skTC ).
An honest Relay will invoke progencl .Resume exactly once with the parameters
of each valid request and never otherwise.
Program for Town Crier Relay R
Initialize:
Send init to Fsgx [progencl , R]
On recv (pkTC , σatt ) from Fsgx [progencl , R]:
Publish (pkTC , σatt )
Handle(id, params):
Parse params as (_, _, T )
Wait until clock() ≥ T.min
Send (resume, id, params) to Fsgx [progencl , R]
On recv ((id, params, data, $gdvr ), σ ) from
Fsgx [progencl , R]:
AuthSend (id, params, data, $gdvr ) to CTC as WTC
// msg.m3
Main:
Loop Forever:
Wait for CTC to records request (id, params, _, _, _):
Fork a process of Handle(id, params)
End
Figure 2.7: The Town Crier Relay R.

The Enclave progencl . When initialized through Initialize(), progencl ingests
the current wall-clock time; by storing this time and setting a clock reference
point, it calibrates its absolute clock. It generates an ECDSA keypair (pkTC , skTC )
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(parameterized as in Ethereum), where pkTC is bound to the progencl instance
through insertion into attestations.
Upon a call to Resume(id, params), progencl contacts the data source specified
by params via HTTPS and checks that the corresponding certificate cert is valid.
(We discuss certificate checking in Section 2.7.) Then progencl fetches the requested
datagram and returns it to R along with params, id, and a GASLIMIT $gdvr :=
$Gmax , all digitally signed with skTC . Fig. 2.8 shows the protocol for progencl .
Program for Town Crier Enclave (progencl )
Initialize (void)
// Subroutine call from Fsgx , which attests to
// progencl and pkTC . See Figure 2.3.
(pkTC , skTC ) := Σ.KeyGen(1λ )
Output pkTC
Resume (id, params)
Parse params as (url, spec, T ):
Assert clock() ≥ T.min
Contact url via HTTPS, obtaining cert
Verify cert is valid for time clock()
Obtain webpage w from url
Assert clock() ≤ T.max
Parse w to extract data with specification spec
$gdvr := $Gmax
σ := Σ.Sign(skTC , (id, params, data, $gdvr ))
Output ((id, params, data, $gdvr ), σ )
Figure 2.8: The Town Crier Enclave progencl .

The Requester Contract CU .

An honest requester first follows the protocol

in Fig. 2.5 to verify the SGX attestation. Then she prepares params and callback,
sets $greq to the cost of Request with params, sets $f to $Gmin plus the cost
of executing callback, and invokes Request(params, callback, $f) with GASLIMIT
$greq .
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Wallets

Contracts

User WU

User Contract
CU
Request
($greq , $f)
Deliver
$gdvr

WTC
$f

$gclbk

TC Contract
CTC
$f

Figure 2.9: Money Flow for a Delivered Request. Red arrows denote flow of
money and brown arrows denote gas limits. The thickness of lines indicate
the quantity of resources. The $gclbk arrow is thin because $gclbk is limited to
$f − $Gmin .
If callback is not executed, she can invoke Cancel(id) with GASLIMIT $Gcncl to
receive a partial refund. An honest requester will invoke Cancel at most once for
each of her requests and never for any other user’s request.

2.6.1

Private and Custom Datagrams

In addition to ordinary datagrams, TC supports private datagrams, which are
requests where params includes ciphertexts under pkTC . Private datagrams can
thus enable confidentiality-preserving applications despite the public readability
of the blockchain. Custom datagrams, also supported by TC, allow a contract to
specify a particular web-scraping target, potentially involving multiple interactions, and thus greatly expand the range of possible relying contracts for TC. We
do not treat them in our security proofs, but give examples of both datagram
types in Section 2.9.1.
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2.6.2

Enhanced Robustness via Replication

Our basic security model for TC assumes the ideal isolation model for SGX
described above as well as client trust in data sources. Given various concerns
about SGX security [88, 253] and the possible fallibility of data sources, we
examine two important ways TC can support hedging. To protect against the
compromise of a single SGX instance, contracts may request datagrams from
multiple SGX instances and implement majority voting among the responses.
This hedge requires increased gas expenditure for additional requests and storage
of returned data. Similarly, TC can hedge against the compromise of a data
source by scraping multiple sources for the same data and selecting the majority
response. We demonstrate both of these mechanisms in our example financial
derivative application in Section 2.9.2. (A potential optimization is mentioned
in Section 2.11.)

2.7

TC Implementation Details

We now present further, system-level details on the TC contract CTC and the two
parts of the TC server, the Enclave and Relay.

2.7.1

TC Contract

We implement CTC as described in Section 2.6 in Solidity, a high-level language with JavaScript-like syntax which compiles to Ethereum Virtual Machine
bytecode—the language Ethereum contracts use.
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In order to handle the most general type of requests—including encrypted
parameters—the CTC implementation requires two parameter fields: an integer
specifying the type of request (e.g. flight status) and a byte array of user-specified
size. This byte array is parsed and interpreted inside the Enclave, but is treated
as an opaque byte array by CTC . For convenience, we include the timestamp of
the current block as an implicit parameter.
To guard against the Relay tampering with request parameters, the CTC
protocol includes params as an argument to Deliver which validates against
stored values.

To reduce this cost for large arrays, we store and verify

SHA3-256(requestType||timestamp||paramArray). The Relay scrapes the raw values for the Enclave which computes the hash and includes it as an argument to
Deliver.
As we mentioned in Section 2.4.2, to allow for improved efficiency in client
contracts, Request returns id and Deliver includes id along with data as arguments to callback. This allows client contracts to make multiple requests in
parallel and differentiate the responses, so it is no longer necessary to create a
unique client contract for every request to CTC .

2.7.2

TC Server

Using the recently released Intel SGX SDK [152], we implemented the TC Server
as an SGX-enabled application in C++. In the programming model supported
by the SGX SDK, the body of an SGX-enabled application runs as an ordinary
user-space application, while a relatively small piece of security-sensitive code
runs in the isolated environment of the SGX enclave.
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The enclave portion of an SGX-enabled application may be viewed as a shared
library exposing an API in the form of ecalls [152] to be invoked by the untrusted
application. Invocation of an ecall transfers control to the enclave; the enclave
code runs until it either terminates and explicitly releases control, or some special
event (e.g. exception) happens [150]. Again, as we assume SGX provides ideal
isolation, the untrusted application cannot observe or alter the execution of ecalls.
Enclave programs can make ocalls [152] to invoke functions defined outside
of the enclave. An ocall triggers an exit from the enclave; control is returned once
the ocall completes. As ocalls execute outside the enclave, they must be treated
by enclave code as untrusted.
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TCP

HTTPS
Web
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Interface
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Enclave

Server

ecall
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Figure 2.10: Components of TC Server.
For TC, we recall that Fig. 2.8 shows the Enclave code progencl . Figure 2.7
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specifies the operation of the Relay, the untrusted code in TC, which we emphasize again provides essentially only network functionality. We now give details
on the services in the Enclave and the Relay and describe their interaction, as
summarized in Fig. 2.10.

The Enclave. There are three components to the enclave code progencl : an
HTTPS service, Web Scrapers, which interact with data sources, and a Request
Handler, which services datagram requests.
HTTPS Service. We recall that the enclave does not have direct access to host
network functionality. TC thus partitions HTTPS into a trusted layer, consisting
of HTTP and TLS code, and an untrusted layer that provides low-layer network
service, specifically TCP. This arrangement allows the enclave to establish a
secure channel with a web server; the enclave itself performs the TLS handshake
with a target server and performs all cryptographic operations internally, while
the untrusted process acts as a network interface only. We ported a TLS library
(mbedTLS [35]) and HTTP code into the SGX environment. We minimized the
HTTP code to meet the web-scraping requirements of TC while keeping the
TCB small. To verify certificates presented by remote servers, we hardcoded
a collection of root CA certificates into the enclave code; in the first version of
TC, the root CAs are identical to those in Chrome. By using its internal, trusted
wall-clock time, it is possible to verify that a certificate has not expired. (We
briefly discuss revocation in Section 2.11.)
Web Scrapers. We implemented scrapers for our examples in Section 2.9.1 in
an ad hoc manner for our initial implementation of TC. We defer more principled,
robust approaches to future work.
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Request Handler. The Request Handler has two jobs.

1. It ingests a datagram request in Ethereum’s serialization format, parses it,
and decrypts it (if it is a private-datagram request).
2. It generates an Ethereum transaction containing the requested datagram
(and parameter hash), serializes it as a blockchain transaction, signs it using
skTC , and furnishes it to the Relay.
We implemented the Ethereum ABI and RLP which, respectively, specify the
serialization of arguments and transactions in Ethereum.
Attestation Generation. Recall in Section 2.2 we mentioned that an attestation is an report digitally signed by the Intel-provided Quoting Enclave (QE).
Therefore two phases are involved in generating att. First, the Enclave calls
sgx_create_report to generate a report with QE as the target enclave. Then the
Relay forwards the report to QE and calls sgx_get_quote to get a signed version
of the report, namely an attestation.

The Relay. The Relay encompasses three components: A Client Interface,
which serves attestations and timestamps, OS services, including networking
and time services, and a Blockchain Interface.
Client Interface. As described in Section 2.3, a client starts using TC by requesting and verifying an attestation att and checking the correctness of the clock in
the TC enclave using a fresh timestamp. The Client Interface caches att upon
initialization of progencl . When it receives a web request from a client for an
attestation, it issues an ecall to the enclave to obtain a Unix timestamp signed
using skTC , which it returns to the client along with att. The client verify att using
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the Intel Attestation Service (IAS) and then verify the timestamp using pkTC and
check it using any trustworthy time service.
OS services. The Enclave relies on the Relay to access networking and wallclock time (used for initialization) provided by the OS and implemented as
ocalls.
Blockchain Interface. The Relay’s Blockchain Interface monitors the blockchain
for incoming requests and places transactions on the blockchain in order to
deliver datagrams. The Blockchain Interface incorporates an official Ethereum
client, Geth [82]. This Geth client can be configured with a JSON RPC server.
The Relay communicates with the blockchain indirectly via RPC calls to this
server. For example, to insert a signed transaction, the Relay simply calls
eth_sendRawTransaction with the byte array of the serialized transaction. We
emphasize that, as the enclave holds skTC , transactions are signed within the
enclave.

2.8

Security Analysis

Proofs of theorems in this section appear in Appendix A.2.

Authenticity. Intuitively, authenticity means that an adversary (including a
corrupt user, Relay, or collusion thereof) cannot convince CTC to accept a datagram that differs from the expected content obtained by crawling the specified
url at the specified time. In our formal definition, we assume that the user and

CTC behave honestly. Recall that the user must verify upfront the attestation σatt
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that vouches for the enclave’s public key pkTC .
Definition 2.2 (Authenticity of Data Feed). We say that the TC protocol satisfies
Authenticity of Data Feed if, for any polynomial-time adversary A that can interact
arbitrarily with Fsgx , A cannot cause an honest verifier to accept (pkTC , σatt , params :=

(url, pkurl , T ), data, σ) where data is not the contents of url with the public key pkurl at
time T (progencl .Resume(id, params) in our model). More formally, for any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary A,





Pr 




(pkTC , σatt , id, params, data, σ) ← (pkTC , σatt , id, params, data, σ) ← (pkTC , σatt , id, params, data, σ


Σsgx .Verify(pksgx , σatt , (progencl , pkTC )) = 1 ∧
(Σ.Verify(pkTC , id, params, data) = 1) ∧
data 6= progencl .Resume(id, params)

≤ negl(λ),
for security parameter λ.
Theorem 2.1 (Authenticity). Assume that Σsgx and Σ are secure signature schemes.
Then, the TC protocol achieves authenticity of data feed under Definition 2.2.3

Fee Safety. Our protocol in Section 2.6 ensures that an honest Town Crier will
not run out of money and that an honest requester will not pay excessive fees.
Theorem 2.2 (Gas Sustainability). Town Crier is $Gmax -gas sustainable.

An honest user should only have to pay for computation that is executed
honestly on her behalf. If a valid datagram is delivered, this is a constant value
plus the cost of executing callback. Otherwise the requester should be able to
3 Recall that we model SGX’s group signature as a regular signature scheme under a manufacturer public key pksgx using the model in [230].
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recover the cost of executing Deliver. For Theorem 2.2 to hold, CTC must retain
a small fee on cancellation, but we allow the user to recover all but this small
constant amount. We now formalize this intuition.
Theorem 2.3 (Fair Expenditure for Honest Requester). For any params and callback,
let $Greq and $F be the honestly-chosen values of $greq and $f, respectively, when
submitting the request (params, callback, $f, $greq ). For any such request submitted by
an honest user, one of the following holds:
• callback is invoked with a valid datagram matching the request parameters params,
and the requester spends at most $Greq + $Gcncl + $F;
• The requester spends at most $Greq + $Gcncl + $G∅ .

Other security concerns. In Section 2.6.2, we addressed concerns about attacks
outside the SGX isolation model embraced in the basic TC protocol. A threat we
do not address in TC is the risk of traffic analysis by a network adversary or compromised Relay against confidential applications (e.g., with private datagrams),
although we briefly discuss the issue in Section 2.9.1. We also note that while TC
assumes the correctness of data sources, if a scraping failure occurs, TC delivers
an empty datagram, enabling relying contracts to fail gracefully.

2.9

Experiments

We implemented three showcase applications which we plan to launch together
with TC. We provide a brief description of our applications followed by cost
and performance measurements. We refer the reader to Appendix A.3 for more
details on the applications and code samples.
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2.9.1

Requesting Contracts

Financial Derivative (CashSettledPut). Financial derivatives are among the
most commonly cited smart contract applications, and exemplify the need for
a data feed on financial instruments. We implemented an example contract
CashSettledPut for a cash-settled put option. This is an agreement for one party to
buy an asset from the other at an agreed upon price on or before a particular
date. It is “cash-settled” in that the sale is implicit, i.e., no asset changes hands,
only cash reflecting the asset’s value.

Flight Insurance (FlightIns). Flight insurance indemnifies a purchaser should
her flight be delayed or canceled. We have implemented a simple flight insurance
contract called FlightIns. Our implementation showcases TC’s private-datagram
feature to address an obvious concern: customers may not wish to reveal their
travel plans publicly on the blockchain. Roughly speaking, a customer submits
to CTC a request EncpkTC (req) encrypted under Town Crier enclave’s public key
pkTC . The enclave decrypts req and checks that it is well-formed (e.g., submitted
sufficiently long before the flight time). The enclave will then fetch the flight
information from a target website at a specified later time, and send to CTC a
datagram indicating whether the flight is delayed or canceled. Finally, to avoid
leaking information through timing (e.g., when the flight information website is
accessed or datagram sent), random delays are introduced.

Steam Marketplace (SteamTrade). Authenticated data feeds and smart contracts can enable fair exchange of digital goods between Internet users who
do not have pre-established trust. We have developed an example application
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CashSettledPut
mean %
tmax tmin

σt

mean %

FlightIns
tmax tmin

σt

SteamTrade
mean %
tmax tmin

σt

Ctx. switch
Web scraper
Sign
Serialization

1.00
157
20.2
0.40

0.6
87.2
11.2
0.2

3.12
258
26.6
0.84

0.25 0.31
135 18
18.7 1.52
0.24 0.08

1.23
482
20.5
0.38

0.24 2.94
95.4 600
4.0
25.3
0.08 0.67

0.17 0.32
418 31
18.9 1.4
0.20 0.08

1.17
576
20.3
0.39

0.20
96.2
3.4
0.07

3.25
765
24.8
0.65

0.36
489
18.8
0.24

0.35
52
1.28
0.09

Total

180

100

284

158

505

100

439

599

100

787

510

52

18

623
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Table 2.1: Enclave response time t, with profiling breakdown. All times are
in milliseconds. We executed 500 experimental runs, and report the statistics
including the average (mean), proportion (%), maximum (tmax ), minimum (tmin ),
and standard deviation (σt ). Note that Total is the end-to-end response time as
defined in Enclave Response Time. Times may not sum to this total due to minor
unprofiled overhead.
supporting fair trade of virtual items for Steam [22], an online gaming platform
that supports thousands of games and maintains its own marketplace, where
users can trade, buy, and sell games and other virtual items. We implemented a
contract for the sale of games and items for Ether that showcases TC’s support
for custom datagrams through the use of Steam’s access-controlled API. In our implementation, the seller sends EncpkTC (account credentials, req) to CTC , such that
the Enclave can log in as the seller and determine from the web-page whether
the virtual item has been shipped.

2.9.2

Measurements

We evaluated the performance of TC on a Dell Inspiron 13-7359 laptop with an
Intel i7-6500U CPU and 8.00GB memory, one of the few SGX-enabled systems
commercially available at the time of writing. We show that on this single host—
not even a server, but a consumer device—our implementation of TC can easily
process transactions at the peak global rate of Bitcoin, currently the most heavily
loaded decentralized blockchain.
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We report mean run times (with the standard deviation in parenthesis) over
100 trials.

TCB Size.

The trusted computing base (TCB) of Town Crier includes the En-

clave and TC Contract. The Enclave consists of approximately 46.4k lines of
C/C++ code, the vast majority of which (42.7k lines) is the modified mbedTLS
library [35]. The source code of mbedTLS has been widely deployed and tested,
while the remainder of the Enclave codebase is small enough to admit formal
verification. The TC Contract is also compact; it consists of approximately 120
lines of Solidity code.

Enclave Response Time. We measured the enclave response time for handling
a TC request, defined as the interval between (1) the Relay sending a request to
the enclave and (2) the Relay receiving a response from the enclave.
Table 2.1 summarizes the total enclave response time as well as its breakdown
over 500 runs. For the three applications we implemented, the enclave response
time ranges from 180 ms to 599 ms. The response time is clearly dominated by
the web scraper time, i.e., the time it takes to fetch the requested information
from a website. Among the three applications evaluated, SteamTrade has the
longest web scraper time, as it interacts with the target website over multiple
roundtrips to fetch the desired datagram.

Transaction Throughput.

We performed a sequence of experiments measuring

the transaction throughput while scaling up the number of concurrently running
enclaves on our single SGX-enabled host from 1 to 20. 20 TC enclaves is the
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Figure 2.11: Throughput on a single SGX machine. The x-axis is the number of
concurrent enclaves and the y-axis is the number of tx/sec. Dashed lines indicate
the ideal scaling for each application, and error bars, the standard deviation.
We ran 20 rounds of experiments (each round processing 1000 transactions in
parallel).
maximum possible given the enclave memory constraints on the specific machine
model we used. Figure 2.11 shows that, for the three applications evaluated, a
single SGX machine can handle 15 to 65 tx/sec.
Several significant data points show how effectively TC can serve the needs
of today’s blockchains for authenticated data: Ethereum currently handles under
1 tx/sec on average. Bitcoin today handles slightly more than 3 tx/sec, and its
maximum throughput (with full block utilization) is roughly 7 tx/sec. We know
of no measurement study of the throughput bound of the Ethereum peer-to-peer
network. Recent work [91] indicates that Bitcoin cannot scale beyond 26 tx/sec
without a protocol redesign. Thus, with few hosts TC can easily meet the data
feed demands of even future decentralized blockchains.
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Gas Costs.

Currently 1 gas costs 5 × 10−8 Ether, so at the exchange rate of $15

per Ether, $1 buys 1.3 million gas. Here we provide costs for our implementation
components.
The callback-independent portion of Deliver costs about 35,000 gas (2.6¢),
so this is the value of $Gmin . We set $Gmax = 3,100,000 gas ($2.33), as this is
approximately Ethereum’s maximum GASLIMIT. The cost for executing Request
is approximately 120,000 gas (9¢) of fixed cost, plus 2500 gas (0.19¢) for every
32 bytes of request parameters. The cost to execute Cancel is 62500 gas (4.7¢)
including the gas cost $Gcncl and the refund $G∅ paid to TC should Deliver be
called after Cancel.
The total callback-independent cost of acquiring a datagram from TC (i.e.,
the cost of the datagram, not the application) ranges from 11.9¢ (CashSettledPut)
to 12.9¢ (SteamTrade)4 . The variation results from differing parameter lengths.

Component-Compromise Resilience. For the CashSettledPut application, we
implemented and evaluated two modes of majority voting (as in Section 2.6.2):

• 2-out-of-3 majority voting within the enclave, providing robustness against
data-source compromise. In our experiments the enclave performed simple
sequential scraping of current stock prices from three different data sources:
Bloomberg, Google Finance and Yahoo Finance. The enclave response time
is roughly 1743 (109) ms in this case (c.f. 1058 (88), 423 (34) and 262 (12)
ms for each respective data source). There is no change in gas cost, as
voting is done inside the SGX enclave. In the future, we will investigate
4 This

cost is for 1 item. Each additional item costs 0.19¢.
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parallelization of SGX’s thread mechanism, with careful consideration of
the security implications.
• 2-out-of-3 majority voting within the requester contract, which provides
robustness against SGX compromise. We ran three instances of SGX enclaves, all scraping the same data source. In this scenario the gas cost would
increase by a factor of 3 plus an additional 5.85¢. So CashSettledPut would
cost 35.6¢ for Deliver without Cancel. The extra 5.85¢ is the cost to store
votes until a winner is known.

Offline Measurements. Recall that an enclave requires a one-time setup operation that involves attestation generation. Setting up the TC Enclave takes 49.5
(7.2) ms and attestation generation takes 61.9 (10.7) ms, including 7.65 (0.97) ms
for the report, and 54.9 (10.3) ms for the quote.
Recall also that since clock() yields only relative time in SGX, TC’s absolute
clock is calibrated through an externally furnished wall-clock timestamp. A user
can verify the correctness of the Enclave absolute clock by requesting a digitally
signed timestamp. This procedure is, of course, accurate only to within its end-toend latency. Our experiments show that the time between Relay transmission of a
clock calibration request to the enclave and receipt of a response is 11.4 (1.9) ms of
which 10.5 (1.9) ms is to sign the timestamp. To this must be added the wide-area
network roundtrip latency, rarely more than a few hundred milliseconds.
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2.10

Related Work

Virtual Notary [232, 163] is an early online data attestation service that verifies
and digitally signs any of a range of user-requested “factoids” (web page contents,
stock prices, etc.) potentially suitable for smart contracts. It predates and does
not at present interface with Ethereum.
Several data feeds are deployed today for smart contract systems such as
Ethereum. Examples include PriceFeed [18] and Oraclize.it [29]. The latter
achieves distributed trust by using a second service called TLSnotary [23], which
digitally signs TLS session data. As a result, unlike TC which can flexibly
tailor datagrams, Oraclize.it must serve data verbatim from a web session or
API call; verbose sources thus mean superfluous data and inflated gas costs.
Additionally, these services ultimately rely on the reputations of their (small)
providers to ensure data authenticity and cannot support private or custom
datagrams. Alternative systems such as SchellingCoin [63] and Augur [5] rely
on prediction markets to decentralize trust, creating a heavy reliance on human
input and severely constraining their scope and data types.

2.11

Future Work

We plan to develop TC after its initial deployment to incorporate a number of
additional features. We discuss a few of those features here.

Freeloading Protection.

There are concerns in the Ethereum community about

“parasite contracts” that forward or resell datagrams from fee-based data
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feeds [241]. As a countermeasure, we plan to deploy the following mechanism in TC inspired by designated verifier proofs [158]. The set of n users

U = {U1 , . . . , Un } of a requesting contract generate an (n, n)-secret-shared key
pair (skU , pkU ). They submit their n individual shares to the TC Enclave (e.g., as
ciphertexts under pkTC sent to CTC ).
TC now can sign datagrams using skU . Each user Ui can be sure individually
that a datagram produced by TC is valid, since she did not collude in its creation.
Potential parasitic users, however, cannot determine whether the datagram
was produced by CTC or by U , and thus whether or not it is valid. Such a
source-equivocal datagram renders parasite contracts less trustworthy and thus less
attractive.

Revocation Support. There are two forms of revocation relevant to TC. First,
the certificates of data sources may be revoked. Since TC already uses HTTPS,
it could easily use the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) to check TLS
certificates. Second, an SGX host could become compromised, prompting revocation of its EPID signatures by Intel. The Intel Attestation Service (IAS) will
reportedly disseminate such revocations. Conveniently, clients already use the
IAS when checking the attestation σatt , so revocation checking will require no
modification to TC.

Hedging Against SGX Compromise. We discussed in Section 2.6.2 how TC
can support majority voting across SGX hosts and data sources. Design enhancements to TC could reduce associated latency and gas costs. For SGX voting,
we plan to investigate a scheme in which SGX-enabled TC hosts agree on a
datagram value X via Byzantine consensus. The hosts may then use a threshold
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digital signature scheme to sign the datagram response from WTC , and each
participating host can monitor the blockchain to ensure delivery.

Updating TC’s Code. As with any software, we may discover flaws in TC or
wish to add new functionality after initial deployment. With TC as described
above, however, updating progencl would cause the Enclave to lose access to skTC
and thus be unable to respond to requests in CTC . The TC operators could set
0 referencing new keys, but this would be expensive and
up a new contract CTC

burdensome for TC’s operators and users. While arbitrary code changes would
be insecure, we could create a template for user contracts that includes a means
to approve upgrades. We plan to investigate this and other mechanisms.

Generalized Custom Datagrams and Within-Enclave Smart-Contract Execution.

In our SteamTrade example contract we demonstrated a custom datagram

that scrapes a user’s online account using her credentials. A more generic approach would allow users to supply their own general-purpose code to TC and
data-source-enriched emulation of private contracts as in Hawk [171], but with
considerably less computational overhead. Placing such large requests on the
blockchain would be prohibitively expensive, but code could easily be loaded
into the TC enclave off-chain. Of course, deploying arbitrary user code raises
many security and confidentiality concerns which TC would need to address.
TC offers a basic framework, however, within which to provide confidential,
integrity-protected smart-contract code execution off-chain with trustworthy
integration into on-chain smart-contract code.
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2.12

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced Town Crier (TC), an authenticated data feed
for smart contracts specifically designed to support Ethereum. Use of Intel’s
new SGX trusted hardware allows TC to serve datagrams with a high degree of
trustworthiness. We defined gas sustainability, a critical availability property of
Ethereum services, and provided techniques for shrinking the size of a hybrid
TCB spanning the blockchain and an SGX. We proved in a formal model that TC
serves only data from authentic sources, and showed that TC is gas sustainable
and minimizes cost to honest users should the code behave maliciously. In experiments involving end-to-end use of the system with the Ethereum blockchain,
we demonstrated TC’s practicality, cost effectiveness, and flexibility for three
example applications. We believe that TC offers a powerful, practical means to
address the lack of trustworthy data feeds hampering Ethereum evolution today
and that it will support a rich range of applications.
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CHAPTER 3
DECO: LIBERATING WEB DATA USING DECENTRALIZED ORACLES
FOR TLS

3.1

Introduction

TLS is a powerful, widely deployed protocol that allows users to access web data
over confidential, integrity-protected channels. But TLS has a serious limitation:
it doesn’t allow a user to prove to third parties that a piece of data she has
accessed authentically came from a particular website. As a result, data use is
often restricted to its point of origin, curtailing data portability by users, a right
acknowledged by recent regulations such as GDPR [25].
Specifically, when a user accesses data online via TLS, she cannot securely
export it, without help (hence permission) from the current data holder. Vast
quantities of private data are thus intentionally or unintentionally locked up in
the “deep web”—the part of the web that isn’t publicly accessible.
To understand the problem, suppose Alice wants to prove to Bob that she’s
over 18. Currently, age verification services [20] require users to upload IDs
and detailed personal information, which raises privacy concerns. But various
websites, such as company payroll records or DMV websites, in principle store
and serve verified birth dates. Alice could send a screenshot of her birth date
from such a site, but this is easily forged. And even if the screenshot could
somehow be proven authentic, it would leak information—revealing her exact
birth date, not just that she’s over 18.
Proposed to prove provenance of online data to smart contracts, oracles are a
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step towards exporting TLS-protected data to other systems with provenance
and integrity assurances. Existing schemes, however, have serious limitations.
They either only work with deprecated TLS versions and offer no privacy from
the oracle (e.g., TLSNotary [23]) or rely on trusted hardware (e.g., Town Crier
in [257] and Chapter 2), against which various attacks have recently emerged,
e.g., [61].
Another class of oracle schemes assumes server-side cooperation, mandating that servers install TLS extensions (e.g., [216]) or change application-layer
logic (e.g., [75, 255]). Server-facilitated oracle schemes suffer from two fundamental problems. First, they break legacy compatibility, causing a significant barrier
to wide adoption. Moreover, such solutions only provide conditional exportability
because the web servers have the sole discretion to determine which data can be
exported, and can censor export attempts at will. A mechanism that allows users
to export any data they have access to would enable a whole host of currently
unrealizable applications.

3.1.1

DECO

To address the above problems, we propose DECO, a decentralized oracle for TLS.
Unlike oracle schemes that require per-website support, DECO is source-agnostic
and supports any website running standard TLS. Unlike solutions that rely on
websites’ participation, DECO requires no server-side cooperation. Thus a single
instance of DECO could enable anyone to become an oracle for any website.
DECO makes rich Internet data accessible with authenticity and privacy assurances to a wide range of applications, including ones that cannot access the
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Internet such as smart contracts. DECO could fundamentally shift today’s model
of web data dissemination by providing private data delivery with an option
for transfer to third parties or public release. This technical capability highlights
potential future legal and regulatory challenges, but also anticipates the creation
and delivery of appealing new services. Importantly, DECO does not require
trusted hardware, unlike alternative approaches that could achieve a similar
vision, e.g., [183, 257].
At a high level, the prover commits to a piece of data D and proves to the
verifier that D came from a TLS server S and optionally a statement π D about
D. E.g., in the example of proving age, the statement π D could be the predicate
“D = y/m/d is Alice’s date of birth and the current date - D is at least 18 years.”
Informally, DECO achieves authenticity: The verifier is convinced only if the
asserted statement about D is true and D is indeed obtained from website S.
DECO also provides privacy in that the verifier only learns the that the statement
π D holds for some D obtained from S.

3.1.2

Technical challenges

Designing DECO with the required security and practical performance, while
using legacy-(TLS)-compatible primitives, introduces several important technical
challenges. The main challenge stems from the fact that TLS generates symmetric
encryption and authentication keys that are shared by the client (prover in DECO)
and web server. Thus, the client can forge arbitrary TLS session data, in the sense
of signing the data with valid authentication keys.
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To address this challenge, DECO introduces a novel three-party handshake
protocol among the prover, verifier, and web server that creates an unforgeable
commitment by the prover to the verifier on a piece of TLS session data D. The
verifier can check that D is authentically from the TLS server. From the prover’s
perspective, the three-party handshake preserves the security of TLS in presence
of a malicious verifier.

Efficient selective opening.

After committing to D, the prover proves state-

ments about the commitment. Although arbitrary statements can be supported
in theory, we optimize for what are likely to be the most popular applications—
revealing only substrings of the response to the verifier. We call such statements
selective opening. Fine-grained selective opening allows users to hide sensitive
information and reduces the input length to the subsequent proofs.
A naïve solution would involve expensive verifiable decryption of TLS
records using generic zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs), but we achieve an ordersof-magnitude efficiency improvement by exploiting the TLS record structure.
For example, a direct implementation of verifiable decryption of a TLS record
would involve proving correct execution of a circuit of 1024 AES invocations
in zero-knowledge, whereas by leveraging the MAC-then-encrypt structure of
CBC-HMAC, we achieve the same with only 3 AES invocations.

Context integrity.

Selective opening allows the prover to only reveal a sub-

string D 0 of the server’s response D. However, a substring may mean different
things depending on when it appears and a malicious prover could cheat by
quoting out of context. Therefore we need to prove not just that D 0 appears in
D, but that it appears in the expected context, i.e., D 0 has context integrity with
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respect to D1 .
Context-integrity attacks can be thwarted if the session content is structured
and can be parsed. Fortunately most web data takes this form (e.g., in JSON
or HTML). A generic solution is to parse the entire session and prove that the
revealed part belongs to the necessary branch of a parse tree. But, under certain
constraints that web data generally satisfies, parsing the entire session is not
necessary. We propose a novel two-stage parsing scheme where the prover preprocesses the session content, and only parses the outcome that is usually much
smaller. We draw from the definition of equivalence of programs, as used in
programming language theory, to build a formal framework to reason about the
security of two-stage parsing schemes. We provide several practical realizations
for specific grammars. Our definitions and constructions generalize to other
oracles too. For example, it could prevent a generic version of the content-hidden
attack mentioned in [216].

3.1.3

Implementation and evaluation

We designed and implemented DECO as a complete end-to-end system. To
demonstrate the system’s power, we implemented three applications: 1) a
confidentiality-preserving financial instrument using smart contracts; 2) converting legacy credentials to anonymous credentials; and 3) verifiable claims against
price discrimination.
Our experiments with these applications show that DECO is highly efficient.
For example, for TLS 1.2 in the WAN setting, online time is 2.85s to perform
1 Note

that this differs from “contextual integrity” in privacy theory [193].
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the three-party handshake and 2.52s for 2PC query execution. It takes 3-10s
to generate zero-knowledge proofs for the applications described above. More
details are in Section 3.7.

Contributions. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce DECO, a provably secure decentralized oracle scheme, along
with an implementation and performance evaluation. DECO is the first oracle
scheme for modern TLS versions (both 1.2 and 1.3) that doesn’t require trusted
hardware or server-side modifications. We provide an overview of the protocol
in Section 3.3 and specify the full protocol in Section 3.4.
• Selective opening: In Section 3.5.1, we introduce a broad class of statements
for TLS records that can be proven efficiently in zero-knowledge. They allow
users to open only substrings of a session-data commitment. The optimizations
achieve substantial efficiency improvement over generic ZKPs.
• Context-integrity attacks and mitigation: We identify a new class of contextintegrity attacks universal to privacy-preserving oracles (e.g. [216]). In Section 3.5.2, we introduce our mitigation involving a novel, efficient two-stage
parsing scheme, along with a formal security analysis, and several practical
realizations.
• Security definitions and proofs: Oracles are a key part of the smart contract
ecosystem, but a coherent security definition has been lacking. We formalize
and strengthen existing oracle schemes and present a formal security definition
using an ideal functionality in Section 3.3.2. We prove the functionality is
securely realized by our protocols in Appendix B.2.
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• Applications and evaluation: In Section 3.6, we present three representative
applications that showcase DECO’s capabilities, and evaluate them in Section 3.7.
• Legal and compliance considerations: DECO can export data from websites
without their explicit approval or even awareness. We discuss the resulting
legal and compliance issues in Section 3.8.

3.2

3.2.1

Background

Transport Layer Security (TLS)

We now provide necessary background on the TLS handshake and record protocols on which DECO builds.
TLS is a family of protocols that provides privacy and data integrity between
two communicating applications. Roughly speaking, it consists of two protocols:
a handshake protocol that sets up the session using asymmetric cryptography,
establishing shared client and server keys for the next protocol, the record protocol, in which data is transmitted with confidentiality and integrity protection
using symmetric cryptography.

Handshake. In the handshake protocol, the server and client first agree on
a set of cryptographic algorithms (also known as a cipher suite). They then
authenticate each other (client authentication optional), and finally securely
compute a shared secret to be used for the subsequent record protocol.
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DECO supports the recommended elliptic curve DH key exchange with
ephemeral secrets (ECDHE [55]).

Record protocol.

To transmit application-layer data (e.g., HTTP messages)

in TLS, the record protocol first fragments the application data D into fixed
sized plaintext records D = ( D1 , · · · , Dn ). Each record is usually padded to a
multiple of blocks (e.g., 128 bits). The record protocol then optionally compresses
the data, applies a MAC, encrypts, and transmits the result. Received data is
decrypted, verified, decompressed, reassembled, and then delivered to higherlevel protocols. The specific cryptographic operations depend on the negotiated
ciphersuite. DECO supports the AES cipher in two commonly used modes: CBCHMAC and GCM. We refer readers to [215] for how these primitives are used in
TLS.

Throughout the paper we focus on TLS

Differences between TLS 1.2 and 1.3.

1.2 and discuss how to generalize our techniques to TLS 1.3 in Section 3.4.1.3.
Here we briefly note the major differences between these two TLS versions. TLS
1.3 removes the support for legacy non-AEAD ciphers. The handshake flow has
also been restructured. All handshake messages after the ServerHello are now
encrypted. Finally, a different key derivation function is used. For a complete
description, see [214].

3.2.2

Multi-party computation

Consider a group of n parties P1 , . . . , Pn , each of whom holds some secret si . Secure multi-party computation (MPC) allows them to jointly compute f (si , · · · , sn )
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without leaking any information other than the output of f , i.e., Pi learns nothing
about s j6=i . Security for MPC protocols generally considers an adversary that
corrupts t players and attempts to learn the private information of an honest
player. Two-party computation (2PC) refers to the special case of n = 2 and t = 1.
We refer the reader to [177] for a full discussion of the model and formal security
definitions.
There are two general approaches to 2PC protocols. Garbled-circuit protocols
based on Yao [254] encode f as a boolean circuit, an approach best-suited for
bitwise operations (e.g., SHA-256). Other protocols leverage threshold secret
sharing and are best suited for arithmetic operations. The functions we compute
in this paper using 2PC, though, include both bitwise and arithmetic operations.
We separate them into two components, and use the optimized garbled-circuit
protocol from [247] for the bitwise operations and the secret-sharing based MtA
protocol from [128] for the arithmetic operations.

3.3

Overview

In this section we state the problem we try to solve with DECO and present a
high-level overview of its architecture.

3.3.1

Problem statement: Decentralized oracles

Broadly, we investigate protocols for building “oracles,” i.e., entities that can
prove provenance and properties of online data. The goal is to allow a prover

P to prove to a verifier V that a piece of data came from a particular website S
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and optionally prove statements about such data in zero-knowledge, keeping the
data itself secret. Accessing the data may require private input (e.g., a password)
from P and such private information should be kept secret from V as well.
We focus on servers running TLS, the most widely deployed security protocol
suite on the Internet. However, TLS alone does not prove data provenance.
Although TLS uses public-key signatures for authentication, it uses symmetrickey primitives to protect the integrity and confidentiality of exchanged messages,
using a shared session key established at the beginning of each session. Hence P ,
who knows this symmetric key, cannot prove statements about cryptographically
authenticated TLS data to a third party.
A web server itself could assume the role of an oracle, e.g., by simply signing
data. However, server-facilitated oracles would not only incur a high adoption
cost, but also put users at a disadvantage: the web server could impose arbitrary
constraints on the oracle capability. We are interested in a scheme where anyone
can prove provenance of any data she can access, without needing to rely on a
single, central point of control, such as the web server providing the data.
We tackle these challenges by introducing decentralized oracles that don’t
rely on trusted hardware or cooperation from web servers. The problem is
much more challenging than for previous oracles, as it precludes solutions that
require servers to modify their code or deploy new software, e.g., [216], or use
of prediction markets, e.g., [30, 207], while at the same time going beyond these
previous approaches by supporting proofs on arbitrary predicates over data.
Another approach, introduced in [257], is to use trusted execution environments
(TEEs) such as Intel SGX. The downside is that recent attacks [61] may deter
some users from trusting TEEs.
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Authenticated data feeds for smart contracts. An important application of oracle protocols is to construct authenticated data feeds (ADFs, as coined in [257]),
i.e., data with verifiable provenance and correctness, for smart contracts. Protocols such as [257] generate ADFs by signing TLS data using a key kept secret
in a TEE. However, the security of this approach relies on that of TEEs. Using
multiple TEEs could help achieve stronger integrity, but not privacy. If a single
TEE is broken, TLS session content, including user credentials, can leak from the
broken TEE.
DECO operates in a different model. Since smart contracts can’t participate in
2PC protocols, they must rely on oracle nodes to participate as V on their behalf.
Therefore we envision DECO being deployed in a decentralized oracle network
similar to [113], where a set of independently operated oracles are available for
smart contracts to use. Note that oracles running DECO are trusted only for
integrity, not for privacy. Smart contracts can further hedge against integrity
failures by querying multiple oracles and requiring, e.g., majority agreement, as
already supported in [113]. We emphasize that DECO’s privacy is preserved even
all oracles are compromised. Thus DECO enables users to provide ADFs derived
from private data to smart contracts while hiding private data from oracles.

3.3.2

Notation and definitions

We use P to denote the prover, V the verifier and S the TLS server. We use letters
in boldface (e.g., M) to denote vectors and Mi to denote the ith element in M.
We model the essential properties of an oracle using an ideal functionality

FOracle in Fig. 3.1. To separate parallel runs of FOracle , all messages are tagged
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Functionality FOracle between S , P and V
Input: The prover P holds some private input θs . The verifier V holds a query template
Query and a statement Stmt.
Functionality:
• If at any point during the session, a message (sid, receiver, m) with receiver ∈
{S , P , V } is received from A, forward (sid, m) to receiver and forward any responses
to A.
• Upon receiving input (sid, Query, Stmt) from V , send (sid, Query, Stmt) to P . Wait for
P to reply with “ok” and θs .
• Compute Q = Query(θs ) and send (sid, Q) to S and record its response (sid, R). Send
(sid, | Q|, | R|) to A.
• Send (sid, Q, R) to P and (sid, Stmt( R), S) to V .

Figure 3.1: The oracle functionality.
with a unique session id denoted sid. We refer readers to [70] for details of ideal
protocol execution.

FOracle accepts a secret parameter θs (e.g., a password) from P , a query
template Query and a statement Stmt from V . A query template is a function
that takes P ’s secret θs and returns a complete query, which contains public
parameters specified by V . An example query template would be Query(θs ) =
“stock price of GOOG on Jan 1st, 2020 with API key = θs ”. The prover P can
later prove that the query sent to the server is well-formed, i.e., built from the
template, without revealing the secret. The statement Stmt is a function that V
wishes to evaluate on the server’s response. Following the previous example, as
the response R is a number, the following statement would compare it with a
threshold: Stmt( R) = “R > $1, 000”.
After P acknowledges the query template and the statement (by sending
“ok” and θs ), FOracle retrieves a response R from S using a query built from the
template. We assume an honest server, so R is the ground truth. FOracle sends
Stmt( R) and the data source to V .
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As stated in Definition 3.1, we are interested in decentralized oracles that
don’t require any server-side modifications or cooperation, i.e., S follows the
unmodified TLS protocol.
Definition 3.1. A decentralized oracle protocol for TLS is a three-party protocol Prot =

(ProtS , ProtP , ProtV ) such that 1) Prot realizes FOracle and 2) ProtS is the standard
TLS, possibly along with an application-layer protocol.

Adversarial model and security properties.

We consider a static, malicious

network adversary A. Corrupted parties may deviate arbitrarily from the protocol and reveal their states to A. As a network adversary, A learns the message
length from FOracle since TLS is not length-hiding. We assume P and V choose
and agree on an appropriate query (e.g., it should be idempotent for most applications) and statement according to the application-layer protocol run by

S.
For a given query Q, denote the server’s honest response by S( Q). We require
that security holds when either P or V is corrupted. The functionality FOracle
reflects the following security guarantees:

• Prover-integrity: A malicious P cannot forge content provenance, nor can
she cause S to accept invalid queries or respond incorrectly to valid ones.
Specifically, if the verifier inputs (Query, Stmt) and outputs (b, S), then P must
have sent Q = Query(θs ) to S in a TLS session, receiving response R = S( Q)
such that b = Stmt( R).
• Verifier-integrity: A malicious V cannot cause P to receive incorrect responses.
Specifically, if P outputs ( Q, R) then R must be the server’s response to query
Q submitted by P , i.e., R = S( Q).
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• Privacy: A malicious V learns only public information (Query, S) and the
evaluation of Stmt( R).

3.3.3

A strawman protocol

We focus on two widely used representative TLS cipher suites: CBC-HMAC and
AES-GCM. Our technique generalizes to other ciphers (e.g., Chacha20-Poly1305,
etc.) as well. Throughout this section we use CBC-HMAC to illustrate the ideas,
with discussion of GCM deferred to later sections.
TLS uses separate keys for each direction of communication. Unless explicitly
specified, we don’t distinguish between the two and use kEnc and kMAC to denote
session keys for both directions.
In presenting our design of DECO, we start with a strawman protocol and
incrementally build up to the full protocol.

A strawman protocol. A strawman protocol that realizes FOracle between

(P , V ) is as follows. P queries the server S and records all messages sent to and
received from the server in Q̂ = ( Q̂1 , . . . , Q̂n ) and R̂ = ( R̂1 , . . . , R̂n ), respectively.
Let M̂ = ( Q̂, R̂) and (kMAC , kEnc ) be the session keys.
She then proves in zero-knowledge that 1) each R̂i decrypts to Ri kσi , a plaintext record and a MAC tag; 2) each MAC tag σi for Ri verifies against kMAC ; and
3) the desired statement evaluates to b on the response, i.e., b = Stmt( R). Using
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the now standard notation introduced in [68], P computes
pr = ZK-PoK{kEnc , R : ∀i ∈ [n], Dec(kEnc , R̂i ) = Ri kσi

∧ Verify(kMAC , σi , Ri ) = 1 ∧ Stmt( R) = b}.

She also proves that Q is well-formed as Q = Query(θs ) similarly in a proof
pq and sends ( pq , pr , kMAC , M̂, b) to V .
Given that M̂ is an authentic transcript of the TLS session, the prover-integrity
property seems to hold. Intuitively, CBC-HMAC ciphertexts bind to the underlying plaintexts, thus M̂ can be treated as secure commitments [139] to the session
data. That is, a given M̂ can only be opened (i.e., decrypted and MAC checked)
to a unique message. The binding property prevents P from opening M̂ to a
different message other than the original session with the server.
Unfortunately, this intuition is flawed. The strawman protocol fails completely because it cannot ensure the authenticity of M̂. The prover P has the
session keys, and thus she can include the encryption of arbitrary messages in
M̂.
Moreover, the zero-knowledge proofs that P needs to construct involve decrypting and hashing the entire transcript, which can be prohibitively expensive.
For the protocol to be practical, we need to significantly reduce the cost.

3.3.4

Overview of DECO

The critical failing of our strawman approach is that P learns the session key
before she commits to the session. One key idea in DECO is to withhold the MAC
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Server S

Prover P

Verifier V

Three-party handshake
Session keys k

kP

Send Q = Query(θs )
Receive response R
verify R using kP and kV
θs
kP

kV
Query execution
commit to ( Q, R)
kV
Proof generation

Figure 3.2: An overview of the workflow in DECO. The protocol has three phases:
a three-party handshake phase to establish session keys in a special format to
achieve unforgeability, a query execution phase where P queries the server for
data using a query built from the template with her private parameters θs , and
finally a proof generation phase in which P proves that the query well-formed
and the response satisfies the desired condition.
key from P until after she commits. The TLS session between P and the server S
must still provide confidentiality and integrity. Moreover, the protocol must not
degrade performance below the requirements of TLS (e.g., triggering a timeout).
As shown in Fig. 3.2, DECO is a three-phase protocol. The first phase is a
novel three-party handshake protocol in which the prover P , the verifier V ,
and the TLS server S establish session keys that are secret-shared between P and

V . After the handshake is a query execution phase during which P accesses
the server following the standard TLS protocol, but with help from V . After P
commits to the query and response, V reveals her key share. Finally, P proves
statements about the response in a proof generation phase.
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3.3.4.1

Three-party handshake

Essentially, P and V jointly act as a TLS client. They negotiate a shared session
key with S in a secret-shared form. We emphasize that this phase, like the rest of
DECO, is completely transparent to S , requiring no server-side modifications.
For the CBC-HMAC cipher suite, at the end of the three-party handshake, P
and V receive kMAC
and kMAC
respectively, while S receives kMAC = kMAC
+ kMAC
.
P
V
P
V
As with the standard handshake, both P and S get the encryption key kEnc .
Three-party handshake can make the aforementioned session-data commitment unforgeable as follows. At the end of the session, P first commits to the
session in M̂ as before, then V reveals her share kMAC
. From V ’s perspective, the
V
three-party handshake protocol ensures that a fresh MAC key (for each direction)
is used for every session, despite the influence of a potential malicious prover,
and that the keys are unknown to P until she commits. Without knowledge of
the MAC key, P cannot forge or tamper with session data before committing to
it. The unforgeability of the session-data commitment in DECO thus reduces to
the unforgeability of the MAC scheme used in TLS.
Other ciphersuites such as GCM can be supported similarly. In GCM, a
single key (for each direction) is used for both encryption and MAC. The handshake protocol similarly secret-shares the key between P and V . The handshake
protocol are presented in Section 3.4.1.
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3.3.4.2

Query execution

Since the session keys are secret-shared, as noted, P and V execute an interactive
protocol to construct a TLS message encrypting the query. P then sends the
message to S as a standard TLS client. For CBC-HMAC, they compute the MAC
tag of the query, while for GCM they perform authenticated encryption. Note
that the query is private to P and should not be leaked to V . Generic 2PC would
be expensive for large queries, so we instead introduce custom 2PC protocols
that are orders-of-magnitude more efficient than generic solutions, as presented
in Section 3.4.2.
As explained previously, P commits to the session data M̂ before receiving

V ’s key share, making the commitment unforgeable. Then P can verify the
integrity of the response, and prove statements about it, which we present now.

3.3.4.3

Proof generation

With unforgeable commitments, if P opens the commitment M̂ completely (i.e.,
reveals the encryption key) then V could easily verify the authenticity of M̂ by
checking MACs on the decryption.
Revealing the encryption key for M̂, however, would breach privacy: it would
reveal all session data exchanged between P and S . In theory, P could instead
prove any statement Stmt over M̂ in zero knowledge (i.e., without revealing the
encryption key). Generic zero-knowledge proof techniques, though, would be
prohibitively expensive for many natural choices of Stmt.
DECO instead introduces two techniques to support efficient proofs for a
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broad, general class of statement, namely selective opening of a TLS session transcript. Selective opening involves either revealing a substring to V or redacting,
i.e., excising, a substring, concealing it from V .
As an example, Fig. 3.3 shows a simplified JSON bank statement for Bob.
Suppose Bob (P ) wants to reveal his checking account balance to V . Revealing
the decryption key for his TLS session would be undesirable: it would also reveal
the entire statement, including his transactions. Instead, using techniques we
introduce, Bob can efficiently reveal only the substring in lines 5-7. Alternatively,
if he doesn’t mind revealing his savings account balance, he might redact his
transactions after line 7.
The two selective opening modes, revealing and redacting substrings, are
useful privacy protection mechanisms. They can also serve as pre-processing for
a subsequent zero-knowledge proof. For example, Bob might wish to prove that
he has an account with a balance larger than $1000, without revealing the actual
balance. He would then prove in zero knowledge a predicate (“balance > $1000”)
over the substring that includes his checking account balance.
Selective opening alone, however, is not enough for many applications. This
is because the context of a substring affects its meaning. Without what we call
context integrity, P could cheat and reveal a substring that falsely appears to
prove a claim to V . For example, Bob might not have a balance above $1000.
After viewing his bank statement, though, he might in the same TLS session post
a message to customer service with the substring "balance":

$5000 and then

view his pending messages (in a form of reflection attack). He could then reveal
this substring to fool V .
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{" name ": " Bob " ,
" savings a / c ": {
" balance ": $5000
},
" checking a / c ": {
" balance ": $2000
},
" transactions ": {...}}

Figure 3.3: Example bank statement to demonstrate selective opening and
context-integrity attacks.
Various sanitization heuristics on prover-supplied inputs to V , e.g., truncating
session transcripts, could potentially prevent some such attacks, but, like other
forms of web application input sanitization, are fragile and prone to attack [225].
Instead, we introduce a rigorous technique by which session data are explicitly but confidentially parsed. We call this technique zero-knowledge two-stage
parsing. The idea is that P parses M̂ locally in a first stage and then proves
to V a statement in zero knowledge about constraints on a resulting substring.
For example, in our banking example, if bank-supplied key-value stores are
always escaped with a distinguished character λ, then Bob could prove a correct
balance by extracting via local parsing and revealing to V a substring "balance":
$5000 preceded by λ. We show for a very common class of web API grammars
(unique keys) that this two-phase approach yields much more efficient proofs
than more generic techniques.
Section 3.5 gives more details on proof generation in DECO.
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3.4

The DECO protocol

We now specify the full DECO protocol, which consists of a three-party handshake
in Section 3.4.1, followed by 2PC protocols for query execution in Section 3.4.2,
and a proof generation phase. We prove its security in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.1

Three-party handshake

The goal of the three-party handshake (3P-HS) is to secret-share between the
prover P and verifier V the session keys used in a TLS session with server S ,
in a way that is completely transparent to S . We first focus on CBC-HMAC for
exposition, then adapt the protocol to support GCM.
As with the standard TLS handshake, 3P-HS is two-step: first, P and V
compute additive shares of a secret value Z ∈ EC (F p ) shared with the server
through a TLS-compatible key exchange protocol. ECDHE is the recommended
and the focus here; second, P and V derive secret-shared session keys by securely
evaluating the TLS-PRF [215] with their shares of Z as inputs.
The full protocol is specified in Fig. 3.4. Below we specify the protocol for
each step. We give text descriptions so formal specifications are not required for
understanding.

3.4.1.1

Step 1: key exchange

Let EC (F p ) denote the EC group used in ECDHE and G its generator.
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The protocol of three-party handshake (3P-HS) protocol among P , V and S
Public information: Let EC be the Elliptic Curve used in ECDHE over F p with order p,
G a parameter, and YS the server public key.
Output: P and V output kMAC
and kMAC
respectively, while the TLS server outputs
P
V
MAC
MAC
MAC
k
= kP + kV . Besides, both S and P outputs kEnc .
TLS server S : follow the standard TLS protocol.
Prover P :
On initialization: P samples rc ←$ {0, 1}256 and sends ClientHello(rc ) to S to start a
standard TLS handshake.
On receiving ServerHello(rs ), ServerKeyEx(Y, σ, cert) from S :
• P verifies that cert is a valid certificate and that σ is a valid signature over (rc , rs , YS )
signed by a key contained in cert. P sends (rc , rs , YS , σ, cert) to V .
• V checks cert and σ similarly. V then samples sV ←$ F p and computes YV = sV · G.
Send YV to P .
• P samples s P ←$ F p and computes YP = s P · G. Send ClientKeyEx(YP + YV ) to S .
• P and V run ECtF to compute a sharing of the x-coordinate of YP + YV , denoted
z P , zV .
hs (specified below) to compute shares of session
• P (and V ) send z P (and zV ) to F2PC
keys and the master secret. P receives (kEnc , kMAC
, mP ), while V receives (kMAC
, m V ).
P
V

• P computes a hash (denoted h) of the handshake messages sent and received thus
far, and runs 2PC-PRF with V to compute s = PRF(mP ⊕ mV , “client finished”, h) on
the hash of the handshake messages and send a Finished(s) to S .
On receiving other messages from S :
?

• If it’s Finished(s), P and V run a 2PC to check s = PRF(mP ⊕
mV , “server finished”, h) and abort if not.
• Otherwise respond according to the standard TLS protocol.
hs with P and V
F2PC

Public Input: nonce rc , rs
Private Input: z P ∈ F p from P ; zV ∈ F2p from V
• z := z P + zv
• m := PRF(z, “master secret”, rc krs ) (truncate at 48 bytes)
• kMAC , kEnc := PRF(m, “key expansion”, rs krc ) // key expansion
• Sample rk , rm ←$ F p . Send (kEnc , rk , rm ) to P , and (rk ⊕ kMAC , rm ⊕ m) to V privately.

Figure 3.4: The protocol of three-party handshake.
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The prover P initiates the handshake by sending a regular TLS handshake
request and a random nonce rc to S (in the ClientHello message). On receiving a
certificate, the server nonce rs , and a signed ephemeral DH public key YS = sS · G
from S (in the ServerHello and ServerKeyExchange messages), P checks the
certificate and the signature and forwards them to V . After performing the same
check, V samples a secret sV and sends her part of the DH public key YV = sV · G
to P , who then samples another secret s P and sends the combined DH public
key YP = s P · G + YV to S .
Since the server S runs the standard TLS, S will compute a DH secret as
Z = sS · YP , while P (and V ) computes its share of Z as ZP = s P · YS (and
ZV = sV · YS ). Note that Z = ZP + ZV where + is the group operation of EC (F p ).
Assuming the discrete logarithm problem is hard in the chosen group, Z is
unknown to either party.

3.4.1.2

Step 2: key derivation

Now that P and V have established additive shares of Z (in the form of EC
points), they proceed to derive session keys by evaluating the TLS-PRF [215]
keyed with the x coordinate of Z.
A technical challenge here is to harmonize arithmetic operations (i.e., addition in EC (F p )) with bitwise operations (i.e., TLS-PRF). It is well-known that
boolean circuits are not well-suited for arithmetic in large fields. As a concrete
estimate, an EC Point addition resulting in just the x coordinate involves 4 subtractions, one modular inversion, and 2 modular multiplications. An estimate
of the AND complexity based on the highly optimized circuits of [98] results in
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over 900,000 AND gates just for the subtractions, multiplications, and modular
reductions—not even including inversion, which would require running the
Extended Euclidean algorithm inside a circuit.
Due to the prohibitive cost of adding EC points in a boolean circuit, P and V
first convert the additive shares of an EC point in EC (F p ) to additive shares of
its x-coordinate in F p , using the ECtF protocol to be presented shortly. Then the
boolean circuit just involves adding two numbers in F p , using the result to key
the TLS-PRF, which is much less costly than with additive shares of an EC point.

ECtF: Converting shares in EC (F p ) to shares in F p .

The inputs to an ECtF

protocol are two EC points P1 , P2 ∈ EC (F p ). Let Pi := ( xi , yi ) for i ∈ { 1, 2 }.
Suppose ( xs , ys ) = P1 + P2 where + is the EC group operation, the output of the
protocol is α, β ∈ F p such that α + β = xs . Specifically, for the curve we consider,
xs = λ2 − x1 − x2 where λ =

(y2 −y1 )/( x2 − x1 ).

Shares of the y-coordinate can be

computed similarly but we omit that since TLS only uses the x-coordinate.
ECtF uses a Multiplicative-to-Additive (MtA) share-conversion protocol as
a building block where two parties convert multiplicative shares of a secret to
additive ones. We use α, β := MtA( a, b) to denote a run of MtA between Alice
and Bob with inputs a and b respectively. At the end of the run, Alice and Bob
receive α and β such that a · b = α + β. Unless otherwise specified, all arithmetic
operations are in some finite field F p . The protocol can be generalized to convert
multiple multiplicative shares to additive shares of their inner product without
increasing the communication complexity. Namely for vectors a, b ∈ Fnp , if
α, β := MtA( a, b), then h a, bi = α + β. See, e.g., [128] for a Paillier [202]-based
construction.
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Now we specify the protocol of ECtF. ECtF has two main ingredients. Let

[ a] denote a 2-out-of-2 sharing of a, i.e., [ a] = ( a1 , a2 ) such that party i has ai
for i ∈ { 1, 2 } while a = a1 + a2 . The first ingredient is share inversion: given

[ a], compute [ a−1 ]. As shown in [128], we can use the inversion protocol of
Bar-Ilan and Beaver [44] together with MtA as follows: party i samples a random
value ri and executes MtA to compute δ1 , δ2 := MtA(( a1 , r1 ), (r2 , a2 )). Note that
δ1 + δ2 = a1 · r2 + a2 · r1 . Party i publishes vi = δi + ai · ri and thus both parties
learn v = v1 + v2 . Finally, party i outputs β i = ai · v−1 . The protocol computes
a correct sharing of a−1 because β 1 + β 2 = a−1 . Moreover, the protocol doesn’t
leak a to any party assuming MtA is secure. In fact, party i’s view consists of

( a1 + a2 )(r1 + r2 ), which is uniformly random since ri is uniformly random.
The second ingredient is share multiplication: compute [ ab] given [ a], [b].

[ ab] can be computed using MtA as follows: parties execute MtA to compute
α1 , α2 := MtA(( a1 , b1 ), (b2 , a2 )). Note that α1 + α2 = a1 · b2 + a2 · b2 . Finally, party
i outputs mi = αi + ai · yi . The security and correctness of the protocol can be
argued similarly as above.
Combining these two ingredients, Fig. 3.5 presents the ECtF protocol, with
communication complexity 8 ciphertexts.

Secure evaluation of the TLS-PRF.

Having computed shares of the x-

coordinate of Z, the so called premaster secret in TLS, in ECtF, P and V evaluate
the TLS-PRF in 2PC to derive session keys. Beginning with the SHA-256 circuit
of [69], we hand-optimized the TLS handshake circuit resulting in a circuit with
total AND complexity of 779,213.
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ECtF between P and V
Input: P1 = ( x1 , y1 ) ∈ EC (F p ) from P , P2 = ( x2 , y2 ) ∈ EC (F p ) from V .
Output: P and V output s1 and s2 such that s1 + s2 = x where ( x, y) = P1 + P2 in EC.
Protocol:
• P (and V ) sample ρi ←$ Z p for i ∈ { 1, 2 } respectively. P and V run α1 , α2 :=
MtA((− x1 , ρ1 ), (ρ2 , x2 )).
• P computes δ1 = − x1 ρ1 + α1 and V computes δ2 = x2 ρ2 + α2 .
• P (and V ) reveal δ1 (and δ2 ) to each other and compute δ = δ1 + δ2 .
• P (and V ) compute ηi = ρi · δ−1 for i ∈ { 1, 2 } respectively.
• P and V run β 1 , β 2 := MtA((−y1 , η1 ), (η2 , y2 )).
• P computes λ1 = −y1 · η1 + β 1 and V computes λ2 = y2 · η2 + β 2 . They run
γ1 , γ2 := MtA(λ1 , λ2 ).
• P (and V ) computes si = 2γi + λ2i − xi for i ∈ { 1, 2 } respectively.
• P outputs s1 and V outputs s2 .

Figure 3.5: The protocol for converting shares of EC points in EC (F) to shares of
coordinates in F.
3.4.1.3

Adapting to support GCM and TLS 1.3

GCM.

For GCM, a single key (for each direction) is used for both encryption

and MAC. Adapting the above protocol to support GCM in TLS 1.2 is straightforward. The first step would remain identical, while output of the second step
needs to be truncated, as GCM keys are shorter. The adaption to TLS 1.3 is
discussed below.

TLS 1.3. The specification of TLS 1.3 [214] has been recently published. We
refer readers to Section 3.2 for the differences from TLS 1.2. To support TLS 1.3,
the 3P-HS protocol must be adapted to a new handshake flow and a different
key derivation circuit.
Notably, all handshake messages after the ServerHello are now encrypted.
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A naïve strategy would be to decrypt them in 2PC, which would be costly as
certificates are usually large. However, thanks to the key independence property
of TLS 1.3 [106], P and V can securely reveal the handshake encryption keys
without affecting the secrecy of final session keys [106]. Handshake integrity is
preserved because the Finished message authenticates the handshake using yet
another independent key. (In fact [106, §3.1] argues that the signatures already
authenticate the handshake.) Therefore the optimized 3P-HS work as follows.

P and V perform ECDHE the same as before. Then they derive handshake and
application keys by executing 2PC-HKDF, and reveal the handshake keys to P ,
allowing P to finish the handshake locally (i.e., without 2PC). The 2PC circuit
complexity (involving roughly 30 invocations of SHA-256 from [69], totaling to
an AND complexity of around 70k) should be comparable to that for TLS 1.2.
Finally, since CBC-HMAC is not supported by TLS 1.3, DECO can only be used
in GCM mode.

3.4.2

Query execution

After the handshake, the prover P sends her query Q to the server S as a
standard TLS client, but with help from the verifier V . We first focus on oneround sessions where P sends all queries to S before receiving any response.
Most applications of DECO, e.g., proving provenance of content retrieved via
HTTP GET, are one-round. Extending DECO to support multi-round sessions is
discussed later.
Specifically, since session keys are secret-shared, the two parties need to
execute a 2PC protocol to construct TLS records encrypting Q without divulging
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2PC-HMAC between P and V
Input: P inputs kMAC
, m and V inputs kMAC
.
P
V
Output: P outputs HMAC(kMAC , m) where kMAC = kMAC
⊕ kMAC
.
P
V
One-time setup: P and V use 2PC to compute s0 = f (IV, kMAC ⊕ ipad) and reveal s0 to
P.
To compute a tag for message m:
• P computes inner hash hi = f (s0 , m).
, hi and V inputs kMAC
to 2PC which reveals H(kMAC ⊕ opadk hi ) to
• P inputs kMAC
P
V
both parties.

Figure 3.6: The 2PC-HMAC protocol. f denotes the compression function of the
hash function H and IV denotes the initial value.
their private key shares. Although generic 2PC would in theory suffice, it would
be expensive for large queries. We instead introduce custom 2PC protocols that
are orders-of-magnitude more efficient.

3.4.2.1

CBC-HMAC

The protocol is specified in Fig. 3.6. Recall that P and V hold shares of the MAC
key, while P holds the encryption key. To construct TLS records encrypting
Q—potentially private to P , the two parties first run a 2PC protocol to compute
the HMAC tag τ of Q, and then P encrypts Qkτ locally and sends the ciphertext
to S .
Let H denote SHA-256. Recall that the HMAC of message m with key k is
HMACH (k, m) = H((k ⊕ opad) k H((k ⊕ ipad) k m)).
|
{z
}
inner hash

A direct 2PC implementation would be expensive for large queries, as it requires
hashing the entire query in 2PC to compute the inner hash. The key idea in
our optimization is to make the computation of the inner hash local to P (i.e.,
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without 2PC). If P knew k ⊕ ipad, she could compute the inner hash. We cannot,
though, simply give k ⊕ ipad to P , as she could then learn k and forge MACs.
Our optimization exploits the Merkle–Damgård structure in SHA-256. Suppose m1 and m2 are two correctly sized blocks. Then H(m1 km2 ) is computed
as f H ( f H (IV, m1 ), m2 ) where f H denotes the one-way compression function of H,
and IV the initial vector.
After the three-party handshake, P and V execute a simple 2PC protocol to
compute s0 = f H (IV, kMAC ⊕ ipad), and reveal it to P . To compute the inner hash
of a message m, P just uses s0 as the IV to compute a hash of m. Revealing s0
does not reveal kMAC , as f H is assumed to be one-way. To compute HMAC(m)
then involves computing the outer hash in 2PC on the inner hash, a much shorter
message. Thus, we manage to reduce the amount of 2PC computation to a few
blocks regardless of query length, as opposed to up to 256 blocks with generic
2PC (recall that computing the HMAC of a 16KB record involves around 256
invocations of f H .)

3.4.2.2

AES-GCM

For GCM, P and V perform authenticated encryption of Q. 2PC-AES is straightforward with optimized circuits (e.g., [28]), but computing tags for large queries
is expensive as it involves evaluating long polynomials in a large field for each
record. Our optimized protocol makes polynomial evaluation local via precompution. We refer readers to Appendix B.1.2 for details. Since 2PC-GCM involves
not only tag creation but also AES encryption, it incurs higher computational
cost and latency than CBC-HMAC.
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3.4.3

Extensions

The above protocols suffice for most DECO applications, but some extensions
can be useful.

Optionality of query construction protocols.

For applications that bind re-

sponses to queries, e.g., when a stock ticker is included with the quote, 2PC
query construction protocols can be avoided altogether. Since TLS uses separate
keys for each direction of communication, client-to-server keys can be revealed
to P after the handshake so that P can query the server without interacting with

V.

Supporting multi-round sessions.

DECO can be extended to support multi-

round sessions where P sends further queries depending on previous responses.
After each round, P executes similar 2PC protocols as above to verify MAC
tags of incoming responses, since MAC verification and creation is symmetric.
However an additional commitment is required to prevent prevent P from
abusing MAC verification to forge tags.
In TLS, different MAC keys are used for server-to-client and client-to-server
communication. To support multi-round sessions, P and V run 2PC to verify
tags for former, and create tags on fresh messages for latter. We’ve specified the
protocols to create (and verify) MAC tags. Now we discuss additional security
considerations for multi-round sessions.
When checking tags for server-to-client messages, we must ensure that P
cannot forge tags on messages that are not originally from the server. Suppose
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P wishes to verify a tag T on message M. The idea is to have P first commit to
T, then P and V run a 2PC protocol to compute a tag T 0 on message M. P is
asked to open the commitment to V and if T 6= T 0 , V aborts the protocol. Since P
doesn’t know the MAC key, P cannot compute and commit to a tag on a message
that is not from the server.
When creating tags for client-to-server messages, V makes sure MAC tags are
created on messages with increasing sequence numbers, as required by TLS. This
also prevents a malicious P from creating two messages with the same sequence
number, because there is no way for V to distinguish which one was sent to the
server.

3.4.4

Full protocol

After querying the server and receiving a response, P commits to the session
by sending the ciphertexts to V , and receives V ’s MAC key share. Then P can
verify the integrity of the response, and prove statements about it. Figure 3.7
specifies the full DECO protocol for CBC-HMAC (the protocol for GCM is similar
and described later).
For clarity, we abstract away the details of zero-knowledge proofs in an ideal
functionality FZK like that in [142]. On receiving (“prove”, x, w) from P , where x
and w are private and public witnesses respectively, FZK sends w and the relationship π ( x, w) ∈ {0, 1} (defined below) to V . Specifically, for CBC-HMAC, x, w, π
are defined as follows: x = (kEnc , θs , Q, R) and w = ( Q̂, R̂, kMAC , b). The relationship π ( x, w) outputs 1 if and only if (1) Q̂ (and R̂) is the CBC-HMAC ciphertext
of Q (and R) under key kEnc , kMAC ; (2) Query(θs ) = Q; and (3) Stmt( R) = b.
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ProtDECO
ProtS : follow the standard TLS protocol.
ProtP and ProtV :
• V sends (sid, Query, Stmt) to P , where Query is the query template and Stmt the
statement to be proven over the response to P .
• P examines them and chooses whether to proceed. If so, P starts the handshake.
• (3P-HS) P , V execute the three-party handshake protocol. P gets the encryption key
kEnc and a share of the MAC key kMAC
, while V gets the other share kMAC
.
P
V
• (Query) P computes a query using the template Q = Query(θs ). P invokes 2PCHMAC with V to compute a tag τ. P sends (sid, Q̂ = Enc(kEnc , Qkτ )) to S .
• (Commit and verify) After receiving a response (sid, R̂) from S , P sends
(sid, Q̂, R̂, kMAC
) to V as a commitment to the session data. After receiving (sid, kMAC
)
P
V
MAC
MAC
MAC
Enc
from V , P computes k
= kV + kP , decrypts Rkτ = Dec(k , R̂), and verifies
τ against kMAC .
• (Proof gen) Let b = Stmt( R), x = (kEnc , θs , Q, R) and w = ( Q̂, R̂, kMAC , b).
P sends (sid, “prove”, x, w) to FZK and outputs ( Q, R).
If V receives
MAC
MAC
MAC
(sid, “proof”, 1, ( Q̂, R̂, k̂
, b)) from FZK , V checks if k̂
= kP + kMAC
. If so,
V
V outputs (sid, b, S).

Figure 3.7: The DECO protocol. We only show the CBC-HMAC variant for clarify,
while the GCM variant is described in Section 3.4.4.
Otherwise it outputs 0.
Assuming functionalities for secure 2PC and ZKPs, it can be shown that
ProtDECO UC-securely realizes FOracle for malicious adversaries, as stated in
Theorem 3.1. We provide a simulation-based proof (sketch) in Appendix B.2.
Theorem 3.1 (Security of ProtDECO ). Assuming the discrete log problem is hard in the
group used in the three-party handshake, and that f (the compression function of SHA256) is an random oracle, ProtDECO UC-securely realizes FOracle in the (F2PC , FZK )hybrid world, against a static malicious adversary with abort.

The protocol for GCM has a similar flow. We’ve specified the GCM variants
of the three-party handshake and query construction protocols. Unlike CBC-
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HMAC, GCM is not committing [139]: for a given ciphertext C encrypted with
key k, one knowing k can efficiently find k0 6= k that decrypts C to a different
plaintext while passing the integrity check. To prevent such attacks, we require

P to commit to her key share kP before learning V ’s key share. In the proof
generation phase, in addition to proving statements about Q and R, P needs
to prove that the session keys used to decrypt Q̂ and R̂ are valid against the
commitment to kP . Proof of the security of the GCM variant is like that for
CBC-HMAC.

3.5

Proof generation

Recall that the prover P commits to the ciphertext M̂ of a TLS session and
proves to V that the plaintext M satisfies certain properties. Proving only the
provenance of M is easy: just reveal the encryption keys. But this sacrifices
privacy. Alternatively, P could prove any statement about M using general
zero-knowledge techniques. But such proofs are often expensive.
In this section, we present two classes of statements optimized for what are
likely to be the most popular applications: revealing only a substring of the
response while proving its provenance (Section 3.5.1), or further proving that the
revealed substring appears in a context expected by V (Section 3.5.2).

3.5.1

Selective opening

Without loss of generality, we assume M̂ and M contain only one TLS record, and
henceforth call them the ciphertext record and the plaintext record. Multi-record
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sessions can be handled by repeating the protocol for each record.
We introduce selective opening, techniques that allow P to efficiently reveal or
redact substrings in the plaintext. Suppose the plaintext record is composed of
chunks M = ( B1 , · · · , Bn ) (details of chunking are discussed shortly). Selective
opening allows P to prove that the ith chunk of M is Bi , without revealing the
rest of M; we refer to this as Reveal mode. It can also prove that M−i is the same
as M but with the ith chunk removed, i.e., M−i = ( B1 , . . . , Bi−1 , Bi+1 , · · · , Bn ).
We call this Redact mode. Both modes are simple, but useful for practical privacy
goals. The granularity of selective opening depends on the cipher suite, which
we now discuss.

3.5.1.1

CBC-HMAC

Recall that for proof generation, P holds both the encryption and MAC keys
kEnc and kMAC , while V only has the MAC key kMAC . Assuming SHA-256 and
128-bit AES are used, recall that a plaintext record M is first chunked into 64-byte
SHA-256 blocks to compute a MAC tag then chunked into 16-byte AES blocks to
compute the ciphertext M̂.

Revealing a TLS record.

A naïve way to prove that a ciphertext record M̂ en-

crypts a plaintext record M without revealing kEnc is to prove correct encryption
of each AES block in ZKP. However, this would require up to 1027 invocations
of AES in ZKP (a TLS record may contain up to 16KB plaintext, i.e., 1024 AES
blocks, and 3 blocks of tag), resulting in impractical performance.
Leveraging the MAC-then-encrypt structure, the same can be done using
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only 3 invocations of AES in ZKP. The idea is to prove that the last few blocks of
M̂ encrypt a tag σ and reveal the plaintext directly. Specifically, P computes
π = ZK-PoK{kEnc : B1025 k B1026 k B1027 = CBC(kEnc , σ)}
and sends ( M, π ) to V . Then V verifies π and checks the MAC tag over M (note
that V knows the MAC key.) Its security relies on the collision-resistance of the
underlying hash function in HMAC, i.e., P cannot find M 0 6= M with the same
tag σ.

Revealing a record with redacted blocks. Suppose P would like to redact
the ith block, i.e., to prove that Bi− = ( B1 , · · · , Bi−1 ) and Bi+ = ( Bi+1 , · · · , Bn )
form the prefix and suffix of the plaintext encrypted by M̂. A direct proof
strategy is to compute ZK-PoK{kEnc , Bi : B1025 k B1026 k B1027 = CBC(kEnc , σ) ∧ σ =
HMAC(kMAC , Bi− k Bi k Bi+ )}. In total this would cost 3 AES and 256 SHA-256
hashes in ZKP.
Leveraging the chained structure of HMAC, P can redact either a prefix or a
suffix from the record (depending on the position of the block), thus bringing
down the cost by half in expectation. When a suffix Bi+ is to be redacted,

P computes π = ZK-PoK{ Bi+ , kEnc : f (si , Bi+ ) = ih ∧ H (kMAC ⊕ opad||ih) =
σ ∧ B1025 k B1026 k B1027 = CBC(kEnc , σ )} where f : {0, 1}512 → {0, 1}256 is the
compression function of SHA-256 and si is the state after applying f on Bi− k Bi .

P sends (π, Bi− k Bi ) to V . The verifier then 1) checks si−1 by applying f on
Bi− k Bi , and 2) verifies π. Essentially, the security of this follows from pre-image
resistance of f . Moreover, V doesn’t learn the redacted block since f is one-way
and the output of f on it (the inner hash) is unknown. The total cost is 3 AES and
256 − i SHA-2 hashes in ZKP.
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The protocol for redacting prefix is similar with the key difference that kMAC
is not revealed to V . We leave the details to the full version.

Revealing a block.

In CBC-HMAC, revealing a single block of a TLS record

is rather expensive, because the MAC tag is computed over the entire plaintext
record. Suppose P would like to reveal the ith block. P needs to reveal the state
of applying f on Bi− , denoted si−1 ; then prove that σ is the final state of applying
f on Bi+ with initial state si . V verifies that si = f (si−1 , Bi ). Thus, the total cost
is 3 AES and 256 − i SHA-256 hashes in ZKP.

3.5.1.2

GCM

Unlike CBC-HMAC, revealing a block is very efficient in GCM. First, P reveals
AES(k, IV ) and AES(k, 0), with proofs of correctness in ZK, to allow V to verify
the integrity of the ciphertext. Then, to reveal the ith block, P just reveals the
encryption of the ith counter Ci = AES(k, inci ( IV )) with a correctness proof.

V can decrypt the ith block as B̂i ⊕ Ci . IV is the public initial vector for the
session, and inci ( IV ) denotes incrementing IV for i times (the exact format of
inc is immaterial.) To reveal a TLS record, P repeat the above protocol for each
block. We defer details to Appendix B.1.3.
In summary, CBC-HMAC allows efficient selective revealing at the TLS recordlevel and redaction at block level in DECO, while GCM allows efficient revealing
at block level. Selective opening can also serve as pre-processing to reduce the
input length for a subsequent zero-knowledge proof, which we will illustrate
in Section 3.6 with concrete applications.
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3.5.2

Context integrity by two-stage parsing

For many applications, the verifier V may need to verify that the revealed substring appears in the right context. We refer to this property as context integrity.
In this section we present techniques for V to specify contexts and for P to prove
context integrity efficiently.
For ease of exposition, our description below focuses on the revealing mode,
i.e., P reveals a substring of the server’s response to V . We discuss how redaction
works in Section 3.5.2.3.

3.5.2.1

Specification of contexts

Our techniques for specifying contexts assume that the TLS-protected data sent
to and from a given server S has a well-defined context-free grammar G , known
to both P and V . In a slight abuse of notation, we let G denote both a grammar
and the language it specifies. Thus, R ∈ G denotes a string R in the language
given by G . We assume that G is unambiguous, i.e., every R ∈ G has a unique
associated parse-tree TR . JSON and HTML are examples of two widely used
languages that satisfy these requirements, and are our focus here.
When P then presents a substring Ropen of some response R from S , we say
that Ropen has context integrity if Ropen is produced in a certain way expected by

V . Specifically, V specifies a set S of positions in which she might expect to see a
valid substring Ropen in R. In our definition, S is a set of paths from the root in a
parse-tree defined by G to internal nodes. Thus s ∈ S, which we call a permissible
path, is a sequence of non-terminals. Let ρ R denote the root of TR (the parse-tree
of R in G ). We say that a string Ropen has context-integrity with respect to ( R, S)
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if TR has a subtree whose leaves yield (i.e. concatenate to form) the string Ropen ,
and that there is a path s ∈ S from ρ R to the root of the said subtree.
Formally, we define context integrity in terms of a predicate CTXG in Definition 3.2. At a high level, our definition is reminiscent of the production-induced
context in [223].
Definition 3.2. Given a grammar G on TLS responses, R ∈ G , a substring Ropen of R,
a set S of permissible paths, we define a context function CTXG as a boolean function
such that CTXG : (S, R, Ropen ) 7→ true iff ∃ a sub-tree TRopen of TR with a path s ∈ S
from ρ TR to ρ TRopen and TRopen yields Ropen . Ropen is said to have context integrity with
respect to ( R, S) if CTXG (S, R, Ropen ) = true.

As an example, consider the JSON string J in Fig. 3.3. JSON contains (roughly)
the following rules:
Start → object

object → { pairs }

pair →

pairs → pair | pair, pairs

“key” : value

key → chars

value → chars | object

In that example, V was interested in learning the derivation of the pair
pbalance with key “balance” in the object given by the value of the pair
pchecking with key “checking a/c”. Each of these non-terminals is the label
for a node in the parse-tree TJ . The path from the root Start of TJ to pchecking requires traversing a sequence of nodes of the form Start → object → pairs∗

→ pchecking , where pairs∗ denotes a sequence of zero or more pairs. So S is
the set of such sequences and Ropen is the string “checking a/c”:
$2000}.
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{“balance”:

3.5.2.2

Two-stage parsing

Generally, proving Ropen has context integrity, i.e., CTXG (S, R, Ropen ) = true,
without directly revealing R would be expensive, since computing CTXG may
require computing TR for a potentially long string R. However, we observed that
under certain assumptions that TLS-protected data generally satisfies, much of
the overhead can be removed by having P pre-process R by applying a transformation Trans agreed upon by P and V , and prove that Ropen has context integrity
with respect to R0 (a usually much shorter string) and S0 (a set of permissible
paths specified by V based on S and Trans).
Based on this observation, we introduce a two-stage parsing scheme for efficiently computing Ropen and proving CTXG (S, R, Ropen ) = true. Suppose P and

V agree upon G , the grammar used by the web server, and a transformation
Trans. Let G 0 be the grammar of strings Trans( R) for all R ∈ G . Based on Trans,

V specifies permissible paths S0 and a constraint-checking function consG ,G 0 . In
the first stage, P : (1) computes a substring Ropen of R by parsing R (such that
CTXG (S, R, Ropen ) = true) (2) computes another string R0 = Trans( R). In the
second stage, P proves to V in zero-knowledge that (1) consG ,G 0 ( R, R0 ) = true
and (2) CTXG 0 (S0 , R0 , Ropen ) = true. Note that in addition to public parameters

G , G 0 , S, S0 , Trans, consG ,G 0 , the verifier only sees a commitment to R, and finally,
Ropen .
This protocol makes the zero-knowledge computation significantly less expensive by deferring actual parsing to a non-verifiable computation. In other
words, the computation of CTXG 0 (S0 , R0 , Ropen ) and consG ,G 0 ( R, R0 ) can be much
more efficient than that of CTXG (S, R, Ropen ).
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We formalize the correctness condition for the two-stage parsing in an operational semantics rule in Definition 3.3. Here, h f , σ i denotes applying a function f
on input σ, while

P
C

denotes that if the premise P is true, then the conclusion C is

true.
Definition 3.3. Given a grammar G , a context function and permissible paths
CTXG (S, · , · ), a transformation Trans, a grammar G 0 = { R0 : R0 = Trans( R), R ∈

G} with context function and permissible paths CTXG 0 (S0 , · , · ) and a function consG ,G 0 ,
we say (consG ,G 0 , S0 ) are correct w.r.t. S, if for all ( R, R0 , Ropen ) such that R ∈ G ,
booleans b the following rule holds:

hconsG ,G 0 , ( R, R0 )i ⇒ true hCTXG 0 , (S0 , R0 , Ropen )i ⇒ b
.
hCTXG , (S, R, Ropen )i ⇒ b
Below, we focus on a grammar that most DECO applications use, and present
concrete constructions of two-stage parsing schemes.

3.5.2.3

DECO focus: Key-value grammars

A broad class of data formats, such as JSON, have a notion of key-value pairs.
Thus, they are our focus in the current version of DECO.
A key-value grammar G produces key-value pairs according to the rule, “pair

→ start key middle value end”, where start, middle and end are delimitors.
For such grammars, an array of optimizations can greatly reduce the complexity
for proving context. We discuss a few such optimizations below, with formal
specification relegated to Appendix B.3.

Revelation for a globally unique key.

For a key-value grammar G , set of paths

S, if for an R ∈ G , a substring Ropen satisfying context-integrity requires that
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Ropen is parsed as a key-value pair with a globally unique key K (formally defined
in Appendix B.3.4), Ropen simply needs to be a substring of R and correctly be
parsed as a pair. Specifically, Trans( R) outputs a substring R0 of R containing
the desired key, i.e., a substring of the form “start K middle value end” and

P can output Ropen = R0 . G 0 can be defined by the rule SG 0 → pair where SG 0 is
the start symbol in the production rules for G 0 . Then (1) consG ,G 0 ( R, R0 ) checks
that R0 is a substring of R and (2) for S0 ={SG 0 }, CTXG 0 (S0 , R0 , Ropen ) checks that
(a) R0 ∈ G 0 and (b) Ropen = R0 . Globally unique keys arise in Section 3.6.2 when
selectively opening the response for age.

Redaction in key-value grammars. Thus far, our description of two-stage parsing assumes the Reveal mode in which P reveals a substring Ropen of R to V and
proves that Ropen has context integrity with respect to the set of permissible
paths specified by V . In the Redact mode, the process is similar, but instead of
revealing Ropen in the clear, P generates a commitment to Ropen using techniques
from Section 3.5.1 and reveals R, with Ropen removed, for e.g. by replacing its
position with a dummy character.

3.6

Applications

DECO can be used for any oracle-based application. To showcase its versatility, we have implemented and evaluated three applications that leverage its
various capabilities: 1) a confidential financial instrument realized by smart
contracts; 2) converting legacy credentials to anonymous credentials; and 3)
privacy-preserving price discrimination reporting. Evaluation results are pre-
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sented in Section 3.7.2.

3.6.1

Confidential financial instruments

Financial derivatives are among the most commonly cited smart contract applications [76, 200], and exemplify the need for authenticated data feeds (e.g., stock
prices). For example, one popular financial instrument that is easy to implement
in a smart contract is a binary option [6]. This is a contract between two parties
betting on whether, at a designated future time, e.g., the close of day D, the
price P∗ of some asset N will equal or exceed a predetermined target price P, i.e.,
P∗ ≥ P. A smart contract implementing this binary option can call an oracle O
to determine the outcome.
In principle, O can conceal the underlying asset N and target price P for a
binary option on chain. It simply accepts the option details off chain, and reports
only a bit specifying the outcome Stmt := P∗ ≥? P. This approach is introduced
in [159], where it is referred to as a Mixicle.
A limitation of a basic Mixicle construction is that O itself learns the details
of the financial instrument. Prior to DECO, only oracle services that use TEE
(e.g., [257]) could conceal queries from O . We now show how DECO can support execution of the binary option without O learning the details of the financial
instrument, i.e., N or P2 .
The idea is that the option winner plays the role of P , and obtains a signed
result of Stmt from O , which plays the role of V . We now describe the protocol
2 The

predicate direction ≥? or ≤? can be randomized. Concealing winner and loser identities
and payment amounts is discussed in [159]. Additional steps can be taken to conceal other
metadata, e.g., the exact settlement time.
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and its implementation.

Protocol. Let {skO , pkO } denote the oracles’ key pair. In our scheme, a binary
option is specified by an asset name N, threshold price P, and settlement date D.
We denote the commitment of a message M by C M = com( M, r M ) with a witness
r M . Figure 3.8 shows the workflow steps in a confidential binary option:
1) Setup: Alice and Bob agree on the binary option {N, P, D} and create a
smart contract SC with identifier IDSC , The contract contains pkO , addresses of
the parties, and commitments to the option {CN , CP , CD } with witnesses known
to both parties. They also agree on public parameters θ p (e.g., the URL to retrieve
asset prices).
2) Settlement: Suppose Alice wins the bet. To claim the payout, she uses
DECO to generate a ZK proof that the current asset price retrieved matches her
position. Alice and O execute the DECO protocol (with O acting as the verifier)
to retrieve the asset price from θ p (the target URL). We assume the response
contains (N∗ , P∗ , D∗ ). In addition to the ZK proof in DECO to prove origin θ p ,
Alice proves the following statement:
ZK-PoK{P, N∗ , P∗ , D∗ , rN , rP , rD : (P ≤ P∗ ) ∧

CN = com(N∗ , rN ) ∧ CP = com(P, rP ) ∧ CD = com(D∗ , rD )}.

Upon successful proof verification, the oracle returns a signed statement with
the contract ID, S = Sig(skO , IDSC ).
3) Payout: Alice provides the signed statement S to the contract, which verifies
the signature and pays the winning party.
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Alice

1. Set up contract
SC , shared
randomness
rN , rP , rD

Bob

Oracle O Contract SC
IDSC , pkO , {CN , CP , CD }
2. ZKP using DECO
S =
Sig(skO , IDSC )
3. Send S

> GET / query ? function = GLOBAL_QUOTE &
,→ symbol = GOOGL
Host : www . alphavantage . co
>
{
" Global Quote ": {
"01. symbol": "GOOGL" ,
"05.

price":

"07.

day":

"1157.7500" ,
"2019-07-16"

}
}

Receive payout

Figure 3.8: Two parties Alice and Bob execute a confidential binary option. Alice
uses DECO to access a stock price API and convince O she has won. Examples of
request and response are shown to the right. Text in red is sensitive information
to be redacted.
Alice and Bob need to trust O for integrity, but not for privacy. They can
further hedge against integrity failure by using multiple oracles, as explained
in Section 3.3.1. Decentralizing trust over oracles is a standard and already
deployed technique [113]. We emphasize that DECO ensures privacy even if all
the oracles are malicious.

Implementation details.

Figure 3.8 shows the request and response of a stock

price API. Let R̂ and R denote the response ciphertext and the plaintext respectively. To settle an option, P proves to V that R contains evidence that he won
the option, using the two-stage parsing scheme introduced in Section 3.5.2. In the
first stage, P parses R locally and identifies the smallest substring of R that can
convince V . E.g., for stock prices, Rprice = "05.

price":

"1157.7500" suf-

fices. In the second stage, P proves knowledge of ( Rprice , P, rP ) in ZK such that
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1) Rprice is a substring of the decryption of R̂; 2) Rprice starts with "05.

price";

3) the subsequent characters form a floating point number P∗ and that P∗ ≥ P;
4) com(P, rP ) = CP .
This two-stage parsing is secure assuming the keys are unique and the key
"05.

price" is followed by the price, making the grammar of this response

a key-value grammar with unique keys, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. Similarly, P
proves that the stock name and date contained in R match the commitments.
With the CBC-HMAC ciphersuite, the zero-knowledge proof circuit involves
redacting 7 SHA-2 blocks, computing commitments, and string processing.
The user (P ) also needs to reveal enough portion of the HTTP GET request
to oracle (V ) in order to convince access to the correct API endpoint. The GET
request contains several parameters—some to be revealed like the API endpoint,
and others with sensitive details like stock name and private API key. P redacts
sensitive params using techniques from Section 3.5.1 and reveals the rest to V .
Without additional care though, a cheating P can alter the semantics of the GET
request and conceal the cheating by redacting extra parameters. To ensure this
does not happen, P needs to prove that the delimiter “&” and separator “=” do
not appear in the redacted text. The security is argued below.
HTTP GET requests (and HTML) have a special restriction: the demarcation
between a key and a value (i.e., middle) and the start of a key-value pair (i.e.,
start) are never substrings of a key or a value. This means that to redact more
than a single contiguous key or value, P must redact characters in {middle, start
}. So we have consG ,G 0 ( R, R0 ) check that: (1) | R| = | R0 |; and (2) ∀i ∈ | R0 |, either
R0 [i ] = D ∧ R [i ] ∈
/ { middle, start } or R[i ] = R0 [i ] (D is a dummy character used
to do in-place redaction). Checking CTXG 0 is then unnecessary.
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3.6.2

Legacy credentials to anonymous credentials: Age proof

User credentials are often inaccessible outside a service provider’s environment.
Some providers offer third-party API access via OAuth tokens, but such tokens
reveal user identifiers. DECO allows users holding credentials in existing systems
(what we call legacy credentials) to prove statements about them to third parties
(verifiers) anonymously. Thus, DECO is the first system that allows users to
convert any web-based legacy credential into an anonymous credential without
server-side support [216] or trusted hardware [257].
We showcase an example where a student proves her/his age is over 18 using
credentials (demographic details) stored on a University website. A student can
provide this proof of age to any third party, such as a state issuing a driver’s
license or a hospital seeking consent for a medical test. Figure 3.9 shows an
example university website page containing demographic information such as
the name, birth date, student ID among others.
To prove age over 18, the prover parses 6-7 AES blocks that contain the birth
date and proves her age is above 18 in ZK to the verifier. Like other examples,
due to the unique HTML tags surrounding the birth date, this is also a key-value
grammar with unique keys (see Section 3.5.2). Similar to application 1, this
example requires additional string processing to parse the date and compute
age.
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< title > Demographic Data </ title >
< span id = ’ EMPLID ’ > 111111 </ span >
< span id = ’ NAME ’ > Alice </ span >
<span id=’BIRTHDATE’> 01/01/1990 </span> ...

Figure 3.9: The demographic details of a student displayed on a Univ. website.
Highlighted text contains student age. Reveal mode is used together with twostage parsing.

3.6.3

Price discrimination

Price discrimination refers to selling the same product or service at different
prices to different buyers. Ubiquitous consumer tracking enables online shopping
and booking websites to employ sophisticated price discrimination [243], e.g.,
adjusting prices based on customer zip codes [148]. Price discrimination can lead
to economic efficiency [199], and is thus widely permissible under existing laws.
In the U.S., however, the FTC forbids price discrimination if it results in
competitive injury [124], while new privacy-focused laws in Europe, such as
the GDPR, are bringing renewed focus to the legality of the practice [262]. Consumers in any case generally dislike being subjected to price discrimination.
Currently, however, there is no trustworthy way for users to report online price
discrimination.
DECO allows a buyer to make a verifiable claim about perceived price discrimination by proving the advertised price of a good is higher than a threshold,
while redacting sensitive information such as name and address. We implement
this example using the CBC-HMAC cipher suite for the TLS session and redact
12 SHA-2 blocks containing user name and address (See Fig. 3.10).
Figure 3.10 shows parts of an order invoice page on a shopping website
(Amazon) with personal details such as the name and address of the buyer.
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< table >
< tr > Order Placed : November 23 , 2018 </ tr >
< tr > Order Total : $34 .28 </ tr >
< tr > Items Ordered : Food Processor </ tr >
</ table >
...
<b > Shipping Address : </ b >
< ul class = " d i s p l a y A d d r e s s U L " >
< li class = " FullName " > Alice </ li >
< li class = " Address " > Wonderland </ li >
< li class = " City " > New York </ li >
</ ul >

Figure 3.10: The order invoice page on Amazon in HTML. Redact mode is used
to redact the sensitive text in red, while the rest is revealed.
The buyer wants to convince a third-party (verifier) about the charged price
of a particular product on a particular date. In this example, we demonstrate
a redaction strategy where multiple personal attributes such as the name and
address are redacted from the invoice. We use the CBC-HMAC for the TLS
session along with the Redact mode to redact 14 blocks from the invoice. Like
other examples, the HTML tags, such as “City” with the corresponding values
form a key-value grammar. The start non-terminal is of the form <li class=,
the middle non-terminal is > and the end non-terminal is </li>. The strings
“<” and “>” never occur within a key or a value, hence reducing the redaction
problem to the one discussed above in Section 3.6.1.

3.7

Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we discuss implementation details and evaluation results for
DECO and our three applications.
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Online
3P-Handshake
TLS 1.2 only
2PC-HMAC
TLS 1.2 only
2PC-GCM (256B) 1.2 and 1.3
2PC-GCM (512B) 1.2 and 1.3
2PC-GCM (1KB) 1.2 and 1.3
2PC-GCM (2KB) 1.2 and 1.3

LAN
Offline

368.5 (0.6)
1668 (4)
133.8 (0.5)
164.9 (0.4)
36.65 (0.02) 392 (8)
53.0 (0.5)
610 (10)
101.9 (0.5) 830 (20)
204.7 (0.9) 1480 (30)

Online

WAN
Offline

2850 (20)
2520 (20)
1208.5 (0.2)
2345 (1)
4567 (4)
9093.5 (0.9)

10290 (10)
3191 (8)
12010 (70)
12520 (70)
14300 (200)
18500 (200)

Table 3.1: Run time of 3P-HS and query execution protocols. All times are in
milliseconds.

3.7.1

DECO protocols

We implemented the three-party handshake protocol (3P-HS) for TLS 1.2 and
query execution protocols (2PC-HMAC and 2PC-GCM) in about 4700 lines of C++
code. We built a hand-optimized TLS-PRF circuit with total AND complexity of
779,213. We also used variants of the AES circuit from [28]. Our implementation
uses the relic toolkit [34], the EMP toolkit [246], and the maliciously secure 2PC
protocol of [247].
We integrated the three-party handshake and 2PC-HMAC protocols with
mbedTLS [35], a widely used TLS implementation, to build an end-to-end system.
2PC-GCM can be integrated to TLS similarly with more engineering effort. We
evaluated the performance of 2PC-GCM separately. The performance impact of
integration should be negligible. We did not implement 3P-HS for TLS 1.3, but
we conjecture the performance should be comparable to that for TLS 1.2, since
the the circuit complexity is similar (c.f. Section 3.4.1.3).

Evaluation. We evaluated the performance of DECO protocols in both the LAN
and WAN settings. Both the prover and verifier run on a c5.2xlarge AWS node
with 8 vCPU cores and 16GB of RAM. We located the two nodes in the same
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region (but different availability zones) for the LAN setting, but in two distinct
data centers (in Ohio and Oregon) in the WAN setting. The round-trip time
between two nodes in the LAN and WAN is about 1ms and 67ms, respectively.
Table 3.1 summarizes the runtime of DECO protocols during a TLS session.
50 samples were used to compute the mean and standard error of the mean
(in parenthesis). The MPC protocol we used relies on offline preprocessing to
improve performance. Since the offline phase is input- and target-independent,
it can be done prior to the TLS session. Only the online phase is on the critical
path.
As shown by the evaluation, DECO protocols are very efficient in the LAN
setting. It takes 0.37 seconds to finish the three-party handshake. For query
execution, 2PC-HMAC is efficient (0.13s per record) as it only involves one
SHA-2 evaluation in 2PC, regardless of record size. 2PC-GCM is generally more
expensive and the cost depends on the query length, as it involves 2PC-AES over
the entire query. We evaluated its performance with queries ranging from 256B
to 2KB, the typical sizes seen in HTTP GET requests [211]. In the LAN setting,
the performance is efficient and comparable to 2PC-HMAC.
In the WAN setting, the runtime is dominated by the network latency because
MPC involves many rounds of communication. Nonetheless, the performance
is still acceptable, given that DECO is likely to see only periodic use for most
applications we consider.
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Binary Option
prover time
verifier time
proof size
# constraints
memory

Age Proof

Price Discrimination

9.70 ± 0.04s 3.67 ± 0.02s
0.01s
0.01s
861B
574B
511k
164k
1.40GB
0.69GB

7.93 ± 0.02s
0.01s
861B
405k
0.92GB

Table 3.2: Costs of generating and verifying ZKPs in proof-generation phase of
DECO for applications in Section 3.6.

3.7.2

Proof generation

We instantiated zero-knowledge proofs with a standard proof system [49] in
libsnark [14]. We have devised efficiently provable statement templates, but users
of DECO need to adapt them to their specific applications. SNARK compilers
enable such adaptation in a high-level language, concealing low-level details
from developers. We used xjsnark [172] and its Java-like high-level language to
build statement templates and libsnark compatible circuits.
Our rationale in choosing libsnark (as opposed to MPC-in-head [156] or
other protocols) is its relatively mature tooling support. The proofs generated
by libsnark are constant-size and very efficient to verify, the downside being
the per-circuit trusted setup. With more effort, DECO can be adapted to use,
e.g., Bulletproofs [62], which requires no trusted setup but has large proofs and
verification time.

Evaluation. We measure five performance metrics for each example—prover
time (the time to generate the proofs), verifier time (the time to verify proofs),
proof size, number of arithmetic constraints in the circuit, and the peak memory
usage during proof generation.
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Table 3.2 summarizes the results. 50 samples were used to compute the mean
and its standard error. Through the use of efficient statement templates and twostage parsing, DECO achieves very practical performance. The prover time is
consistently below 10s for all three applications. Since libsnark optimizes for low
verification overhead, the verifier time is negligible. The number of constraints
(and prover time) is highest for the binary option application due to the extra
string parsing routines. We use multiple proofs in each application to reduce
peak memory usage. For the most complex application, the memory usage is
1.4GB. As libsnark proofs are of a constant size 287B, the proof sizes shown are
multiples of that.

3.7.3

End-to-end performance

DECO end-to-end performance depends on the available TLS ciphersuites, the
size of private data, and the complexity of application-specific proofs. Here we
present the end-to-end performance of the most complex application of the three
we implemented—the binary option. It takes about 10.50s to finish the protocol,
which includes the time taken to generate unforgeable commitments (0.50s), to
run the first stage of two-stage parsing (0.30s), and to generate zero-knowledge
proofs (9.70s). These numbers are computed in the LAN setting; in the WAN
setting, MPC protocols are more time-consuming (5.37s), pushing the end-to-end
time up to 15.37s.
In comparison, Town Crier uses TEEs to execute a similar application in about
0.6s Table 2.1, i.e., around 20x faster than DECO, but with added trust assumptions.
Since DECO is likely to be used only periodically for most applications, its over-
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head in achieving cryptographic-strength security assurances seems reasonable.

3.8

Legal and Compliance Issues

Although users can already retrieve their data from websites, DECO allows
users to export the data with integrity proofs without their explicit approval or
even awareness. We now briefly discuss the resulting legal and compliance
considerations.
Critically, however, DECO users cannot unilaterally export data to a third party
with integrity assurance, but rely on oracles as verifiers for this purpose. While
DECO keeps user data private, oracles learn what websites and types of data
a user accesses. Thus oracles can enforce appropriate data use, e.g., denying
transactions that may result in copyright infringement.
Both users and oracles bear legal responsibility for the data they access.
Recent case law on the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), however, shows
a shift away from criminalization of web scraping [228], and federal courts have
ruled that violating websites’ terms of service is not a criminal act per se [147, 165].
Users and oracles that violate website terms of service, e.g., “click wrap” terms,
instead risk civil penalties [39]. DECO compliance with a given site’s terms of
service is a site- and application-specific question.
Oracles have an incentive to establish themselves as trustworthy within smartcontract and other ecosystems. We expect that reputable oracles will provide
users with menus of the particular attestations they issue and the target websites
they permit, vetting these options to maximize security and minimize liability
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and perhaps informing or cooperating with target servers.
The legal, performance, and compliance implications of incorrect attestations
based on incorrect (and potentially subverted) data are also important. Internet
services today have complex, multi-site data dependencies, though, so these
issues aren’t specific to DECO. Oracle services already rely on multiple data
sources to help ensure correctness [113]. Oracle services in general could ultimately spawn infrastructure like that for certificates, including online checking
and revocation capabilities [126] and different tiers of security [53].

3.9

Related Work

Application-layer data-provenance.

Signing content at the application layer

is a way to prove data provenance. However, application-layer solutions suffer
from poor modularity and reusability, as they are application-specific. They
also require application-layer key management, violating the principle of layer
separation in that cryptographic keys are no longer confined to the TLS layer.
Cinderella [97] uses verifiable computation to convert X.509 certificates into
other credential types. Its main drawback is that few users possess X.509 certificates. Open ID Connect [15] servers can issue signed claims about users and is
especially promising for identity-related applications, such as [181]. However,
adoption is still sparse and even among those that do support it, claims are often
limited to basic information such as name and email.
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Server-facilitated TLS-layer solutions. Several proposed TLS-layer dataprovenance proofs [141, 59, 216] require server-side modifications. TLS-N [216] is
a TLS 1.3 extension that enables a server to sign the session using the existing PKI,
and also supports chunk-level redaction for privacy. We refer readers to [216] and
references therein for a survey of TLS-layer solutions. Server-facilitated solutions
suffer from high adoption cost, as they involve modification to security-critical
server code. Moreover, they only benefit users when server administrators are
able to and choose to cooperate.

Smart contract oracles. Oracles [64, 113, 257] relay authenticated data from,
e.g., websites, to smart contracts. TLSNotary [23], used by Provable [27], allows
a third party auditor to attest to a TLS connection between a server and a client,
but relies on deprecated TLS versions (1.1 or lower). Town Crier [257] is an oracle
service that uses TEEs (e.g., Intel SGX) for publicly verifiable evidence of TLS
sessions and privacy-preserving computation on session data. While flexible and
efficient, it relies on TEEs, which some users may reject given recently reported
vulnerabilities, e.g., [61].

Selective opening with context integrity.

Selective opening, i.e., decrypting

part of a ciphertext to a third party while proving its integrity, has been studied
previously. Sanitizable signatures [40, 60, 234, 188] allow a signed document
to be selectively revealed. TLS-N [216] allows “chunk-level” redacting of TLS
records. These works, however, consider a weaker adversarial model than DECO.
They fail to address the critical property of context integrity. DECO enforces
proofs of context integrity in the rigorous sense of Section 3.5.2, using a novel
two-stage parsing scheme that achieves efficiency by greatly reducing the length
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of the input to the zero-knowledge proof.

3.10

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced DECO, a privacy-preserving, decentralized
oracle scheme for modern TLS versions that requires no trusted hardware or
server-side modifications. DECO allows users to efficiently prove provenance
and fine-grained statements about session content. We also identified contextintegrity attacks that are universal to privacy-preserving oracles and provided
efficient mitigation in a novel two-stage parsing scheme. We formalized decentralized oracles in an ideal functionality, providing the first such rigorous security
definition. DECO can liberate private data from centralized web-service silos,
making it accessible to a rich spectrum of applications. We demonstrated DECO’s
practicality through a fully functional implementation along with three example
applications.
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CHAPTER 4
CHURP: DYNAMIC-COMMITTEE PROACTIVE SECRET SHARING

4.1

Introduction

Secure storage of private keys is a pervasive challenge in cryptographic systems. It is especially acute for blockchains and other decentralized systems.
In these systems, private keys control the most important resources—money,
identities [95], etc. Their loss has serious and often irreversible consequences.
An estimated four million Bitcoin (today worth $14+ Billion) have vanished
forever due to lost keys [217]. Many users thus store their cryptocurrency with
exchanges such as Coinbase, which holds at least 10% of all circulating Bitcoin [36]. Such centralized key storage is also undesirable: It erodes the very
decentralization that defines blockchain systems.
An attractive alternative is secret sharing. In (t, n)-secret sharing, a committee
of n nodes holds shares of a secret s—usually encoded as P(0) of a polynomial
P( x ) [229]. An adversary must compromise at least t + 1 players to steal s, and
at least n − t shares must be lost to render s unrecoverable.
Proactive secret sharing (PSS), introduced in the seminal work of Herzberg et
al. [145], provides even stronger security. PSS periodically proactivizes the shares
held by players, while keeping s constant. Players obtain new shares of the secret
s that are independent of their old shares, which are then discarded. Provided
an adversary never obtains more than t shares between proactivizations, PSS
protects the secret s against ongoing compromise of players.
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Secret sharing—particularly PSS—would seem to enable users to delegate
private keys safely to committees and avoid reliance on a single entity or centralized system. Indeed, a number of commercial and research blockchain systems,
e.g., [37, 79, 112, 169, 263], rely on secret sharing to protect users’ keys and other
sensitive data.
These systems, though, largely overlook a secret-sharing problem that is
critical in blockchain systems: node churn.
In permissionless (open) blockchains, such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, nodes may
freely join and leave the system at any time. In permissioned (closed) blockchains,
only authorized nodes can join, but nodes can fail and membership change. Thus
blockchain protocols for secret sharing must support committee membership
changes, i.e., dynamic committees.
Today there are no adequate PSS schemes for dynamic committees. Existing
protocols support static, but not dynamic committees [145, 67], assume weak,
passive adversaries [222, 104], or incur prohibitive communication costs [249,
261, 226, 196, 45].
In this paper, we address this critical gap by introducing a new dynamiccommittee proactive secret-sharing protocol called CHURP (CHUrn-Robust Proactivization).

4.1.1

CHURP functionality

CHURP allows a dynamic committee, i.e., one undergoing churn, to maintain a
shared secret s securely.
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Like a standard PSS scheme, CHURP proactivizes shares in every fixed interval of time known as an epoch. It supports dynamic committees as follows. An
old committee of size n with a (t, n)-sharing of a secret s can transition during a
handoff to a possibly disjoint new committee of size n with a new (t, n)-sharing
of s. CHURP achieves security against an active adversary that compromises
t < n/2 nodes in each of the old and new committees. CHURP also allows
changes to t and n between epochs. (Periodic changes to s are specifically not a
goal of PSS schemes, but are easy to add.)
Our main achievement in CHURP is its very low communication complexity:
optimistic per-epoch communication complexity in a blockchain setting of O(n)
on-chain—which is optimal—and O(n2 ) off-chain, i.e., over point-to-point channels. While the on-chain complexity is lower than off-chain, it comes with the
additional cost of placing transactions on the blockchain. Cheating nodes cause
pessimistic O(n2 ) on-chain communication complexity (no off-chain cost). Both
communication costs are substantially lower than in other schemes.
Despite somewhat complicated mechanics, CHURP realizes a very simple
abstraction: It simulates a trusted third party that stores s for secure use in a wide
range of applications—threshold cryptography, secure multi-party computation,
etc.

4.1.2

Technical challenges and solutions

CHURP is the first dynamic committee PSS scheme with an end-to-end implementation that is practical even for large committees. To achieve its low
communication complexity, CHURP overcomes several technical challenges in a
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different manner than the prior work aimed at dynamic committees, as explained
below.
The first challenge is that previous PSS schemes, relying on techniques from
Herzberg et al. [145], incur high communication complexity for proactivization (O(n3 ) off-chain per epoch). CHURP uses a bivariate polynomial B( x, y) to
share secret s, and introduces a new proactivization protocol with cost O(n2 ).
This protocol is based on efficient bivariate 0-sharing, i.e., generation of a randomized, shared polynomial B( x, y) with B(0, 0) = 0 to refresh shares. Alternative approaches to PSS that do not explicitly generate a shared polynomial
exist [132, 121], but CHURP’s 0-sharing technique is of independent interest: It
can also lower the communication complexity of Herzberg et al. [145] and related
schemes.
The second challenge is that during a handoff, an adversary may control
t nodes in each of the old and new committees, and thus 2t nodes in total.
Compromise of 2t shares in a (t, n)-sharing would leak the secret s. Previous
schemes, e.g., [226], address this problem using “blinding” approaches with
costly communication, while [45], address it via impractical virtualization techniques. Instead, CHURP uses a low communication-complexity technique called
dimension-switching, that is based on known share resharing techniques. It uses
an asymmetric bivariate polynomial B( x, y), with degree t in one dimension and
degree 2t in the other. During a handoff, it switches temporarily to a (2t, n)sharing of s to tolerate up to 2t compromised shares; afterward, it switches back
to a (t, n)-sharing. Each switching involves a round of share resharing. Although
dimension-switching is based on known techniques, CHURP’s novelty lies in
applying them to the dynamic committee setting to tolerate 2t compromises.
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Finally, most PSS schemes commit to secret degree-t polynomials using classical schemes (e.g., [118, 206]) with per-commitment size O(t). CHURP uses an
alternative due to Kate, Zaverucha, and Goldberg (KZG) [162] with size O(1).
Use of KZG for secret sharing isn’t new [43], but CHURP introduces a novel
KZG hedge. KZG assumes trusted setup and a non-standard hardness assumption. If these fail, CHURP still remains secure—but degrades to slightly weaker
adversarial threshold t < n/3. The detection mechanisms used to hedge are
efficient—O(n) on-chain—and are KZG-free—so, our techniques can easily be
adapted to future secret-sharing schemes that rely similarly on KZG or related
non-standard assumptions.
We compose these techniques to realize CHURP with provable security and
give a rigorous security proof.

4.1.3

Implementation and Experiments

We present an implementation of CHURP. Our experiments show very practical
communication and computation costs—at least 1000x improvement over the
existing state-of-the-art dynamic-committee PSS scheme [226] in the off-chain
communication complexity for large committees (See Section 4.6).
Additionally, to achieve inexpensive off-chain communication among nodes
in CHURP, we introduce a new technique for permissionless blockchains that
is of independent interest. It leverages the peer-to-peer gossip network as a
low-cost anonymous point-to-point channel. We experimentally demonstrate
off-chain communication in Ethereum with monetary cost orders of magnitude
less than on-chain communication.
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4.1.4

Outline and Contributions

After introducing the functional, adversarial, and communication models in Section 4.2, we present our main contributions:

• CHUrn-Robust Proactive secret sharing (CHURP): In Section 4.3, we introduce
CHURP, a dynamic-committee PSS scheme with lower communication complexity than previous schemes.
• Novel secret-sharing techniques: We introduce a new 0-sharing protocol for efficient proactivization in Section 4.4, dimension-switching technique to safeguard
the secret in committee handoffs in Section 4.5.3, and hedging techniques for
failures in the KZG commitment scheme in Section 4.5.5.
• New point-to-point blockchain communication technique: We introduce a novel
point-to-point communication technique for permissionless blockchains in Section 4.7—usable in CHURP and elsewhere—with orders of magnitude less
cost than on-chain communication.
• Implementation and experiments: We report on an implementation of CHURP
in Section 4.6 and present performance measurements demonstrating its practicality.

We give a security proof for CHURP in Appendix C.1. We discuss related
work in Section 4.9 and CHURP’s many potential applications—threshold cryptography, smart contracts with private keys, consensus simplification for light
clients, etc.—in Section 4.8. We have released the CHURP system as an opensource tool at https://www.churp.io.
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Old committee

New committee

A1

B1

A2

B2
s

A3

B3

A4

B4

s

B5

Figure 4.1: Handoff between two committees at the end of a dynamic proactive
secret-sharing epoch. The secret s remains fixed. Committees may intersect, e.g.,
B2 = A2 and B3 = A3 .

4.2

Model and Assumptions

We now describe the functional, adversarial, and communication models used
for CHURP.
In a secret-sharing scheme, a committee of nodes shares a fixed secret s. Let

C denote a committee and {Ci }in=1 denote the n nodes in the committee. Each
node Ci holds a distinct share si . CHURP proactivizes shares, i.e., changes them
periodically to prevent leakage of s to an adversary that gradually compromises
nodes. Again, we emphasize that CHURP does so for a dynamic committee [45,
226], i.e., nodes may periodically leave / join the committee.
Shares change in a proactive secret-sharing protocol such as CHURP during what is called a handoff protocol. Handoff proactivizes s, i.e., changes its
associated shares, while transferring s from an old committee to a new, possibly
intersecting one. Fig. 4.1 depicts the handoff process. The adversarial model for
proactive secret sharing in general limits adversarial control to a threshold t of
nodes per committee. During a handoff, CHURP allows nodes to agree out of
band on a change to t, as explained below.
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4.2.1

Functional model

Epoch: Time in CHURP, as in any proactive secret-sharing scheme [145], is
divided into fixed intervals of predetermined length called epochs. In each epoch,
a specific committee of nodes assumes control of and then holds s. Concretely,
in an epoch e, a committee C (e) of size N (e) shares s using a (t, N (e) )-threshold
scheme.
Handoff

C ( e −1)

Handoff

Epoch e − 1

C (e)

Epoch e

Figure 4.2: Each epoch begins with a handoff phase where the old committee hands off the secret s to the new committee. It is followed by a period of
committee operation.

Handoff: Fig. 4.2 depicts the handoff at the beginning of an epoch. It involves a
transfer of s from an old committee, which we denote C (e−1) , to a new committee,
denoted C (e) . Prior to completion of the handoff, C (e−1) is able to perform
operations using s.
Churn: In the dynamic-committee setting of CHURP, nodes can leave a com( e −1)

mittee at any time, but can only be added during a handoff. Let Cle f t

denote

the set of nodes that have left the committee before the handoff in epoch e. Let
( e −1)

( e −1)

C alive = C (e−1) \ Cle f t

denote the set of nodes that participate in the handoff.
( e −1)

We let churn rate α denote a bound such that |C alive | ≥ |C (e−1) |(1 − α). Later, we
provide a lower bound on the committee size using the rate α.
Keys: We assume that every node in CHURP has private / public key pair and
that public keys are known to all nodes in the system. Such a setup is common
in secret-sharing systems [145, 226].
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4.2.2

Adversarial model

We consider a powerful active adversary A. It may decide to corrupt nodes
at any time. Once a node is corrupted by the adversary, it is assumed to be
corrupted until the end of the current epoch. (A node may thus be “released” by
an adversary in a new epoch so that it is no longer corrupted.) Corrupted nodes
are allowed to deviate from the protocol arbitrarily. The proofs of correctness
used by nodes in CHURP requires that we assume a computationally bounded
(polynomial-time) adversary.
As noted above, we limit the adversary A to corruption of no more than
a threshold of nodes in a given committee. This threshold, as noted above,
may change in CHURP through out-of-band agreement by committees. In this
case, letting t and t0 denote corruption thresholds for old and new committees
respectively, A may control at most t nodes in C (e−1) and t0 nodes in C (e) . We
present the protocol in CHURP for threshold changes in Section 4.5.4. For
simplicity of exposition, however, we assume in what follows that t = t0 , i.e., the
corruption threshold t remains fixed.
Observe that during the handoff between epochs e − 1 and e, members of
both committees, C (e−1) and C (e) , are active. Thus A may control up to 2t nodes
at this time. As committees may intersect, i.e., an adversary may control a given
node i in both the old and new committees. Alternatively, A may control node i
in one committee, but not the other, reflecting either a fresh corruption or node
recovery.
Definition 4.1. A protocol for dynamic-committee proactive secret sharing satisfies
the following properties in the functional model above for any probabilistic polynomial
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time adversary A with threshold t:
Secrecy: If A corrupts no more than t nodes in a committee of any epoch, A learns
no information about the secret s.
Integrity: If A corrupts no more than t nodes in each of the committees C (e−1) and

C (e) , after the handoff, the shares for honest nodes can be correctly computed and the
secret s remains intact.

4.2.3

Communication model

We aim to minimize communication complexity in CHURP. Specifically, we
optimize for on-chain complexity and off-chain complexity in that order. We also
consider the round complexity of our protocol designs, but prioritize communication complexity because blockchains—particularly permissionless ones—incur
high costs for on-chain operations. We measure the communication complexity of
our protocol (and related ones) in terms of on-chain and off-chain communication
cost, as follows:
On-chain: Existing approaches such as MPSS [226] use PBFT [74] for consensus.
Instead, we assume the availability of a blockchain (or other bulletin-board
abstraction) to all nodes in the committee. We do this for two reasons. First,
abstracting away the consensus layer results in simpler, and more modular
secret-sharing protocols. Second, it makes sense to capitalize on the availability
of blockchains today, rather than re-engineer their functionality.
In our model, nodes can either post a message (or) retrieve any number of
messages from the blockchain. After a node posts a message to the blockchain,
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within a finite time period T, it gets published, i.e., blockchain access is synchronous
and the message is now retrievable by any node. This channel is assumed to
be reliable: messages posted are not lost. This model is widely adopted in the
literature (e.g., See [258, 171, 205]).

Permissionless blockchains

While our techniques apply also to permissioned

blockchains, we focus on permissionless blockchains—e.g., Ethereum. On such
chains, users pay (heavily) for writes, but reads are free. Thus we measure
on-chain communication complexity only in terms of writes, e.g., O(n) on-chain
cost means O(n) bits written to the blockchain.
Off-chain: Nodes may alternatively communicate point-to-point (P2P) without
direct use of the blockchain. We assume that every node has such a channel with
every other node. P2P channels are also assumed to be reliable: all messages
arrive without getting lost. We work in a synchronous model, i.e., any message
sent via this channel will be received within a known bounded time period, T 0 .
We emphasize that synchronicity of the P2P network is required only for
performance, not for liveness, secrecy or integrity. Looking ahead, without
enough synchronicity, the off-chain protocol halts and the execution switches to
the on-chain channel. In other words, an adversary may slow down the protocol
execution temporarily by delaying messages, but she cannot learn or corrupt
the secret. Moreover, CHURP only requires a short period of synchronicity
(e.g., a few minutes) at the end of every epoch (a relatively long epoch, e.g., a
day, would be the norm for CHURP). We discuss synchronicity assumptions
in Section 4.5.3.3.
Off-chain P2P channels can be implemented in different ways depending
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on the deployment environment. In a decentralized setting, though, nodes are
often assumed not to have P2P communication, to protect them from targeted
attacks and anonymity compromise. In such cases, one can use anonymous
channels, such as Tor [237], to preserve anonymity with additional setup cost and
engineering complexity. Alternatively, off-chain channels can be implemented
by an overlay on top of the existing blockchain infrastructure. We show how to
leverage the gossip network of a blockchain system [81] for inexpensive off-chain
communication in Section 4.7.
We measure off-chain communication complexity as the total number of bits
transmitted in P2P channels. In general, where we refer informally to proactivization protocols’ cost in this work, we mean their communication complexity,
on-chain or off-chain, as the case may be.

4.3

Overview of CHURP

Now we provide an overview of CHURP, with intuition behind our core techniques. First, we briefly review two key new techniques used in CHURP: bivariate
0-sharing and dimension-switching. (We defer details until later in the paper.) Then
we give an overview and example of optimistic execution of CHURP. Finally, we
briefly discuss pessimistic execution paths in CHURP, i.e., what happens when
nodes are faulty, and our third key technique of hedging against failures in KZG.
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4.3.1

Key secret-sharing techniques

Recall that in an ordinary (t, n)-threshold Shamir secret sharing (see [229]), shares
of secret s are points on a univariate polynomial P( x ) such that P(0) = s. Instead,
to enable its two key techniques, CHURP employs a bivariate polynomial B( x, y)
such that B(0, 0) = s. A share of B( x, y) is itself a univariate polynomial: Either
B( x, i ) or B(i, y) where i is the node index.
Bivariate 0-sharing: Proactivization in nearly all secret-sharing schemes involves generating a fresh, random polynomial that shares a 0-valued secret,
e.g., Q( x, y) such that Q(0, 0) = 0. This is added to the current polynomial
that encodes the secret s. We call such a polynomial Q( x, y) a 0-hole polynomial and generation of this polynomial 0-sharing. Previous approaches’ main
communication bottleneck is naïve 0-sharing that incurs high (O(n3 ) off-chain)
communication complexity. Our 0-sharing protocol achieves lower (O(n2 ) offchain) complexity. (Details in Section 4.4).
Dimension-switching: CHURP uses a bivariate polynomial B( x, y) asymmetric
and of non-uniform degree. Specifically, it uses a polynomial B( x, y) of degree

ht, 2ti. By this, we mean that it is degree-t in x (highest term x t ) and degree-2t in
y (highest term y2t ).
This structure enables our novel dimension-switching technique in CHURP.
Nodes can switch between a sharing in the degree-t dimension of B( x, y) and
the degree-2t dimension. The result is a change from a (t, n)-sharing of s to
a (2t, n)-sharing—and vice versa. We apply known resharing techniques [100,
120] via bivariate polynomials to switch between different sharings. As we
show, dimension switching provides an efficient way to address a key challenge
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mentioned above. During a handover, the adversary can control up to 2t nodes,
but between handovers, we instead want a (t, n)-threshold sharing of s. (Details
in Section 4.5.3.)

4.3.2

CHURP: Overview

We now give an overview of CHURP execution. We first consider the optimistic
case, and discuss pessimistic cases below in Section 4.3.5.
At the end of a given epoch e − 1, before a handoff occurs, the current committee C (e−1) is in what we call a steady state.
The committee C (e−1) holds a (t, n)-sharing of s = B(0, 0). This sharing uses
( e −1)

the degree-t dimension of B( x, y), as noted above. Node Ci

holds share

si = B(i, y), and can compute B( x, 0) for x = i. So it is easy to see that si is
actually a share in a (t, n)-sharing of B(0, 0). We refer to the shares in steady state
as full shares.
During the handoff in epoch e, nodes in the old and new committees C (e−1)
and C (e) switch their sharing of s to the degree-2t dimension of B( x, y), resulting
in what we call reduced shares.
(e)

Specifically, node C j

(e)

holds share s j = B( x, j). Node C j

can compute B(0, y)

for y = j, and consequently s j is a share in a (2t, n)-sharing of B(0, 0). The share
s j here has “reduced” power in the sense that 2t + 1 of these shares (as opposed
to t + 1 full shares in steady state) are needed to reconstruct s. Thus the adversary
cannot recover s despite potentially compromising 2t nodes across the old and
new committees C (e−1) and C (e) .
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After share reduction, the polynomial B( x, y) is proactivized. A 0-hole bivariate
polynomial Q( x, y), i.e., such that Q(0, 0) = 0, is generated (using the new
protocol given in Section 4.4). Q( x, y) is then added to B( x, y), yielding a fresh
polynomial B0 ( x, y) = B( x, y) + Q( x, y). Nodes update their reduced shares
accordingly. Because Q( x, y) is 0-hole, the secret s remains unchanged, i.e.,
s = B0 (0, 0).
Shares in B0 ( x, y), i.e., for the new committee, are now independent of those
for B( x, y), i.e., for the old committee. So it is now safe to perform full-share
distribution, i.e., to switch to the degree-t dimension of B0 ( x, y). This involves
distributing full shares to the new committee C (e) . At this point, the steady state
is achieved for epoch e. Committee C (e) holds a (t, n)-sharing of s using B0 ( x, y).
To summarize, the three phases in the CHURP handoff are:

• Share reduction: Nodes switch from the degree-t dimension of B( x, y) to the
(e)

degree-2t dimension. As a result, each node C j

in the new committee obtains

a reduced share B( x, j).
• Proactivization: The new committee generates Q( x, y) such that Q(0, 0) =
(e)

0, and each node C j

obtains a reduced share: B0 ( x, j) = B( x, j) + Q( x, j).

Proactivization ensures that shares in the new committee are independent of
those in the old.
• Full-share distribution: New shares B0 (i, y) are generated from reduced shares

{ B0 ( x, j) } j , by switching back to the degree-t dimension of B0 ( x, y).
The protocol thus returns to its steady state. Note that during the handoff,
remaining nodes in old committee can still perform operations using s. So there
is no operational discontinuity in CHURP.
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4.3.3

An example

In Fig. 4.3, we show a simple example of the handoff protocol in CHURP
assuming all nodes are honest. The old committee consists of three nodes

C (e−1) = { A1 , A2 , A3 }. A3 leaves at the end of the epoch, and a new node
A30 joins. The new committee is thus C (e) = { A1 , A2 , A30 }. The underlying polynomial B( x, y) is thus of degree h1, 2i. Node Ai ’s share is B(i, y) or 3 points:
B(i, 1), B(i, 2) and B(i, 3). The figure depicts the three phases of the handoff, as
follows.
Share
Reduction

Epoch e-1

𝐴1
𝐴2

Proactivization

𝐴3

𝐴2

Epoch e

𝐴1

𝐴1
s

Full Share
Distribution

Randomize

X

𝐴2

s

𝐴′3

𝐴3

Handoff

Figure 4.3: An example of the handoff protocol: Curves denote univariate polynomials (reduced shares) while squares denote points on these polynomials. See
Section 4.3.3 for a description.

Share reduction: To start the handoff, each node j in the new committee constructs its reduced share B( x, j) from points received from C (e−1) . As shown in
the figure, node A30 receives points B(1, 3) and B(2, 3) from A1 and A2 respectively, from which B( x, 3) can be constructed. Similarly, A1 and A2 construct
B( x, 1) and B( x, 2).
Proactivization: Having reconstructed reduced shares { B( x, j) } j , nodes in the
new committee collectively generate a 0-hole bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) of
degree ht, 2ti, with the constraint that each j only learns Q( x, j). Reduced shares
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are updated as B0 ( x, j) = B( x, j) + Q( x, j). In the example above, node j ends up
with Q( x, j) of a random 0-hole polynomial Q( x, y).
Full-share distribution: Nodes in the new committee get their full shares from
the updated reduced shares. Take A1 as an example. By this point, A1 has
B0 ( x, 1) and sends B0 (i, 1) to Ai for i ∈ { 2, 3 }. Other nodes do the same. Hence,
A1 receives B0 (1, 2) and B0 (1, 3) from A2 and A30 respectively. It now has the
necessary three points { B0 (1, j) } j∈[3] in order to interpolate its full share B0 (1, y).

4.3.4

Active security

As noted before, the above example assumes an honest-but-curious adversary.
Additional machinery in the form of cryptographic proofs of correctness for
node communications—detailed in Section 4.5.3—are required against an active
adversary. These proofs do not alter the overall structure of the protocol.

4.3.5

Pessimistic CHURP execution paths

What we have described thus far is an optimistic execution of CHURP. This
corresponds to a subprotocol Opt-CHURP that is highly efficient and optimistic:
it only completes when all nodes are honest and the assumptions of the KZG
scheme hold.
When things go wrong, CHURP can detect the violation and resort to pessimistic paths. Specifically, Exp-CHURP-A can hold malicious nodes accountable.
Moreover, CHURP introduces a novel hedge against any soundness failure of
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the KZG scheme, due to either a compromised trusted setup or a falsified hardness assumption (t-SDH). The hedging technique is efficient and incurs only
O(n) on-chain cost to detect such failures. When detected, CHURP switches to
Exp-CHURP-B that only relies on DL and no trusted setup.
As noted above, the on-chain / off-chain communication complexity of
CHURP is O(n) / O(n2 ) in the optimistic case. Unlike the optimistic path,
the two pessimistic paths do not use the off-chain channel and incur O(n2 ) onchain cost. Opt-CHURP and Exp-CHURP-A requires t < n/2, while Exp-CHURP-B
requires t < n/3. We give more details on all the paths in CHURP in Section 4.5.

4.4

Efficient Bivariate 0-Sharing

In this section, we introduce our technique for efficient 0-sharing of bivariate
polynomials. It is a key new building block in CHURP, used in the proactivization phase. The bivariate 0-sharing protocol uses resharing techniques [100, 120]
as a building block.
Recall that in the context of bivariate polynomials, 0-sharing means having a
committee C generate a ht, 2ti-bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) such that Q(0, 0) = 0.
Each node Ci holds a share Q(i, y).
Previous works have naïvely extended 0-sharing techniques for univariate
polynomials to the bivariate case: Each node generates its own 0-hole bivariate
polynomial Qi i.e., Qi (0, 0) = 0, and distributes points on it. Thus each node
transmits O(n) univariate polynomials, resulting in O(n2 ) off-chain communication complexity per node, and O(n3 ) in total.
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(2t, 2t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare
Input: t, set of 2t + 1 nodes {U j } j∈[2t+1]
Output: Each node U j outputs a share s j = P( j) for randomly
generated degree-2t polynomial P(y) with P(0) = 0
node U j
Generate a random 2t-degree polynomial Pj s.t. Pj (0) = 0
Send a point Pj (i ) to node Ui for each i ∈ [2t + 1]
Wait to receive points { Pi ( j) }i∈[2t+1] from all other nodes
Let P = ∑i∈[2t+1] Pi , compute share P( j) = ∑i∈[2t+1] Pi ( j)

Figure 4.4: (2t, 2t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare between 2t + 1 nodes. A 0-hole univariate polynomial P of degree-2t is generated.
Our new technique, specified as protocol BivariateZeroShare, brings the total
off-chain communication complexity down to just O(tn) in the optimistic case.
In the pessimistic case, i.e., if a node is caught cheating, different protocols
(see Section 4.5) must then be invoked. Even in the pessimistic case, though, our
techniques incur no more cost than in previous schemes: O(n3 ) in the dynamic
setting and O(n2 ) in the static Herzberg et al. setting.
BivariateZeroShare comprises two steps. In the first step, a 0-sharing subprotocol UnivariateZeroShare is executed among a subset U of 2t + 1 nodes. At the end
of this step, each node U j holds a share s j of a univariate polynomial P( x ). In the
second step, each node in U reshares its share s j among all nodes, i.e., the full
committee. Each node Ci thereby obtains share Q(i, y) of bivariate polynomial
Q( x, y), as desired.
BivariateZeroShare is formally specified in Fig. 4.5. (For the interest of space, we
present all protocols formally in the appendix. Nonetheless, the text description
here is sufficient to understand the paper.) For ease of presentation, we describe
an honest-but-curious protocol version in this section. Our full protocol, which
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(t, n)-BivariateZeroShare
Input: t, n, set of nodes {Ci }i∈[n] (2t < n)
Output: Each node Ci outputs a share Q(i, y) for randomly generated degree-ht, 2ti
bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) with Q(0, 0) = 0
Order {Ci }i∈[n] based on lexicographic order of their public keys
Choose first 2t + 1 nodes, w.l.o.g., U = {C j } j∈[2t+1]

Invoke (2t, 2t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare among {U j } j∈[2t+1] to generate shares s j

j∈[2t+1]

node U j :
Generate a random t-degree polynomial R j s.t R j (0) = s j
Send a point R j (i ) to node Ci for each i ∈ [n]

Denote the bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) where Q( x, j) = R j ( x )

j∈[2t+1]

node Ci :

Wait to receive points R j (i )

j∈[2t+1]

= { Q(i, j) } j∈[2t+1]

Interpolate to reconstruct a 2t-degree polynomial Q(i, y)
Output share Q(i, y)

Figure 4.5: (t, n)-BivariateZeroShare between n nodes. A 0-hole bivariate polynomial Q of degree-ht, 2ti is generated.
is secure against active adversaries, is detailed in Section 4.5.3.
First step—Sharing P( x ): As noted, BivariateZeroShare first chooses a subset

U ⊆ C of 2t + 1 nodes, i.e., |U | = 2t + 1. This can be done as follows: Order
nodes lexicographically by their public keys and choose the first 2t + 1. Without
+1
loss of generality, U = {C j }2t
j =1 .

The nodes of U then execute the univariate 0-sharing subprotocol UnivariateZeroShare presented in Fig. 4.4. This subprotocol is not new—it was previously used
for proactivization in [145]. Each node U j generates a degree-2t univariate 0-hole
+1
polynomial Pj ( x ).1 The sum P( x ) = ∑2t
j=1 Pj ( x ) is itself a degree-2t univariate
1 An

attack is outlined in [192] that breaks the UnivariateZeroShare protocol in [145]. It does
so in an adversarial model similar to ours, i.e., the adversary controls t nodes in old and new
committees and thus 2t in total, rather than t in total as in [145]. CHURP defeats this attack via
dimension-switching, using reduced shares during the handoff.
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0-hole polynomial P( x ). Then, U j redistributes points on its local polynomial
Pj ( x ), enabling every Ui at the end of the step to compute its share si = P(i ).
Second step—Resharing P( x ): Nodes in U now reshare P( x ) among all of C ,
resulting in a sharing of the desired bivariate polynomial Q( x, y).
Each node U j generates a degree-t univariate polynomial R j ( x ) uniformly at
random under the constraint R j (0) = s j , i.e., R j ( x ) encodes the node’s share s j .
Together, the 2t + 1 degree-t polynomials { R j ( x )} uniquely define a degree-ht, 2ti
bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) such that Q( x, j) = R j ( x ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , 2t + 1
and Q(0, 0) = 0.
Node U j sends R j (i ) = Q(i, j) to every other node Ci in the full committee.
Using the received points, each committee member Ci interpolates to compute
its share—a 2t-degree polynomial Q(i, y). The constraint Q(0, 0) = 0 is satisfied
because the zero coefficients of R j ( x ) are composed of shares generated from the
0-sharing step before, i.e., UnivariateZeroShare. Since each node in U transmits n
points, the overall cost incurred is just O(tn) off-chain.
We use (t, n)-BivariateZeroShare as a subroutine in CHURP with some modifications. As explained before, it can also reduce the off-chain communication
complexity of Herzberg et al.’s PSS scheme [145], i.e., the static-committee setting, by a factor of O(n). Due to lack of space, we present this application
in Appendix C.3.

4.5

CHURP Protocol Details

CHURP consists of a suite of tiered protocols with different trust assumptions
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and communication complexity.
The execution starts at the top tier—a highly efficient optimistic protocol.
Only upon detection of adversarial misbehavior, does the execution fall back to
lower tiers. The three tiers of CHURP and their relationship are shown in Fig. 4.6,
detailed as below.
The top tier, Opt-CHURP, is the default protocol of CHURP. It is optimistic
and highly efficient: if no node misbehaves, the execution completes incurring
only O(n) on-chain and O(n2 ) off-chain cost. As a design choice, Opt-CHURP
does not identify faulty nodes but rather just detects faulty behavior, upon which
the execution switches to a lower tier protocol, also referred to as a pessimistic
path.
The second tier is Exp-CHURP-A, the main pessimistic path of CHURP. Unlike
the optimistic path, Exp-CHURP-A exclusively uses on-chain communication
channel, which allows to identify and expel faulty nodes using proofs of correctness. Exp-CHURP-A trades performance for robustness: the execution is
guaranteed to complete as long as the adversarial threshold t < n/2, but incurs
O(n2 ) on-chain communication in the worst case.
Both Opt-CHURP and Exp-CHURP-A use KZG commitments to achieve t <
n/2. As noted before, this commitment scheme requires a trusted setup phase
to generate public keys with a trapdoor. The trapdoor must be “destroyed”
after the setup; otherwise soundness is lost, i.e., binding property of KZG is
broken. KZG introduces the only trusted setup in CHURP, and thus represents
its main protocol-level vulnerability. KZG also relies on a non-standard hardness
assumption, the t-Strong Diffie-Hellman assumption (t-SDH).
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To hedge against soundness failure in KZG (either due to a falsified trust
assumption or a compromised trusted setup), we introduce an additional verification step (StateVerif), which can be executed at the end of Opt-CHURP or
Exp-CHURP-A. StateVerif is highly efficient—incurs only O(n) on-chain complexity. Any fault detected by StateVerif indicates that KZG is unusable, and triggers a
KZG-free pessimistic path named Exp-CHURP-B. Exp-CHURP-B has the same cost
as Exp-CHURP-A, but one drawback: It tolerates a lower adversarial threshold,
t < n/3. More details on StateVerif in Section 4.5.5.
In summary, the three tiers (subprotocols) of CHURP are:

1. Opt-CHURP: The default protocol of CHURP. It incurs O(n) on-chain and
O(n2 ) off-chain communication complexity under the optimal resilience
bound t < n/2.
2. Exp-CHURP-A: Invoked if Opt-CHURP fails. It incurs O(n2 ) on-chain communication complexity under the optimal bound t < n/2.
3. Exp-CHURP-B: Invoked if a soundness breach of KZG is detected by StateVerif.
It incurs the same cost as Exp-CHURP-A, but requires t < n/3.

Table 4.2 summarizes the three tiers. We present only Opt-CHURP here and
defer the specifications of Exp-CHURP-A and Exp-CHURP-B to Appendix C.2.

4.5.1

Notation and Invariants

We now introduce the notation and invariants that will be used to explain the
protocols of CHURP. Notation is summarized in Table 4.1.
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Start

Opt-CHURP
(t < n/2)

End

Exp-CHURP-A
(t < n/2)

Exp-CHURP-B
(t < n/3)
Trusted-setup failure

Fault detected

Figure 4.6: CHURP protocol tiers. Opt-CHURP is the default protocol of CHURP.
Exp-CHURP-A and Exp-CHURP-B are run only if a fault occurs in Opt-CHURP.
KZG polynomial commitments: KZG commitment allows a prover to commit
to a polynomial P( x ) and later prove the correct evaluation P(i ) to a verifier.
(Further details in Fig. C.1 and [162].)
CHURP invariants: We say the system arrives at a steady state after it completes
a successful handoff. The following invariants stipulate the desired properties
of a steady state. We use invariants to explain the protocol and reason about its
security.
Let C be a committee of n nodes {Ci }in=1 . Let B( x, y) denote the asymmetric
bivariate polynomial of degree ht, 2ti used to share the secret s, i.e., s = B(0, 0).
In a steady state, the three invariants below must hold:

• Inv-Secret: The secret s is the same across handoffs.
• Inv-State: Each node Ci holds a full share B(i, y) and a proof to the correctness
thereof. Specifically, the full share B(i, y) is a degree-2t polynomial, and hence
+1
can be uniquely represented by 2t + 1 points { B(i, j) }2t
j=1 . The proof is a set
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n
o2t+1
of witnesses WB(i,j)
.
j =1

+1
• Inv-Comm: KZG commitments to reduced shares ({ B( x, j) }2t
j=1 ) are available

to all nodes.

The first invariant Inv-Secret ensures the secret remains unchanged, a core
functionality of CHURP.
Inv-State and Inv-Comm ensures the correctness of the protocol. For example,
recall from Section 4.3 that during the handoff (the Share Reduction phase),
nodes in the old and the new committee switch their dimension of sharing, from
full shares to reduced shares. Using the commitments (specified by Inv-Comm)
and the witnesses (specified by Inv-State), new committee nodes can verify the
correctness of reduced shares, thus the correctness of dimension-switching.
Note that to realize Inv-Comm, hashes of KZG commitments are put on-chain
for consensus while the commitments are transmitted off-chain between nodes.

Notation

C ( e −1) , C ( e )
B( x, y)
ht, ki
RSi ( x ) = B( x, i )
FSi (y) = B(i, y)
CB( x,j)
WB(i,j)
Q( x, y)
U0
λi

Description
Old, New committee
Bivariate polynomial used to share the secret
Degree of h x, yi terms in B
Reduced share held by Ci
Full share held by Ci ’s
KZG commitment to B( x, j)
Witness to evaluation of B( x, j) at i
Bivariate proactivization polynomial
Subset of nodes chosen to participate in handoff
Lagrange coefficients
Table 4.1: Notation used in CHURP.
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4.5.2

CHURP Setup

The setup phase of CHURP sets the system to a proper initial steady state. To
start, an initial committee C (0) is selected. The setup of KZG is performed and the
secret is shared among C (0) . Using their shares, members of C (0) can generate
commitments to install the three invariants.
The setup of KZG can be performed by a trusted party or a committee assuming at least one of them is honest. The secret to be managed by CHURP can be
generated by a trusted party or in a distributed fashion, e.g., [130]. We leave
committee selection out-of-scope for this paper. Readers can refer to, e.g., [133],
for a discussion.

4.5.3

CHURP Optimistic Path (Opt-CHURP)

Recall that Opt-CHURP transfers shares of some secret s from an old committee,
denoted C = C (e−1) , to a new committee C 0 = C (e) . CHURP can support both
committee-size and threshold changes, i.e., a transition from (n, t) to some (n0 , t0 )
in any epoch. For ease of exposition here, though, we allow n to change across
epochs assuming a constant threshold t. Changing the threshold is discussed
in Section 4.5.4.
Opt-CHURP proceeds in three phases. The first phase, Opt-ShareReduce, performs dimension-switching to tolerate an adversary capable of compromising
2t nodes across the old and new committees. By the end of this phase, reduced
shares are constructed by members of the new committee. The second phase,
Opt-Proactivize, proactivizes these reduced shares so that new shares are indepen-
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dent of the old ones. The third and the final phase, Opt-ShareDist, restores full
shares from reduced shares, and thus returns to the steady state.
At the beginning of Opt-CHURP, each node in C 0 requests the set of KZG
commitments from any node in C , say C1 . Recall that by the invariant InvComm, each node in C holds the KZG commitments to the current reduced
n
o2t+1
shares, CB( x,j)
, while the corresponding hashes are on-chain. The received
j =1

commitments are verified using the on-chain hashes. Optimistically, each node
in C 0 receives the correct set of commitments. If a node receives corrupt ones, we
switch to a pessimistic path where the KZG commitments are published on-chain.
The above check enabled by the on-chain hashes ensures that new committee
nodes receive the correct set of commitments. The phases of Opt-CHURP are as
follows:

4.5.3.1

Share Reduction (Opt-ShareReduce)

The protocol starts by choosing a subset U 0 ⊆ C 0 of 2t + 1 members (possible
+1
because |C 0 | > 2t). The nodes in U 0 are denoted {U j0 }2t
j =1 .

Some members in the old committee C may have left the protocol by this
point. Let C alive ⊆ C denote the subset of nodes that are present, w.l.o.g., let this
|C

|

subset be {Ci }i=alive
1 .
Recall that by the invariant Inv-State, each node Ci holds a full share B(i, y).
Now, Ci distributes points on its full share allowing computation of reduced
shares B( x, j) by all members of U 0 —making a dimension-switch from the degree-t
dimension of B( x, y) to the degree-2t dimension. Specifically, Ci sends B(i, j) to
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U j0 , which interpolates the received points to get its reduced share B( x, j).2 Note
that in the optimistic path we require all 2t + 1 nodes in U 0 to participate. If any
adversarial nodes fail to do so, we switch to a pessimistic path as detailed above.
The received points are accompanied by witnesses allowing for verification
using the KZG commitments received previously. Since t + 1 correct points
are sufficient to reconstruct the reduced share, we need at least 2t + 1 points
(|C alive | > 2t) to guarantee liveness.
The size of C alive is governed by the bounded churn rate α, i.e., |C alive | ≥

|C|(1 − α). Thus, the condition for liveness, |C alive | > 2t, places a lower bound
on the committee size, |C|(1 − α) > 2t or |C| > b2t/1−αc.
The protocol Opt-ShareReduce is formally specified in Fig. 4.7. At the end
of Opt-ShareReduce, dimension-switching is complete and each node U j0 has a
reduced share B( x, j).
Communication complexity: Each node in U 0 receives O(n) points, so OptShareReduce incurs O(nt) off-chain cost.

4.5.3.2

Proactivization (Opt-Proactivize)

In this phase, U 0 proactivizes the bivariate polynomial B( x, y)—a key step in
generating new shares independent of the old ones held by members of C . The
polynomial B( x, y) is updated using a random bivariate polynomial Q( x, y)
generated such that Q(0, 0) = 0. The result is a new polynomial B0 ( x, y) =
B( x, y) + Q( x, y). The fact that Q(0, 0) = 0 ensures preservation of our first
2 Dimension-switch

can be thought as a resharing of the shares. The zero points on full shares
B(i, 0) i.e., shares of the secret s, are reshared.
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Opt-ShareReduce
n

Public Input: CB(x,j)

o
j∈[2t+1]

n
o
Input: Set of nodes {Ci }i∈[n] where each node Ci is given B(i, j), WB(i,j)
nodes

{C j0 } j∈[n0 ]

s.t.

n0

j∈[2t+1]

. Set of

≥ 2t + 1

Output: ∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], node C j0 output B( x, j)
Order {C j0 } based on lexicographic order of their public keys
Choose the first 2t + 1 nodes, denoted as U 0 , w.l.o.g., U 0 = {C j0 } j∈[2t+1]
node Ci :
n
o
∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], send a point and witness B(i, j), WB(i,j) to U j0 off-chain
node U j0 :
n
o
Wait and receive n points and witnesses, B(i, j), WB(i,j)

i ∈[n]

∀i ∈ [n], invoke VerifyEval(CB(x,j) , i, B(i, j), WB(i,j) )
Interpolate any t + 1 verified points to construct B( x, j)

Figure 4.7: Opt-ShareReduce between the committees C and C 0 .
invariant Inv-Secret.
We achieve this by adapting the bivariate 0-sharing technique (BivariateZeroShare) presented in Section 4.4 to handle active adversaries. Recall that BivariateZeroShare comprises two steps. First, a univariate 0-sharing subroutine
generates shares of the number 0. These shares are then re-shared in a second
step resulting in a sharing of Q( x, y) among C 0 .
By the end of the previous, i.e., Share Reduction phase, every node U j0 in
the set of 2t + 1 nodes U 0 holds a reduced share B( x, j). Now, by the end of the
current, i.e., Proactivization phase, we update these reduced shares by adding
Q( x, j) from the generated bivariate polynomial Q( x, y).
The protocol starts by invoking the 0-sharing subroutine UnivariateZeroShare
introduced previously, which is the first step of BivariateZeroShare. Specifically,
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(2t, 2t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare is run among U 0 to generate shares s j at each U j0 .
To handle active adversaries, U j0 sends a commitment to the share, gs j , to all
other nodes in U 0 (where g is a publicly known generator). Lagrange coefficients

{λ2t
j } j can be precomputed to interpolate and verify if the shares form a 0-sharing,
+1 2t
∑2t
j=1 λ j s j = 0. Translating it to the commitments, all nodes check the following:
2t+1

∏ ( gs j )

λ2t
j

=1.

(4.1)

j =1

Then, U j0 generates a random degree-t univariate polynomial R j ( x ) that encodes the node’s share s j , i.e., R j (0) = s j . Together, the 2t + 1 polynomials
uniquely define a 0-hole bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) such that { Q( x, j) =
+1
0
0
R j ( x )}2t
j=1 . U j also updates the reduced share, B ( x, j ) = B ( x, j ) + R j ( x ). Points

on B0 ( x, j) will be distributed to the entire committee C 0 in the next phase of
Opt-CHURP. (We make a modification to BivariateZeroShare: In the re-sharing step
of BivariateZeroShare, points on Q( x, j) were distributed directly.)
Each U j0 sends constant-size information to other nodes off-chain enabling
verification of the above step. Let Zj ( x ) = R j ( x ) − s j denote a 0-hole polynomial, the commitment to Zj ( x ), CZj , and a witness to the evaluation at zero
are distributed enabling verification of the statement: Zj (0) = 0; equivalent
to R j (0) = s j . The commitment to the updated reduced share B0 ( x, j) is also
distributed. Since B0 ( x, j) = B( x, j) + Zj + s j , the homomorphic property of the
commitment scheme allows other nodes to verify if CB0 ( x,j) = CB( x,j) × CZj × Cs j
where Cs j = gs j and the other two were received previously.
In total, each node U j0 generates the following set of commitment and witness
information
during
Opt-Proactivize,
n
o
gs j , CZj , WZj (0) , CB0 ( x,j) . While this set is transmitted off-chain to all nodes
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in the full committee C 0 , a hash of it is published on-chain. The received commitments can then be verified using the published hash, thereby ensuring that
everyone receives the same commitments. Note that the set of commitments is
sent to C 0 instead of just the subset U 0 to preserve the invariant Inv-Comm, i.e.,
ensure that all nodes hold KZG commitments to the updated reduced shares.
The verification mechanisms used in this protocol are sufficient to detect any
faulty behavior, although they do not identify which nodes are faulty. Thus,
the adversary can disrupt the protocol without revealing his / her nodes. For
example, it could send corrupt commitments to nodes selectively. Although the
published hash reveals this, a verifiable accusation cannot be made since the
commitments were sent off-chain. Another example would be a corrupt node
sending points from a non-0-hole polynomial in the UnivariateZeroShare protocol.
Again, we detect such a fault but cannot identify which nodes are faulty. So
detection of a fault simply leads to a switch to the pessimistic path, Exp-CHURP-A.
While Exp-CHURP-A is capable of identifying misbehaving nodes, note that we
do not retroactively identify the faulty nodes from Opt-CHURP.
The protocol Opt-Proactivize is formally specified in Fig. 4.8. By the end of
this, if no faults are detected, each U j0 holds B0 ( x, j). The invariants Inv-Secret
and Inv-Comm hold as s = B0 (0, 0) and all of C 0 hold the KZG commitments
respectively. In the next phase, we preserve the other invariant Inv-State.
Communication complexity: Each node in U 0 publishes a hash on-chain and transmits O(t) data off-chain. Hence, Opt-Proactivize incurs O(t) on-chain and O(t2 )
off-chain cost.
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Opt-Proactivize
n

Public Input: CB(x,j)
Input: Set of nodes

o

j∈[2t+1]
0
{Ci }i∈[n0 ] . Let

U 0 = {C j0 } j∈[2t+1] , each node U j0 is given B( x, j)

Output: U j0 outputs success and B0 ( x, j) for a degree-ht, 2ti bivariate polynomial
B0 ( x, y) with B0 (0, 0) = B(0, 0) (or) fail
n
o
Public Output: CB0 (x,j)
j∈[2t+1]

Invoke (2t, 2t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare among the nodes {U j0 } j∈[2t+1] to generate shares

s j j∈[2t+1]
node U j0 :
Generate random t-degree polynomial R j ( x ) such that R j (0) = s j

Denote the bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) where Q( x, j) = R j ( x ) j∈[2t+1]
Denote the bivariate polynomial B0 ( x, y) = B( x, y) + Q( x, y)
node U j0 :
Compute B0 ( x, j) = B( x, j) + Q( x, j) and Zj ( x ) = R j ( x ) − s j
n
o
Send gs j , CZj , WZj (0) , CB0 (x,j) off-chain to all nodes in C 0 , where CZj = Commit( Zj );
WZj (0) = CreateWitness( Zj , 0); CB0 (x,j) = Commit( B0 ( x, j))
Publish hash of the commitments on-chain Hj = H ( gs j ||CZj ||WZj (0) ||CB0 (x,j) )
node Ci0 :
n
o
∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], retrieve on-chain hash Hj , also receive gs j , CZj , WZj (0) , CB0 (x,j) offchain
∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], if Hj 6= H ( gs j ||CZj ||WZj (0) ||CB0 (x,j) ) or VerifyEval(CZj , 0, 0, WZj (0) ) 6= True
or CB0 (x,j) 6= CB(x,j) × CZj × gs j , output fail
+1 s j
Using Lagrange coefficients in Eq. (4.1), if ∏2t
j =1 ( g )

λ2t
j

6= 1 output fail

node U j0 :
Output success and B0 ( x, j)

Figure 4.8: Opt-Proactivize updates the reduced shares.
4.5.3.3

Full Share Distribution (Opt-ShareDist)

In the final phase, full shares are distributed to all members of the new committee,
thus preserving the Inv-State invariant. A successful completion of this phase
marks the end of handoff.
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Opt-ShareDist
n

Public Input: CB0 (x,j)

o

j∈[2t+1]
0
Input: Set of nodes {Ci }i∈[n0 ] . Let U 0 = {C j0 } j∈[2t+1] , each node
Output: ∀i ∈ [n0 ], Ci0 outputs success and B0 (i, y) (or) fail
node U j0 :

U j0 is given B0 ( x, j)

n
o
∀i ∈ [n0 ], send a point and witness off-chain B0 (i, j), WB0 (i,j) to Ci0 where WB0 (i,j) =
CreateWitness( B0 ( x, j), i )
node Ci0 :
o
n
Wait and receive points and witnesses B0 (i, j), WB0 (i,j)
j∈[2t+1]

∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], invoke

VerifyEval(CB0 (x,j) , i, B0 (i, j), WB0 (i,j) )

If all 2t + 1 points are correct, interpolate to construct B0 (i, y)
Output success and the full share B0 (i, y)
In all other cases, output fail

Figure 4.9: Opt-ShareDist uses the updated reduced shares to distribute full shares
in C 0 .
By the end of the previous phase, each U j0 in the chosen subset of nodes

U 0 ⊆ C 0 holds a new reduced share B0 ( x, j).
Now, U j0 distributes points on B0 ( x, j), allowing computation of full shares
B0 (i, y) by all members of C 0 —we make a dimension-switch from the degree-2t
dimension of B0 ( x, y) to the degree-t dimension. Specifically, each Ci0 receives
+1
0
2t + 1 points { B0 (i, j)}2t
j=1 , which can be interpolated to compute B (i, y ), its full

share. This is made verifiable by sending witness along with the points.
Since the point distribution is off-chain, a faulty node can send corrupt points
without getting identified similar to the previous phase. In this event, we switch
to the pessimistic path Exp-CHURP-A without identifying which nodes are faulty.
The protocol Opt-ShareDist is formally specified in Fig. 4.9. If all nodes receive
correct points, this phase ends successfully and the optimistic path ends. The
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Protocol

On-chain, Off-chain

Threshold

Optimistic

Opt-CHURP
Exp-CHURP-A
Exp-CHURP-B

O ( n ), O ( n2 )
O(n2 ), n/a
O(n2 ), n/a

t < n/2
t < n/2
t < n/3

Yes
No
No

Opt-Schultz-MPSS
Schultz-MPSS

O ( n ), O ( n4 )
O ( n2 ), O ( n4 )

t < n/3
t < n/3

Yes
No

Table 4.2: On-chain costs and Off-chain costs for the dynamic setting. An optimistic protocol ends successfully only if no faulty behavior is detected. n/a
indicates Not Applicable.
remaining invariant Inv-State is fulfilled as each node in C 0 receives a full share,
and hence the system returns to the steady state. After a successful completion
of CHURP, we require that members of the old committee C delete their old full
shares and members of U 0 delete their new reduced shares.
Communication complexity: Each node in C 0 receives 2t + 1 points, thus OptShareDist incurs O(nt) off-chain cost.
Each of the three phases in Opt-CHURP (and thus Opt-CHURP itself) incur no
more than O(n) on-chain and O(n2 ) off-chain cost. In terms of round complexity,
it completes in three rounds (one for each phase) that does not depend on the
committee size. Due to lack of space, we reiterate that the pessimistic paths
of CHURP are discussed in Appendix C.2. Table 4.2 compares on-chain and
off-chain costs of the three paths of CHURP and Schultz-MPSS [226], the latter
will be explained in more detail in Section 4.6.3.1.
Theorem 4.1. Protocol Opt-CHURP is a dynamic-committee proactive secret sharing
scheme by Definition 4.1.

We present the security proof in Appendix C.1.
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Notes on the synchronicity assumptions

As discussed in Section 4.2, CHURP

works in the synchronous model and assumes a latency bound for both on-chain
and off-chain communication. While the former is a well-accepted assumption
(e.g., see [258, 171, 205]), the latter is assumed by the blockchain consensus
protocol itself, as the required difficulty of proof-of-work is dependent on the
maximum network delay [203]. However, we emphasize that synchronicity for
off-chain communication is needed only for performance, not for liveness or
safety of the full protocol. In the optimistic path, if messages take longer to
deliver, a fault is detected and the protocol switches to the pessimistic path. After
that, nodes communicate via the on-chain channel only.

4.5.4

Change of threshold

Thus far we have focused on schemes that allow the committee size to change
while the threshold t remains constant. We now briefly describe how to enable
an old committee with threshold te−1 (i.e. the adversary can corrupt up to te−1
nodes) to hand off shares to a new committee with a different threshold te .
Generally, we follow the same methodology as that of [226, 195]. To increase
the threshold (i.e., te > te−1 ), the new committee generates a (te , 2te )-degree
zero-hole polynomial Q( x, y) so that the proactivized sharing has threshold te .
To reduce the threshold (i.e., te < te−1 ), the old committee creates 2 × (te−1 − te )
virtual servers that participate in the handoff as honest players, but expose their
shares publicly. At the end of the handoff, the new commitment incorporates the
virtual servers’ shares to form a sharing of threshold te in a similar process as the
public evaluation scheme in [195].
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To make changes of the threshold verifiable, we also need to extend the KZG
commitment scheme with the degree verification functionality such that given
a commitment Cφ,d to a polynomial φ, it can be publicly verified that φ is at
most d-degree. Our extension relies on the q-power knowledge of exponent (qPKE [138]) assumption. Due to lack of space, we refer readers to Appendix C.4
for more details.

4.5.5

State Verification (StateVerif)

Both Opt-CHURP and Exp-CHURP-A make use of the KZG commitment scheme,
which requires a trusted setup phase and its security (binding property) relies
on the t-SDH assumption. Now, we devise a hedge against these—a verification
phase that relies only on discrete log assumptions. At a high level, StateVerif
includes checks to ensure that the two important invariants, Inv-Secret and InvState, hold, without using the KZG commitments on-chain.
Checking Inv-Secret: Assume that the commitment to the secret gs is on-chain
from the beginning (done as part of the setup phase). Recall that at the end of
Opt-CHURP or Exp-CHURP-A, each new committee node Ci0 holds a full share
B0 (i, y). The secret can also be computed from the zero points of the full shares,
s = ∑in=1 λi B0 (i, 0), where n = |C 0 | and λi = λin−1 as defined in Eq. (4.1). Each Ci0
computes si = B0 (i, 0) and publishes gsi . All nodes verify that Inv-Secret remains
intact by checking gs = ∏in=1 ( gsi )λi .
Checking Inv-State: In this check, we ensure that the bivariate polynomial
B0 ( x, y) is of degree ht, 2ti. We achieve this by checking that the 2t + 1 reduced
shares { B0 ( x, j) } j∈[2t+1] are of degree t. We build an efficient procedure that
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reduces the checks to a single check through a random linear combination. If the
def

+1
0
degree of Pr ( x ) = ∑2t
j=1 r j B ( x, j ) is t, where r j s are chosen randomly, then with

high probability, the degree of all B0 ( x, j) is t. It is important that the adversary
does not know the randomness a priori, as adversarial nodes can then choose
reduced shares of degree > t (in the proactivization phase) in such a way that
the higher degree coefficients cancel in the linear combination. In practice, r j s
can be obtained from a public source of randomness [56].
0

+1
si
0
Each Ci0 computes si0 = Pr (i ) = ∑2t
j=1 r j B (i, j ) and publishes g on-chain. All

nodes now compute powers of the coefficients of Pr . Let Pr ( x ) = ∑nj=1 a j x j , then
a j = ∑in=1 λij Pr (i ), where λij are Lagrange coefficients (an extension of Eq. (4.1)).
0

Therefore, g a j = ∏in=1 ( gsi )λij . All nodes check ∀ j > t, g a j = 1, thus Pr ( x ) is
t-degree.
The two checks above incur O(n) on-chain cost in total, thus StateVerif is
highly efficient. StateVerif can fail due to two possible reasons: either the commitments are computed incorrectly by adversarial nodes, or the assumptions in the
KZG scheme fail. Additional tests need to be performed to determine the cause
of failure, these incur O(n2 ) on-chain cost and are discussed in Appendix C.2.2.
If adversarial nodes are detected, the protocol expels these nodes and switches to
Exp-CHURP-A. On the other hand, if KZG assumptions fail, the protocol switches
to Exp-CHURP-B.

4.6

CHURP Implementation & Evaluation

We now report on an implementation and evaluation of CHURP, including a
comparison with the state-of-the-art alternative, Schultz-MPSS [226].
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4.6.1

Implementation

We implemented Opt-CHURP in about 2, 100 lines of Go. Our implementation
uses the GNU Multiprecision Library [10] and the Pairing-Based Cryptography
Library [17] for cryptographic primitives, and gRPC [11] for network infrastructure.
For polynomial arithmetic, we used the polynomial ring F p [ x ] for a 256-bit
prime p. For the KZG commitment scheme, we used a type A pairing on an
elliptic curve y2 = x3 + x over Fq for a 512-bit q. The order of the EC group is
also p. We use SHA256 for hashing.
Blockchain Simulation: CHURP can be deployed on both permissioned and
permissionless blockchains. We abstract away the specific choice and simulate
one using a trusted node. Note that when deployed in the wild, writing to the
blockchain would incur an additional constant latency.

4.6.2

Evaluation

In our evaluation, experiments are run in a distributed network of up to 1000 EC2
c5.large instances, each with 2 vCPU and 4GB of memory. Each instance acts as
a node in the committee and the handoff protocol is executed assuming a static
committee. All experiments are averaged over 1000 epochs, i.e., 1000 invocations
of Opt-CHURP. We measure three metrics for each protocol epoch: the latency
(the total execution time), the on-chain complexity (the total bytes written to the
blockchain (i.e. the trusted node)), and the off-chain complexity (the total bytes
transmitted between all nodes). The evaluation results are presented below.
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Latency: In the first set of experiments, all EC2 instances belong to the same
region, also referred to as the LAN setting. This setting is useful to understand
the computation time of Opt-CHURP, results are presented in Fig. 4.10. The
experimental results show a quadratic increase consistent with the O(n2 ) asymptotic computational complexity of Opt-CHURP and suggests a low constant, e.g.,
for a committee of size 1001 the total protocol execution time is only about 3
minutes (Fig. 4.10b). As noted before, this does not include the additional latency
for on-chain writes. Note that Opt-CHURP involves only 1 on-chain write per
node which happens at the end of Opt-Proactivize, and in Ethereum currently
each write takes about 15 seconds. Fig. 4.10b also shows that among the three
phases, Opt-ShareDist dominates the execution time due to the relatively expensive O(n) calls to KZG’s CreateWitness per node. (CreateWitness involves O(n)
group element exponentiation, thus total O(n2 ) computation.)
In the second set of experiments, we select EC2 instances across multiple
regions in US, Canada, Asia and Europe, also referred to as the WAN setting.
In this setting the network latency is relatively unstable, although even in the
worst-case it is still sub-second. Hence, during a handoff of Opt-CHURP in the
WAN setting, we expect a constant increase in the latency over the LAN setting.
Moreover, we expect this constant to be relatively small compared to the time
spent in computation. We validate our hypothesis—for a committee size of
100, the WAN latency is 4.54 seconds while the LAN latency is 2.92 seconds
(Fig. 4.10a), i.e., the additional time spent in network latency is around 1.6 sec
and constant across different committee sizes as expected. Note that we were
unable to execute experiments in the WAN setting for committee sizes beyond
100 due to scaling limitations in AWS. (We plan to get around this soon.)
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(a) Latency for the LAN (left bar) and WAN (right bar) setting with committee sizes
11-101.
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(b) Latency for the LAN setting with committee size 101-1001.

Figure 4.10: Latency
On-chain communication complexity: Opt-CHURP incurs a linear on-chain communication complexity—n hashes, i.e. 32n bytes, are written to the blockchain in
each handoff.
Off-chain communication complexity: Fig. 4.11 compares the off-chain complexity for different committee sizes for Opt-CHURP and [226], a discussion about
the comparison is in Section 4.6.3.1. Now, we discuss the off-chain costs of OptCHURP. The concrete performance numbers are consistent with the expected
O(n2 ) complexity.
The off-chain data transmitted per node includes: 2n (polynomial point,
witness) pairs in the share reduction and the share distribution phase, and n
elements of F p in the proactivization phase; each node also sends 1 commitment
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Figure 4.11: Concrete off-chain communication complexity for Opt-CHURP and
Schultz-MPSS, with log-scale y-axis. Points show experimental results; expected
polynomial curves (respectively quadratic and quartic) are also shown.
to share, 3 commitments to polynomials, and 1 witness. With aforementioned
parameters, a commitment to a t-degree polynomial is of size 65B (with compression) and points on polynomial are of size 32B. For example, for t = 50 and
n = 101, the off-chain complexity of Opt-CHURP is about 226n2 + 325n ≈ 2.3MB.
In Fig. 4.11, the expected curve is slightly below the observed data points due to
trivial header messages unaccounted in the above calculations.
As we’ll show now, the above is about 2300x lower than the communication
complexity of the state of the art.

4.6.3

Comparison with other schemes

4.6.3.1

Schultz’s MPSS

The Mobile Proactive Secret Sharing (MPSS) protocol of Schultz et al. [226],
referred to as Schultz-MPSS hereafter, achieves the similar goal as CHURP in
asynchronous settings, assuming t < n/3. Compared to [226], Opt-CHURP
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achieves an O(n2 ) improvement for off-chain communication complexity. To
evaluate the concrete performance, we also implemented the optimistic path of
Schultz-MPSS (Section 5 of [226]) and evaluated the communication complexity
empirically.
Asymptotic improvement: Schultz-MPSS extends the usage of expensive blinding polynomials introduced by Herzberg et al. [145] to enable a dynamic committee membership. We recall briefly the asymptotic complexity of Schultz-MPSS
and refer readers to [226] for details. Each node in the old committee generates a
proposal of size O(n2 ) and send it to other nodes, resulting in an O(n4 ) off-chain
communication complexity in total. Each node then validates the proposals and
reaches consensus on the set of proposals to use by sending O(n) accusations
to the primary, incurring a O(n2 ) on-chain communication complexity. In the
optimistic case where no accusation is sent—labelled Opt-Schultz-MPSS—the
consensus publishes O(n) hashes of proposals on chain and thus only incurs
O(n) on-chain communication complexity.
Table 4.2 compares the asymptotic communication complexity of SchultzMPSS and CHURP. Schultz-MPSS has the same on-chain complexity as CHURP,
but is O(n2 ) more expensive for off-chain.
Performance evaluation: We implemented the optimistic path of Schultz-MPSS
in about 3, 100 lines of Go code. To adapt Schultz-MPSS to the blockchain setting,
we replace the BFT component of Schultz-MPSS with a trusted node. Fig. 4.11
compares the off-chain communication complexity of Opt-Schultz-MPSS and
Opt-CHURP.
For practical parameterizations, our experiments show that Opt-CHURP can
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incur orders of magnitude less (off-chain) communication complexity than OptSchultz-MPSS. For example, for a committee of size 100, the off-chain complexity
of Schultz-MPSS is 53.667n4 ≈ 5.3GB, whereas that for Opt-CHURP is only 2.3MB,
a 2300x improvement! (If n ≥ 65, the improvement is at least three orders of
magnitude.) Since Schultz-MPSS incurs excessive (GB) off-chain cost, we do not
run it for committee sizes beyond 100.

4.6.3.2

Baron et al. [45]

Baron et al. devise a batched secret-sharing scheme that incurs O(n3 ) cost to
transfer O(n3 ) secrets from an old to a new committee. In the single secret setting of CHURP, [45] achieves worse asymptotic cost than CHURP’s optimistic
path (O(n3 ) vs O(n2 )) and equivalent in the pessimistic case. The asymptotic
cost, though, masks the much worse practical performance caused by the use
of impractical techniques to boost corruption tolerance. The implications are
twofold. First, their protocol only works when the committee size is large (hundreds to thousands as we explain below), whereas CHURP works for arbitrary
committee sizes. Second, even with a large committee, their protocol requires
large subgroups of nodes (hundreds to thousands) to run maliciously-secure
MPC, making their protocol significantly more expensive in practice.
The bottleneck in [45] lies in the use of virtualization techniques to achieve
corruption threshold close to t < n/2. Virtualization involves two steps: first, the
committee of size n is divided into n virtual groups of size s < n; then each group
is treated as a node in the committee to execute the protocol using MPC. [45] uses
the group construction techniques of [94] that only work for large committees:
for a fixed e > 0, to achieve a corruption threshold t < (1/2 − e)n, the size
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On-chain
Bandwidth (KB/sec)
Latency (sec)
Message transmission cost (USD/MB)
Transaction delivery rate

Transaction Ghosting

≤ 6.4
32.3 (9.31)
varies (Fig. 4.12) 1.09 (0.82)
varies (Fig. 4.12) $0.06 ($0.02)
100%
92.2% (14.2%)

Table 4.3: Comparison between communication via the Ethereum blockchain
and via Transaction Ghosting. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
The cost for Transaction Ghosting is based on an initial gas price of 1GWei. See
Section 4.7.3 for details.
of the constructed group is 16/e2 (See Appendix B.2 of [94]). We want e to be
small, e.g., e = 0.01—yielding t only slightly worse than CHURP. This, however,
causes the group size to explode to s = 160, 000. Even choosing a moderate e, say
e = 1/6—yielding t < n/3 which is worse than CHURP, still requires a group of
size s = 576, meaning [45] needs to be run using maliciously-secure MPC among
n > 576 groups of 576 nodes each, making it extremely impractical.

4.7

Point-to-Point Technique Details

CHURP takes advantage of a hybrid on-chain / off-chain communication model
to minimize communication costs. A blockchain is used to reach consensus
on a total ordering of messages, while much cheaper and faster off-chain P2P
communication transmits messages with no ordering requirement.
Off-chain P2P channels can be implemented in different ways depending on
the deployment environment. However, in a decentralized setting, establishing
direct off-chain connection between nodes is undesirable, as it would compromise
nodes’ anonymity. Revealing network-layer identities (e.g., IP addresses) would
also be dangerous, as it could lead to targeted attacks. One can instead use
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anonymizing overlay networks, such as Tor—but at the cost of considerable
additional setup cost and engineering complexity.
Alternatively, off-chain channels can be implemented as an overlay on existing blockchain infrastructure. In this section, we present Transaction Ghosting, a
technique for cheap P2P messaging on a blockchain. The key trick to reduce cost
is to overwrite transactions so that they are broadcast, but subsequently dropped
by the network. Most of these transactions—and their embedded messages—are
then essentially broadcast for free. We focus on Ethereum, but similar techniques
can apply to other blockchains, e.g., Bitcoin.

4.7.1

Transaction Ghosting

A (simplified) Ethereum transaction tx = (n, m, g) includes a nonce n, payload m,
and a per-byte gas price g paid to the miner of tx. For a basic (“send”) transaction,
Alice pays a miner f 0 + |m| × g, where f 0 is a base transaction cost and |m| is the
payload size. (We make this more precise below.)
Alice sends tx to network peers, who add tx to their pool of unconfirmed
transactions, known as the mempool [210]. They propagate tx so that it can be
included ultimately in all peers’ view of the mempool. tx remains in the mempool
until a miner includes it in a block, at which point it is removed and f 0 + |m| × g
units of currency is transferred from Alice to the miner.
The key observation is, until tx is mined, Alice can overwrite it with another
transaction tx0 . When this happens, tx is dropped from the mempool. Thus,
both tx and tx0 are propagated to all nodes, but Alice only pays for tx0 , i.e., tx is
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broadcast for free.
Two additional techniques can further reduce costs. Alice can embed m in
tx only, putting no message data in tx0 . She then only pays nothing for the data
containing m, only the cost associated with tx0 . Additionally, this technique
generalizes to multiple overwrites, i.e., Alice can embed a large message m in
multiple transactions { txi }i∈[k−1] , which is useful given bounds (e.g., 32kB in
Ethereum) on transaction sizes. Alice will still pay only the cost of the final
transaction txk .

4.7.2

Choosing overwrite rate k

An optimal strategy is to make k as high as possible, i.e., overwrite many times.
Ethereum, though, imposes a constraint on overwriting: the sender must raise
the transaction fee in a fresh transaction by at least a minimum fraction ρ. (In
Ethereum clients, ρ ranges from 10% to 12.5%).
Here we determine the optimal value of k. Recall that the fee for a transaction
with |m| bytes of data is f = f 0 + g × |m|, for constants f 0 and g. Overwriting
transactions with a fractional fee increase of ρ results in an average per-byte
fee of

f ×ρk
(1+k)×|m|

for k overwritings, assuming the kth transaction gets mined. In

the worst case, where ρ = 12.5%, the optimal strategy is to overwrite k = 7
times, yielding average cost 0.29 ×

f
|m|

per byte, about 70% less than without

overwriting.
Moreover, if we send the first k − 1 transactions with |m| bytes of data and
the last one empty, the average cost is driven down to
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f 0 ×ρk
|m|×k

per byte (because

one only pays for the last empty transaction). As a concrete example, for k = 7,

|m| = 31K, and f = (21, 000 + 68 × m) × 1 GWei3 , sending 1MB data costs about
$0.06.
The above analysis assumes the kth transaction can always successfully overwrite previous ones, which happens in our experiments for two reasons. First, the
kth transaction is smaller and higher-priced, thus preferred by miners; second,
previous transactions usually remain pending for a long time (tens of minutes or
longer), always allowing enough time for the kth to fully propagate.

4.7.3

Experiments

We validate our ideas experimentally on the Ethereum blockchain (mainnet). The
sender and receiver are full nodes connected to the Ethereum P2P network—with
no out-of-band channel. The goal is for the sender to transmit messages to the
receiver by embedding them in pending transactions. To overwrite a pending
transaction in Ethereum, the sender reuses the same nonce and raises the gas
price.
In our experiments, we rewrite k = 7 times. Each of the first 7 transactions
contains 31KB of data and the 8th is empty. A total of approximately 100MB
data is successfully transmitted in 4, 200 transactions, in about 1 hour. Table 4.3
summarizes the results of our experiments, which we now discuss.
Bandwidth: DoS prevention measures and network latency in Ethereum cause
overly frequent overwritten transactions to drop. Experimentally, we can propagate overwritten transactions at a rate of just under once a second, yielding
3 GWei

is an unit in Ethereum. 1 GWei is 10−9 Ether.
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approximate bandwidth 32.3KB/s, as the maximum permitted per-transaction
data is 32KB [83]. While this suffices for CHURP, we belived more engineering
would yield higher bandwidth. Studies of blockchain arbitrage [123] show that
arbitrageurs can overwrite transactions in hundreds of milliseconds.
We emphasize that the shown bandwidth is per channel. One can establish N
concurrent channels by overwriting N transactions simultaneously.
Message-transmission cost: Transaction costs for message delivery in Transaction Ghosting are extremely low: $0.06 per megabyte on average, with gas price
1 GWei. The gas price should be chosen minimum required to get transactions
relayed by peer nodes. Empirically of late, a gas price between 1 to 2 GWei offers
good delivery rate, which we now explain.
Transaction delivery rate: Although a sender can make sure overwriting succeeds in her mempool, overwritten transactions are not guaranteed to arrive on
the receiver’s side. Possible reasons are an overloaded mempool [210], network
congestion and/or out-of-order delivery. Generally transactions with a higher
transaction fee are relayed preferentially by peer nodes, and less frequently
dropped. The 8th transaction in our rewriting sequence has the highest fee and
the smallest payload, and is always delivered in our experiments.
Overall, we observe an average transaction delivery rate of 91.9% in our
experiments, or a ≈ 9% loss rate. Our Transaction Ghosting is thus an erasure
channel. A sender can either erasure-code m to ensure full delivery without
interaction with the receiver, or use a standard network retransmission protocol
so the receiver can signal a delivery failure. These techniques are out of scope for
our exploration here.
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4.7.4

Comparison to on-chain communication

For comparison, we estimate the same metrics for on-chain communication, i.e.
using the Ethereum blockchain as a message carrier. The results are summarized
in Table 4.3.
An upper bound on the on-chain bandwidth is estimated assuming a 8 million
block gas limit. Each block can hold at most three 32KB transactions, thus a total
of 96KB data every 15 seconds, or 6.4 KB/s.
The message transmission cost per megabyte is estimated as that of sending 32
transactions with 32KB data in each, assuming an exchange rate of 1ETH = $200.
The latency, i.e., the time between a transaction first appears in the mempool and
the time it is mined, depends on the gas price and the network condition. A lower
latency requires a higher gas price and thus a higher transmission cost. Several
services such as [8, 7] collect metrics for gas price vs. latency tradeoff. We used [8]
for our estimation. The tradeoff between latency and message transmission cost
is shown in Fig. 4.12.
At the time of writing, gas prices in Ethereum have been consistently low for
a period of approximately two months [114], preventing experimentation in a
high-gas-price regime. We believe, however, that the same techniques would
still work in such settings—with higher overall cost.
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Figure 4.12: Tradeoff in latency vs. message transmission cost. The blue curve
shows the observed on-chain tradeoff. The red dot at (0.06 s, 1.09 USD/MB) corresponds to Transaction Ghosting.

4.8

Applications in Decentralized Systems

Secret sharing finds use in innumerable applications involving cryptographic
secrets, including secure multi-party computation (MPC) [48, 78, 89], threshold
cryptography [99], Byzantine agreement [213], survivable storage systems [251],
and cryptocurrency custody [36, 194], to name just a few.
Decentralized systems, however, are an especially attractive application domain, though, for two reasons.
First, blockchain systems task individual users with management of their own
private keys, an unworkable approach for most users. A frequent result, as noted
above, is key loss [217] or centralized key management [36, 194] that defeats the
main purpose of blockchain systems.
Second, blockchain objects cannot keep private state. This fact notably limits the
useful applications of smart contracts, as they cannot compute digital signatures
or manage encrypted data.
We briefly enumerate a few of the most important potential applications
in decentralized systems of the (dynamic-committee proactive) secret-sharing
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enabled by CHURP:

Usable cryptocurrency management Rather than relying on centralized parties (e.g., exchanges) to custody private keys for cryptocurrency, or using hardware or software wallets, which are notoriously difficult to manage [31], users
could instead store their private keys with committees. These committees could
authenticate users and enforce access-control, resulting in the decentralized
equivalent of today’s exchanges.

Decentralized identity Initiatives such as the Decentralized Identity Foundation [95], which is backed by a number of major IT and services firms, as well as
smaller efforts, such as uPort [26], envision an ecosystem in which users control
their identities and data by means of private keys. Who will store these keys and
how is left an open question [161]. The same techniques used in the cryptocurrency case for private-key management would similarly apply to assets such as
identities. Additionally, a committee could manage encrypted identity documents
on users’ behalf.

Auditable access control As proposed in [169], a committee could manage
encrypted documents and decrypt them for recipients under a given accesscontrol policy while logging their accesses on-chain. The result would be a
strongly auditable access-control system. This application could be managed by
a smart contract.

Smart-contract attestations Committee management of smart-contract private
keys could also enable digital signing by smart contracts. The idea would be
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that committee members execute threshold signatures using a shared private
key, emitting a signature for a particular smart contract in response to a request
issued by the contract on chain.
Such signing would be of particular benefit in creating a simple smart-contract
interface with off-chain systems. For example, control of Internet-of-Things
(IoT) devices is commonly proposed application of smart contracts [80] (smart
locks being a notable early example [209]). If smart contracts cannot generate
digital signatures, then the devices they control must monitor a blockchain,
an ongoing resource-intensive operation. A smart contract that can generate a
digital signature, however, can simply issue authenticable commands to target
devices.

Simplified Committee-based consensus for light clients A number of consensus schemes, e.g., proof-of-stake protocols [92, 65, 168, 166], aim to achieve good
scalability by delegating consensus to committees. These committees change
over time. Therefore verifying the blocks they sign requires awareness of their
identities. By instead maintaining or only periodically rotating its public / private key pair, a committee could instead make it easier for light clients to verify
signed blockchains.

Secure multiparty computation (MPC) for smart contracts

More generally,

dynamic-committee secret sharing would enable decentralized secure multiparty
computation (MPC) by smart contracts, effectively endowing them with confidential storage and computation functionalities, as envisioned in, e.g., [263, 79].
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4.9

Related Work

Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS): Polynomial-based secret sharing was introduced by Shamir [229]. Feldman [118] and Pedersen [206] proposed an extension called verifiable secret sharing (VSS), in which dealt shares’ correctness
can be verified against a commitment of the underlying polynomial. In these
schemes, a commitment to a degree-t polynomial has size O(t). The polynomialcommitment scheme of Kate et al. [162] (KZG) reduces this to O(1), and is adopted
for secret sharing in, e.g., [43], and in CHURP.
KZG hedge: Prior works [143] hedge against the failure of a commitment scheme
(or a cryptosystem [47]) by creating hybrid schemes that combine multiple
schemes, in contrast to CHURP’s approach of using protocol tiers with different
schemes in each tier. This approach coupled with novel, efficient detection
techniques to switch between tiers (StateVerif), allows CHURP to include an
efficient top tier (optimistic path). The notion of graceful degradation in the
event of a failure appears in several works [47, 224, 125]—loosely similar to how
CHURP degrades to a lower corruption threshold when the KZG scheme fails
(exact notion hasn’t appeared before).
Proactive Secret Sharing (PSS): Proactive security, the idea of refreshing secrets
to withstand compromise, was first proposed by Ostrovsky and Yung [201]
for multi-party computation (MPC). It was first adapted for secret sharing by
Herzberg et al. [145], whose techniques continue to be used in subsequent works,
e.g., [129, 144, 90, 180, 226, 57, 195], and in CHURP (in UnivariateZeroShare). As
noted, a result of independent interest in our work is an O(n) reduction in the
off-chain communication complexity of [145]. (See Appendix C.3.)
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Protocol

Dynamic

Adversary

Network

Threshold

Cost

Herzberg et al. [145]
Cachin et al. [67]

No
No

active
active

synch.
asynch.

t < n/2
t < n/3

O ( n2 )
O ( n4 )

Desmedt et al. [100]
Wong et al. [249]
Zhou et al. [261]
Schultz-MPSS [226]
Baron et al. [45]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

passive
active
active
active
active

synch.
synch.
asynch.
asynch.
synch.

t < n/2
t < n/2
t < n/3
t < n/3
t < n(1/2 − e)

CHURP (this work)

Yes

active

synch.

t < n/2

O ( n2 )
exp(n)
exp(n)
O ( n4 )
O ( n3 )
2
O(n ) (optimistic)
O(n3 ) (pessimistic)

Table 4.4: Comparison of Proactive Secret Sharing (PSS) schemes—those above
the line do not handle dynamic committees while the ones below do so. Cost
indicates the off-chain commn. complexity.
All the above schemes assume a synchronous network model and computationally bounded adversary; CHURP does too, given its blockchain setting. PSS
schemes have also been proposed in asynchronous settings [67, 261, 226] and
unconditional settings [235, 196]. Nikov and Nikova [192] provide a survey of
the different techniques used in PSS schemes along with some attacks (which
CHURP addresses via its novel dimension-switching techniques).
Dynamic committee membership: Desmedt and Jajodia [100] propose a scheme
that can change the committee and threshold in a secret-sharing system, but
is unfortunately not verifiable. Wong et al. [249] build a verifiable scheme
assuming that the nodes in the new committee are non-faulty. Subsequent
works [261, 101, 45] build schemes that do not make such assumptions, but
are impractical for our use—[261] incurs exponential communication cost, [101]
incurs exponential computation cost, and [45] uses impractical virtualization
techniques (See Section 4.6.3.2). Schultz et al. [226] were the first to build a
practical scheme under an adversarial model similar to ours. While [226] incurs
O(n4 ) off-chain communication cost, as Table 4.4 shows, CHURP improves it
to worst-case O(n3 ) off-chain cost (O(n2 ) in the optimistic case). We convert
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the on-chain cost incurred by CHURP to its equivalent off-chain cost in order
to facilitate a comparison with prior work in the following manner: Instead of
using a blockchain, use PBFT [74] to post messages on the bulletin board which
incurs an extra O(n) off-chain cost per bit.
Bivariate polynomials: Bivariate polynomials have been explored extensively
in the secret-sharing literature, to build VSS protocols [67, 119], for multipartite secret-sharing [239], to achieve unconditional security [196], and to build
MPC protocols [48, 131]. Prior to CHURP, few works [222, 104] have considered
application of bivariate polynomials to dynamic committees, but these have
been limited to passive adversaries. CHURP’s novel use of dimension-switching
provides security against a strong active adversary controlling 2t nodes during
the handoff. The dimension-switching technique applies well known resharing techniques [131, 100] via bivariate polynomials to switch between full and
reduced shares.
0-sharing, the technique of generating a 0-hole polynomial has been widely
used for proactive security since the work of [145]. As we explain before, prior
works [222, 104, 196] have naively extended these to the bivariate case leading to expensive 0-sharing protocols. Instead, CHURP applies resharing techniques [100] to build an efficient bivariate 0-sharing protocol.
CHURP’s use of two sharings appears in some prior works [132, 212] (with
largely differing goals and detail) where each node stores an additive share of the
secret and a backup share of every other node’s additive share. Proactivization
is achieved by resharing the additive shares, in contrast to CHURP’s approach
of generating a shared polynomial explicitly which is then used to update the
reduced shares. We note that adapting these techniques for use in CHURP is
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non-trivial, moreover, CHURP’s bivariate 0-sharing protocol has other uses as
well, e.g., can reduce the off-chain cost of [145].
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CHAPTER 5
REM: RESOURCE-EFFICIENT MINING FOR BLOCKCHAINS

5.1

Introduction

Despite their imperfections [73, 115, 117, 191, 221], blockchains [127, 190, 203]
have attracted the interest of the financial and technology industries [41, 66,
111, 87, 208, 236] as a way to build a transaction systems with distributed trust.
One fundamental impediments to the widespread adoption of decentralized or
“permissionless” blockchains is that Proofs-of-Work (PoWs) in blockchains are
wasteful.
PoWs are nonetheless the most robust solution today to two fundamental
problems in decentralized cryptocurrency design: How to select consensus
leaders and how to apportion rewards fairly among participants. A participant
in a PoW system, known as a miner, can only lead consensus rounds in proportion
to the amount of computation she invests in the system. This prevents an attacker
from gaining majority power by cheaply masquerading as multiple machines.
The cost, however, is the abovementioned waste. PoWs serve no useful purpose
beyond consensus and incur huge monetary and environmental costs. Today the
Bitcoin network uses more electricity than produced by a nuclear reactor, and is
projected to consume as much as Denmark by 2020 [96].
We propose a solution to the problem of such waste in a novel block-mining
system called REM. Nodes using REM replace PoW’s wasted effort with useful
effort of a form that we call Proof of Useful Work (PoUW). In a PoUW system,
users can utilize their CPUs for any desired workload, and can simultaneously
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contribute their work towards securing a blockchain.
There have been several attempts to construct cryptocurrencies that recycle
PoW by creating a resource useful for an external goal, but they have serious
limitations. Existing schemes rely on esoteric resources [167], have low recycling
rates [186], or are centralized [137]. Other consensus approaches, e.g., BFT or
Proof of Stake, are in principle waste-free, but restrict consensus participation or
have notable security limitations.
Intel recently introduced a new approach [87] to eliminating waste in distributed consensus protocols that relies instead on trusted hardware, specifically
a new instruction set architecture extension in Intel CPUs called Software Guard
Extensions (SGX). SGX permits the execution of trustworthy code in an isolated,
tamper-free environment, and can prove remotely that outputs represent the
result of such execution. Leveraging this capability, Intel’s proposed Proof of
Elapsed Time (PoET) is an innovative system with an elegant and simple underlying idea. A miner runs a trustworthy piece of code that idles for a randomly
determined interval of time. The miner with the first code to awake leads the
consensus round and receives a reward. PoET thus promises energy-waste-free
decentralized consensus with security predicated on the tamper-proof features
of SGX. PoET operates in a partially-decentralized model, involving limited involvement of an authority (Intel), as we explain below.
Unfortunately, despite its promise, as we show in this paper, PoET presents
two notable technical challenges. First, in the basic version of PoET, an attacker
that can corrupt a single SGX-enabled node can win every consensus round and
break the system completely. We call this the broken chip problem. Second, miners
in PoET have a financial incentive to power mining rigs with cheap, outmoded
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SGX-enabled CPUs used solely for mining. The result is exactly the waste that
PoET seeks to avoid. We call this the stale chip problem.
REM addresses both the stale and broken chip problems. Like PoET, REM
operates in a partially decentralized model: It relies on SGX to prove that miners
are generating valid PoUWs. REM, however, avoids PoET’s stale chip problem
by substituting PoUWs for idle CPU time, disincentivizing the use of outmoded
chips for mining. Miners in a PoUW system are thus entities that use or outsource SGX CPUs for computationally intensive workloads, such as scientific
experiments, pharmaceutical discovery, etc. All miners can concurrently mine
for a blockchain while REM gives them the flexibility to use their CPUs for any
desired workload.
We present a detailed financial analysis to show that PoUW successfully
addresses the stale chip problem. We provide a taxonomy of different schemes,
including PoW, PoET, novel PoET variants, and PoUW. We analyze these schemes
in a model where agents choose how to invest capital and operational funds in
mining and how much of such investment to make. We show that the PoUW
in REM not only avoids the stale chip problem, but yields the smallest overall
amount of mining waste. Moreover, we describe how small changes to the SGX
feature set could enable even more efficient solutions.
Unlike PoET, REM addresses the broken chip problem. Otherwise, compromised SGX-enabled CPUs would allow an attacker to generate PoUWs
at will, and both unfairly accrete revenue and disrupt the security of the
blockchain [88, 242, 252]. Intel has sought to address the broken chip problem
in PoET using a statistical-testing approach, but published details are lacking,
as appears to be a rigorous analytic framework. For REM, we set forth a rig-
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orous statistical testing framework for mitigating the damage of broken chips,
provide analytic security bounds, and empirically assess its performance given
the volatility of mining populations in real-world cryptocurrencies. Our results
also apply to PoET.
A further challenge arises in REM due to the feature that miners may choose
their own PoUWs workloads. It is necessary to ensure that miner-specified
mining applications running in SGX accurately report their computational effort.
Unfortunately SGX lacks secure access to performance counters. REM thus
includes a hierarchical attestation mechanism that uses SGX to attest to compilation
of workloads with valid instrumentation. Our techniques, which combine static
and dynamic program analysis techniques, are of independent interest.
We have implemented a complete version of REM, encompassing the
toolchain that instruments tasks to produce PoUWs, compliance checking code,
and a REM blockchain client. As an example use, we swap REM in for the PoW
in Bitcoin core. As far as we are aware, ours is the first full implementation
of an SGX-backed blockchain. (Intel’s Sawtooth Lake, which includes PoET, is
implemented only as a simulation.) Our implementation supports trustworthy compilation of any desired workload. As examples, we experiment with
four REM workloads, including a commonly-used protein-folding application
and a machine learning application. The resulting overhead is about 5 − 15%,
confirming the practicality of REM’s methodology and implementation.
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Paper organization
The paper is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides background on proofof-work and Intel SGX. We then proceed to describe the contributions of this
work:

• PoUW and REM, a low-waste alternative to PoW that maintains PoW’s
security properties (Section 5.3).
• A broken-chip countermeasure consisting of a rigorous statistical testing framework that mitigates the impact of broken chips (Section 5.4).
• A methodology for trustworthy performance instrumentation of SGX applications using a combination of static and dynamic program analysis and
SGX-backed trusted compilation (Section 5.5).
• Design and full implementation of REM as a resource-efficient PoUW mining system with automatic tools for compiling arbitrary code to a PoUWcompliant module. Ours is the first full implementation of an SGX-backed
blockchain protocol (Section 5.5).
• A model of consensus-algorithm resource consumption that we use to compare
the waste associated with various mining schemes. We overview the model
and issues with previous schemes (Section 5.6), followed by a comparative
application of this model to a spectrum of consensus schemes, including
PoUW. (Section 5.6.1 and Section 5.6.2)

We discuss related work in Section 5.7 and conclude in Section 5.8.
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5.2

5.2.1

Background

Nakamoto consensus

Blockchain protocols allow a distributed set of participants, called miners, to
reach a form of consensus called Nakamoto consensus. Such consensus yields
an ordered list of transactions. Roughly speaking, the process is as follows.
Miners collect cryptographically signed transactions from system users. They
validate the transactions’ signatures and generate blocks that contain these transactions plus a pointer to a parent block. The result is a chain of blocks called
(imaginatively) a blockchain.
Each miner, as it generates a block, gets to choose the block’s contents, specifically which transactions will be included and in what order. System participants
are connected by a peer-to-peer network that propagates transactions and blocks.
Occasionally, two or more miners might nearly simultaneously generate blocks
that have the same parent, forming two branches in the blockchain and breaking
its single-chain structure. Thus a mechanism is used to choose which branch to
extend, most simply, the longest chain available [190].1
An attacker could naturally seek to generate blocks faster than everyone else,
forming the longest chain and unilaterally choosing block contents. To prevent
such an attack, a block is regarded as valid only if it contains proof that its creator
has performed a certain amount of work, a proof known as a Proof of Work (PoW).
A PoW takes the form of a cryptopuzzle: In most cryptocurrencies, a miner
1 There

are alternatives to this protocol [117, 175, 233, 250], however the differences are
immaterial to our exploration here.
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must change an input (nonce) in the block until a cryptographic hash of the
block is smaller than a predetermined threshold. The security properties of hash
functions force a miner to test nonces by brute force until a satisfying block is
found. Such a block constitutes a solution to the cryptopuzzle and is itself a PoW.
Various hash functions are used in practice. Each type puts different load on the
processor and memory of a miner’s computing device [190, 186, 250].
The process of mining determines an exponentially distributed interval of
time between the blocks of an individual miner, and, by extension, between
blocks in the blockchain. The expected amount of work to solve a cryptopuzzle,
known as its difficulty, is set per a deterministic algorithm that seeks to enforce a
static expected rate of block production by miners (e.g., 10 minute block intervals
in Bitcoin). An individual miner thus generates blocks at a rate that is proportional to its mining power, its hashrate as a fraction of that in the entire population
of miners. Compensation to miners is granted per block generated, leading to an
expected miner revenue that is proportional to the miner’s hashrate.
As the mining power that is invested in a cryptocurrency grows, the cryptocurrency’s cryptopuzzle difficulty rises to keep the block generation rate stable.
When compensation is sufficiently high, it is worthwhile for a large number
of participants to mine, leading to a high difficulty requirement. This, in turn,
makes it difficult for an attacker to mine a large enough fraction of blocks to
perform a significant attack.
PoW properties. The necessary properties for PoW to support consensus in a
blockchain, i.e., resist adversarial control, are as follows. First, a PoW must be
tied to a unique block, and be valid only for that block. Otherwise, a miner can
generate conflicting blocks, allowing for a variety of attacks. A PoW should
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be moderately hard [38], and its difficulty should be accurately tunable so that
the blockchain protocol can automatically tune the expected block intervals.
Validation of PoWs, on the other hand, should be as efficient as possible, given
that it is performed by the whole network. (In most cryptocurrencies today, it
requires just a single hash.) It should also be possible to perform by any entity
with access to the blockchain — If the proofs or data needed for validation are
made selectively available by a single entity, for instance, that entity becomes a
central point of control and failure.2

5.2.2

SGX

We refer readers to Section 2.2 for general background on SGX. Here we reiterate
and expand on details specific to REM.

Attestation. SGX allows a remote system to verify the software running in an
enclave and communicate securely with it. When an enclave is created, the CPU
produces a hash of its initial state known as a measurement. The software in the
enclave may, at a later time, request a report which includes a measurement
and supplementary data provided by the process. The report is digitally signed
using a hardware-protected key to produce a proof that the measured software
is running in an SGX-protected enclave. This proof, known as a quote, is part of
an attestation can be verified by a remote system.
SGX signs quotes in attestations using a group signature scheme called En2 The

Bitcoin protocol is expected to soon allow for the so-called segregated witness architecture [54, 179]. Then, transaction signatures (witnesses) are kept in a data structure that is
technically separate (segregated) from the blockchain data structure. Despite this separation of
data structures, the data in both must be propagated to allow for distributed validation.
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hanced Privacy ID or EPID [231]. This choice of primitive is significant in our
design of REM, as Intel made the design choice that attestations can only be
verified by accessing Intel’s Attestation Service (IAS) [154], a public Web service
maintained by Intel whose primary responsibility is to verify attestations upon
request.
REM uses attestations as proofs for new blocks, so miners need to access IAS
to verify blocks. The current way in which IAS works forces miners to access
IAS on every single verification, adding an undesirable round-trip time to and
from Intel’s server to the block verification time. This overhead, however, is not
inherent, and is due only to a particular design choice by Intel. As we suggest in
Section 5.5.4, a simple modification, to the IAS protocol, which Intel is currently
testing, can eliminate this overhead entirely.

Randomness. As operating systems sit outside of the trusted computing base
(TCB) of SGX, OS-served random functions such as srand and rand are not
accessible to enclaves. SGX instead provides a hardware-protected random
number generator (RNG) using the rdrand instruction. REM relies on the SGX
RNG.

Tolerating SGX failure.

SGX is known to expose some internal enclave state

to the OS [252]. Our basic security model assumes ideal isolated execution, but
as we detail in Section 5.4, we have baked a defense against compromised SGX
CPUs into REM.
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5.3

Overview of PoUW and REM

The basic idea of PoUW, and thus REM, is to replace the wasteful computation of
PoW with arbitrary useful computation. A miner proves that a certain amount of
useful work has been dedicated to a specific branch of the blockchain. Intuitively,
due to the value of the useful work outside of the context of the blockchain
supported by REM, the hardware and power are well spent, and there is no
waste. A comprehensive analysis of the waste is presented in Section 5.6. Here
we describe the security model of REM and then give an overview of its system
mechanics.

5.3.1

Security Model

A PoW solution embodies a statistical proof of an effort spent by the miner. With
PoUW, however, a miner reports its own effort. The rational miner’s incentive is
to lie, report more work than actually performed, and monopolize the blockchain.
In PoUW / REM, use of a TEE — Intel SGX in particular — prevents such attacks
and enforces correct reporting of work. The resulting trust model is starkly
different from that in traditional PoW.
PoET introduced, and we similarly use in REM, a partially decentralized
blockchain model. The blockchain is permissionless, i.e., any entity can participate as a miner, as in a fully decentralized blockchain such as Bitcoin. It
is only partially decentralized, though, in that it relies for security on two key
assumptions about the hardware manufacturer’s behavior.
First, we must assume that Intel correctly manages identities, specifically that
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it assigns a signing key (used for attestations) only to a valid CPU. It follows that
Intel does not forge attestations and thus mining work. Such forgery, if detected
in any context, would undermine the company’s reputation and the perceived
utility of SGX, costing far more than potential blockchain revenue. Second, we
assume that Intel does not blacklist valid nodes in the network, rendering their
attestations invalid when the IAS is queried. Such misbehavior would be publicly
visible and similarly damaging to Intel if unjustified.
Even assuming trustworthy manufacturer behavior, though, a limited number
of individual CPUs might be physically or otherwise compromised by a highly
resourced adversary (or adversaries). Our trust model assumes the possibility
of such an adversary and makes the strong assumption that she can learn the
attestation (EPID signing) key for compromised machines and thus can issue
arbitrary attestations for those machines. In particular, as we shall see, she can
falsify random number generation and lie about work performed in REM.
Even this strong adversary, though, does have a key limitation: As signing
keys are issued by the manufacturer, and given our first assumption above,
it is not possible for an adversary to forge identities. We further assume that
the signatures are linkable. In SGX, the EPID signature scheme for attestations
has a linkable (pseudonymous) mode [154, 32, 231], which permits anyone to
determine whether two signatures were generated by the same CPU. As a result,
event a compromised node cannot masquerade as multiple nodes.

Outside the REM security model

It is important to note that REM is a consen-

sus framework, i.e., a means to generate blocks, not a cryptocurrency. REM can
be integrated into a cryptocurrency, as we show by swapping it into the Bitcoin
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consensus layer. As REM has roughly the same exponentially distributed blockproduction interval, such integration need not change security properties above
the consensus layer. For example, fork resolution, transaction validation, block
propagation, etc., remain the same in a REM-backed blockchain as in a PoW-based one.
Thus we do not expand the discussion of the security issues relevant to those
elements in the REM security model.

5.3.2

REM overview

Figure 5.1 presents an architectural overview of REM.
There are three types of entities in the ecosystem of REM: A blockchain agent,
one or more REM miners, and one or more useful work clients.
The useful work clients supply useful workloads to REM miners in the form of
PoUW tasks, each of which encompass a PoUW enclave and some input. Any SGXcompliant program can be transformed into a PoUW enclave using the toolchain
we developed. Note that a PoUW enclave has to conform to certain security
requirements. The most important is that it meters effort correctly, something
that can be efficiently verified by a compliance checker and a novel technique
we introduce called hierarchical attestation. We refer readers to Section 5.5.2 and
Section 5.5.3 for details.
The blockchain agent collects transactions and generates a block template,
a block lacking the proof of useful work (PoUW). As detailed later, a REM
miner will attach the required PoUW and return it to the agent. The agent then
publishes the full block to the P2P network, making it part of the blockchain and
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receiving the corresponding reward.
A miner takes as input a block template and a PoUW task to produce PoUWs.
It launches the PoUW enclave in SGX with the prescribed input and block
template. Once the PoUW task halts, its results are returned to the useful work
client. The PoUW enclave meters work performed by the miner and declares
whether the mining effort is successful and results in a block. Effort is metered
on a per-instruction basis. The PoUW enclave randomly determines whether
the work results in a block by treating each instruction as a Bernoulli trial. Thus
mining times are distributed in much the same manner as in proof-of-work
systems. While in, e.g., Bitcoin, effort is measured in terms of executed hashes,
in REM, it is the number of executed useful-work instructions. Intuitively, REM
may be viewed as simulating the distribution of block-mining intervals associated
with PoW, but REM does so with PoUW, and thus eliminates wasted CPU effort.
When a PoUW enclave determines that a block has been successfully mined,
it produces a PoUW, which consists of two parts: an SGX-generated attestation
demonstrating the PoUW enclave’s compliance with REM and another attestation
that a block was successfully mined by the PoUW enclave at a given difficulty
parameter. The blockchain agent concatenates the PoUW to the block template,
forming a full block, and publishes it to the network.
When a blockchain participant verifies a fresh block received on the
blockchain network, in addition to verifying higher-layer properties (e.g., in
a cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, that transactions, previous block references,
etc., are valid), the participant verifies the attestations in the associated PoUW.
Intel’s PoET scheme looks similar to REM in that its enclave randomly de-
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Figure 5.1: Architecture overview of REM.
termines block intervals and attests to block production. PoET, however, lacks
the production of useful work, an essential ingredient, as we explain later in the
paper. We now discuss our strategy in REM for handling compromised nodes.

5.4

Tolerating Compromised SGX Nodes

SGX does not achieve perfect enclave isolation. While no real practical attack
is known, researchers have demonstrated potentially dangerous side-channel
attacks against applications [252] and even expressed concerns about whether
an attestation key might be extracted [88].
Therefore, even if we assume SGX chips are manufactured in a secure fashion, some number of individual instances could be broken by well-resourced
adversaries. A single compromised node could be catastrophic to an SGX-based
cryptocurrency, allowing an adversary to create blocks at will and perform majority attacks on the blockchain. While she could not spend other people’s money,
which would require access to their private keys, she could perform denial-ofservice attacks, selectively drop transactions, or charge excessive transaction
fees.
In principle, a broken attestation key can be revoked through the Intel Attestation Service (IAS), but this can only happen if the break is detected to begin
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with. Consequently, Intel has explored ways of detecting SGX compromise in
PoET [19] by statistically testing for implausibly frequent mining by a given node
(using a “z-test”). Details are lacking in published materials, however, and a
rigorous analytic framework seems to be needed.
For REM, we explore compromise detection within a rigorous definitional and
analytic framework. The centerpiece is what we call a block-acceptance policy, a
flexibly defined rule that determines whether a proposed block in a blockchain is
legitimate. As we show, defining and analyzing policies rigorously is challenging,
but we provide strong analytical and empirical evidence that a relatively simple
statistical-testing policy (which we denote Pstat ) can achieve good results. Pstat
both limits an adversary’s ability to harvest blocks unfairly and minimizes
erroneous rejection of honestly mined blocks.

5.4.1

Threat Model and Definitions

5.4.1.1

Basic notation

To model block-acceptance policies, let M = {m1 , · · · , mn } be the set of all
miners, which we assume to be static. (Miners can join and leave the system; M
includes all potential miners.) An adversary A controls a static subset MA ∈ M,
where | MA | = k. rate(mi ) specifies the mining rate of mi , the number of mining
operations per unit time it performs.
We define a candidate block to be a tuple B = (t, m, d), where t is a timestamp,
m ∈ M the identity of the CPU that mines the block, and d is the block difficulty.
Difficulty d is defined as the win probability per mining operation in the under-
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lying consensus protocol (e.g. a hash in Bitcoin, a unit time of sleep in PoET, an
instruction in PoUW). B denotes the set of possible blocks B.
A blockchain is an ordered sequence of blocks. At time τ, blockchain C (τ ) is
a sequence of accepted blocks C (τ ) = { B1 , B2 , . . . , Bn } for some n. We drop τ
where its clear from context. We let r (τ ) denote the number of rejected blocks of
honest miners, i.e., miners in M − MA , in the history of C (τ ). (Of course, r (τ )
is not and indeed cannot be recorded in a real blockchain system.) Let C be the
space of all possible blockchains C. Let Cm denote blockchain C restricted to
blocks mined by miner m ∈ M.
In REM, a blockchain-acceptance policy is used to determine whether a block
appears to come from a legitimate miner (CPU that hasn’t been compromised).
Definition 5.1. (Blockchain-Acceptance Policy) A blockchain-acceptance policy (or simply policy) P : C × B → {reject, accept} is a function that takes as input a blockchain
and a proposed block, and outputs whether the proposed block is legitimate.

5.4.1.2

Security and efficiency definitions

We model the consensus algorithm for the blockchain, the adversary A, and honest miners respectively as (ideal) programs progchain , progA , and progm . Together,
they define what we call a security game S( P) for a particular policy P.
We define security games and their constituent programs formally in Appendix D.1.2. Where clear from context in what follows, we use the notation S,
rather than S( P), i.e., omit P.
A security game S may itself be viewed as a probabilistic algorithm. Thus we
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may treat the blockchain resulting from execution of S for interval of time τ as a
random variable CS (τ ).
Normalizing the revenue from mining a block to 1, we define the payoff for a
miner m for a given blockchain C as πm (C ) = |Cm |.
An adversary A seeks to maximize payoffs for its miners, as reflected in the
following definition:
Definition 5.2. (Advantage of A). For a given security game S, the advantage of A for
time τ is:

AdvSA (τ ) =

E[πm̂ (CS (τ ))]
,
maxm j ∈ M− MA E[πm j (CS (τ ))]

for any m̂ ∈ MA . Note that E[πm̂ (CS (τ ))] is equal for all such m̂, as they all use
strategy ΣA and can emit blocks as frequently as desired (ignoring rate(m̂)).
A policy that keeps AdvSA (τ ) low is desirable, but there’s a trade-off. A policy
that rejects too many policies incurs high waste, meaning that it rejects many
blocks from honest miners. We define waste as follows.
Definition 5.3. (Waste of a policy). For a given blockchain C (τ ) = {( B1 , B2 , . . . , Bn )},
the waste is defined as

Waste(C (τ )) =

r (τ )
.
n + r (τ )

For security game S, the waste at time τ is defined as
WasteS (τ ) = E[Waste(CS (τ ))].
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Our exploration of policies focuses critically on the trade-offs between low
AdvSA (τ ) and low WasteS (τ ). To illustrate the issue, we give a simple example
in Appendix D.1.3 of a policy that allows any CPU to mine only one block over
its lifetime. As τ → ∞, it achieves the optimal AdvSA (τ ) = 1, but at the cost of
WasteS (τ ) = 1, i.e., 100% waste.

5.4.2

The REM policy: Pstat

REM makes use of a statistical-testing-based policy that we denote by Pstat . Pstat
is compatible not just with PoUW, but also with PoET and potentially other
SGX-based mining variants.
There are two parts to Pstat . First, Pstat estimates the rate of the fastest honest
miner(s) (fastest CPU type), denoted by ratebest = maxm∈ M− MA rate(m). There
are various ways to accomplish this; a simple one would be to have an authority
(e.g., Intel) publish specs on its fastest CPUs’ performance. (In PoET, mining
times are uniform, so ratebest is just a system parameter.) We describe an empirical
approach to estimating ratebest in REM in Appendix D.1.1.
Given an estimate of ratebest , Pstat tests submitted blocks statistically to determine whether a miner is mining blocks too quickly and may thus be compromised. The
basic principle is simple: On receiving a block B from miner m, Pstat tests the null
hypothesis

H0 = {rate(m) ≤ ratebest }.
We use |Cm (τ )|, the number of blocks mined by m at time τ, as the test statistic.
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α,rate

Pstat best (C, B):
parse B → (τ, m, d)
if |Cm | > F −1 (1 − α, dτ (ratebest )):
output reject
else
output accept
α . F −1 (·, λ ) is the quantile function for Poisson distribution with
Figure 5.2: Pstat
rate λ.

Under H0 , |Cm | should obey a Poisson distribution with rate dτ (ratebest ), denoted
as Pois[dτ (ratebest )]. Pstat rejects H0 if |Cm | is greater than the (1 − α)-quantile of
the Poisson distribution. The false rejection rate for a single test is therefore at
most α. We specify Pstat (for a given ratebest ) in Fig. 5.2.
An important property that differentiates Pstat from canonical statistical tests
is that Pstat repeatedly applies a given statistical test to an accumulating history
of samples. The statistical dependency between samples makes the analysis non-trivial,
as we shall show.

5.4.3

Analysis of Pstat

We now analyze the average-case and worst-case waste and adversarial advantage of Pstat . We assume for simplicity that ratebest is accurately estimated. We
remove this assumption in the worst-case analysis below. We also assume that
the difficulty d(t) is stationary over the period of observation.

Waste Under Pstat , a miner generates blocks according to a Poisson process;
whether a block is accepted or rejected depends on whether the miner has generated more blocks than a time-dependent threshold. This process is obviously
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not memoryless and thus not directly representable as a Markov process. We
can, however, achieve a close approximation using a discrete-time Markov chain.
Indeed, as we show, we can represent waste in Pstat using a discrete-time Markov
chain that is periodically identical to the process it models, meaning that its expected waste is identical at any time nτ, for n ∈ Z+ and τ a model parameter
specified below. This Markov chain has a stationary distribution that yields an
expression upper-bounding waste in Pstat . (We believe, and the periodic identical
property suggests, that this bound is very tight.)
To construct the Markov Chain, we partition time into intervals of length τ;
we regard each such interval as a discrete timestep. Assuming that all honest
miners mine at rate rate, let λ = dτ (rate). Thus an honest miner generates
an expected Pois[λ] blocks in a given timestep i, which we may represent as a
random variable Yi . Without loss of generality, we may set τ = 1/(d × rate) and
thus λ = 1 and E[Pois[λ]] = 1.
We represent the state of an honest miner at timestep n by a random variable
Xn = ∑in=1 (Yi − E[Yi ]) = (∑in=1 Yi ) − n. Thus Xn ∈ Z is simply difference
between the miner’s actually mined blocks and the expected number.
Our Markov chain consists of a set of states C = Z representing possible
values of Xn (we use the notation C here, as states represent |Cm | for an honest
miner m). Figure 5.3 gives a simple example of such a chain (truncated to only
four states).
Our statistical testing regime may be viewed as rejecting blocks when a
transition is made to a state whose value is above a certain threshold thresh. We
denote the set of such states Crej = { j | j ≥ thresh} ∈ C and depict corresponding
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P (1)

P (1)
P (0)
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−1

P (2)

0

P (3)
P (2)

P (1)
P (3)

+1

P (3)

+2

···

P (4)

Figure 5.3: Markov chain with states C representing Pstat . Red nodes show the
rejection set Crej = Z+ , i.e., thresh = 1. Outgoing edges from 0 are omitted for
clarity.
nodes visually in our example in Figure 5.3 as red. Pstat sets thresh according
to the statistical-testing regime we describe above and a desired false-rejection
(Type-I) parameter α. Specifically,

Crej [α] = { j ∈ Z | j ≥ F −1 (1 − α, τ × rate)}.
The transition probabilities in our Markov chain are:


 P( j − i + 1) if j ≥ i − 1
P[i → j | i ∈ C \ Crej [α]] =

 0
otherwise


 P( j + 1) if j ≤ −1
P[i → j | i ∈ Crej [α]] =

 0
otherwise.

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

An example of transitions is given in Fig. 5.3. For instance, from state −1,
the next state can be −2 if the miner doesn’t produce any block in this step with
probability P(0), or state −2 + i if the miner produces i + 1 blocks in this step,
thus with probability P(i + 1).
Finally, an upper bound on the false rejection rate can be derived from the
stationary probabilities of the Markov chain. Letting q(s) denote the stationary
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by a compromised CPU versus an honest CPU.

(b) Left y-axis: the waste of Pstat . Right y-axis: the number of rejected blocks.

Figure 5.4: 60-day simulation of Pstat . The fastest honest CPU mines one block
per hour. The Markov chain analysis yields a long-term advantage upper bound
of 1.006 and waste of 0.006.
probability of state s,
α
Waste( Pstat
)=

∑

sq(s).

(5.4)

s∈Crej [α]

We compare our analytic bounds with simulation results in below.

Adversarial Advantage

We denote by Σstat the strategy of an adversary that

publishes blocks as soon as they will be accepted by Pstat . In Appendix D.1.4, we
show the following:
Theorem 5.1. In a (non-degenerate) security game S where A uses strategy Σstat ,
α )
S( Pstat

AdvA

=

1
α ).
1 − Waste( Pstat
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Figure 5.5: 60-day simulation of Pstat , under various α. The fastest honest CPU
mines an expected one block per hour.
Simulation We simulate Pstat to explore its efficacy in both the average case
and the worst case. Fig. 5.4 shows the result of 1000 runs of a 60-day mining
period simulation under Pstat . We set α = 0.4. We present statistics with respect
to the fastest (honest) CPU in the system, which for simplicity we assume mines
one block per hour in expectation and refer to simply as “the honest miner.” The
adversary uses attack strategy Σstat .
In Fig. 5.4a, the solid blue line shows the average aggregate number of blocks
mined by the adversary, and the dashed one those of the honest miner. The
attacker’s advantage is, of course, the ratio of the two values. Initially, the
adversary achieves a relatively high advantage (≈ 127%), but this drops below
110% within 55 blocks, and continues to drop. Our asymptotic analytic bound
on waste (given below) implies an advantage of 100.6%.
Fig. 5.4b shows the average waste of Pstat and absolute number of rejected
blocks. The waste quickly drops below 10%. As blocks accumulate, the statistical
power of Pstat grows, and the waste drops further. Analytically, we obtain
α ) = 0.006, or 0.6% from Eqn. 5.4.
Waste( Pstat
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Setting α

Setting the parameter α imposes a trade-off on system implementers.

As noted, α corresponds to the Type-I error for a single test in Pstat . As Pstat
performs continuous testing, however, a more meaningful security measure is
α ), the rate of falsely rejected blocks. Similarly there is no notion of
Waste( Pstat
α )
S( Pstat

Type-II error—particularly, as our setting is adversarial. AdvA

captures the

corresponding notion in REM. As shown in Figure 5.5, raising α results in a lower
α )
S( Pstat

AdvA

5.5

α ), and vice versa.
, but higher Waste( Pstat

Implementation Details

We have implemented a full REM prototype using SGX (Section 5.5.1), and as an
example application swapped REM into the consensus layer of Bitcoin-core [54].
We explain how we implemented secure instruction counting (Section 5.5.2), and
our hierarchical attestation framework (Section 5.5.3) that allows for arbitrary
tasks to be used for work. We explain how to reduce the overhead of attestation due to SGX-specific requirements (Section 5.5.4). Finally (Section 5.5.5) we
present two examples of PoUW and evaluate the overhead of REM.

5.5.1

Architecture

Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of REM. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the
core of REM is a miner program that does useful work and produces PoUWs.
Each CPU instruction executed in the PoUW is analogous to one hash function
computation in PoW schemes. That is, each instruction has some probability
of successfully mining a block, and if the enclave determines this is the case, it
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Miner loop
while true:
template ← read from blockchain agent
hash, difficulty ← process(template)
task ← get from useful work client
outcome, PoUW ← TEE(task, hash, difficulty)
send outcome to useful work client
if PoUW 6= ⊥ then
block ← formBlock(template, PoUW)
send block to blockchain agent
fi
endwhile

Figure 5.6: Miner Loop. The green highlighted line is executed in a TEE (e.g., an
SGX enclave).
produces a proof — the PoUW.
Pseudocode of the miner’s iterative algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.6. In a
given iteration, it first takes a block template from the agent and calculates the
previous block’s hash and difficulty. Then it reads the task to perform as useful
work. Note that the enclave code has no network stack, therefore it receives
its inputs from the miner untrusted code and returns its outputs to the miner
untrusted code. The miner calls the TEE (SGX enclave) with the useful task and
parameters for mining, and stores the result of the useful task. It also checks
whether the enclave returned a successful PoUW; if so, it combines the agentfurnished template and PoUW into a legal block and sends it to the agent for
publication. In REM, the miner untrusted layer is implemented as a Python
script using RPC to access the agent.
To securely decide whether an instruction was a “winning” one, the PoUW enclave does the equivalent of generating a random number and checking whether
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it is smaller than value target that represents the desired system-wide block rate,
i.e., difficulty. For this purpose, it uses SGX’s random number generator (SRNG).
However, calling the SRNG and checking for a win after every single instruction
would impose prohibitive overhead. Instead, we batch instructions by dividing
useful work into subtasks of short duration compared to the inter-block interval
(e.g. 10 second tasks for 10 minute average block intervals). We let each such
subtask run to completion, and count its instructions. The PoUW enclave then
calls the SRNG to determine whether at least one of the instructions has won, i.e.,
it checks for a result less than target, weighted by the total number of executed
instructions. If so, the enclave produces an attestation that includes the input
block hash and difficulty.

Why Count Instructions While instructions are reasonable estimates of the
CPU effort, CPU cycles would have been a more accurate metric. However,
although cycles are counted, and the counts can be accessed through the CPU’s
performance counters, they are vulnerable to manipulation. The operating
system may set their values arbitrarily, allowing a rational operator, who controls
her own OS, to improve her chances of finding a block by faking a high cycle
count. Moreover, counters are incremented even if an enclave is swapped out,
allowing an OS scheduler to run multiple SGX instances and having them doublecount cycles. Therefore, while instruction counting is not perfect, we find it is
the best method for securely evaluating effort with the existing tools available in
SGX.
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Figure 5.7: REM toolchain to transfer a useful work to an PoUW-ready program.
Everything in the diagram has been implemented besides existing tools such as
ld and SGX signing tool.

5.5.2

Secure Instruction Counting

As we want to allow arbitrary useful work programs, it is critical to ensure that
instructions are counted correctly even in the presence of malicious useful work
programs. To this end, we adopt a hybrid method combining static and dynamic program analysis. We employ a customized toolchain that can instrument
any SGX-compliant code with dynamic runtime checks implementing secure
instruction counting.
Figure 5.7 shows the workflow of the PoUW toolchain. First, the useful work
code (usefulwork.cpp), C / C++ source code, is assembled while reserving a
register as the instruction counter. Next, the assembly code is rewritten by the
toolchain such that the counter is incremented at the beginning of each basic
block (a linear code sequence with no branches) by the number of instructions in
that basic block. In particular, we use the LEA instruction to perform incrementing
for two reasons. First, it completes in a single cycle, and second, it doesn’t change
flags and therefore does not affect conditional jumps. The count is performed at
the beginning of a block rather than its end to prevent a cheater from jumping to
the middle of a block and gaining an excessive count.
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PoUW Runtime
TEE(task, hash, diff ):
outcome, n := task.run()
win := 0
PoUW := ⊥
// simulating n Bernoulli tests

l ← U [0, 1] // query SGX RNG
if l ≥ 1 − (1 − diff)n then
PoUW = Σintel (hashkdiffk1)
fi
return outcome, PoUW

Figure 5.8: PoUW Runtime.
Another challenge is to ensure the result of instruction counting is used
properly—we cannot rely on the useful work programs themselves. The solution
is to wrap the useful work with a predefined, trusted PoUW runtime, and make
sure to the enclave can only be entered through the PoUW runtime. The logic of
PoUW runtime is summarized in Fig. 5.8, and it is denoted as PoUWruntime.so
in Fig. 5.7. The PoUW runtime serves as an “in-enclave” loader that launches
the useful work program with proper input and collects the result of instruction
counting. It takes the block hash and difficulty and starts mining by running the
mining program. Once the mining program returns, the PoUW runtime extracts
the instruction counter from the reserved register. Then it draws a random value
from SRNG and determines whether a new block should be generated, based on
the instruction counter and the current difficulty. If a block should be generated,
the PoUW runtime produces an attestation recording the template hash that it is
called with and the difficulty.
The last step of the toolchain is to compile the resultant assembly and link
it (using linker GNU ld) with the PoUW runtime (PoUWruntime.so), to produce
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...
.LEHB0:
leaq
1(%r15), %r15
# added by PoUW
call
_ZN11stlpmtx_std12basic_stringIcNS...
.LEHE0:
.loc 7 70 0 is_stmt 0 discriminator 2
leaq
3(%r15), %r15
# added by PoUW
leaq
-80(%rbp), %rax #, tmp94
movq
%rax, %rsi # tmp94,
movq
%rbx, %rdi # _4,
.LEHB1:
leaq
1(%r15), %r15
# added by PoUW
call
_ZN11stlpmtx_std12out_of_rangeC1ER...
.LEHE1:
...

Figure 5.9: A snippet of assembly code instrumented with the REM toolchain.
Register r15 is the reserved instruction counter; it is incremented at the beginning
of each basic block in the lines commented added by PoUW.
the PoUW enclave. Figure 5.9 shows a snippet of instrumented assembly code.
This PoUW enclave is finally signed by an Intel SGX signing tool, creating an
application PoUWEnclave.so that is validated for loading into an enclave.
The security of instruction counting relies on the assumption that once instrumented, the code cannot alter its behavior. To realize this assumption in SGX, we
need to require two invariants. First, code pages must be non-writable; second,
the useful work program must be single threaded.

Enforcing Non-Writable Code Pages Writable code pages allow a program to
rewrite itself at runtime. Although necessary in some cases (e.g. JIT), writable
code opens up potential security vulnerabilities. In particular, writable code
pages are not acceptable in REM because they would allow a malicious useful
work program to easily bypass the instrumentation. A general memory protection policy would be to require code pages to have W⊕X permission, namely
to be either writable or executable, but not both. However, W⊕X permissions
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are not enforced by the hardware. Intel has in fact acknowledged this issue [13]
and recommended that enclave code contain no relocation to enable the W⊕X
feature.
REM thus explicitly requires code pages in the enclave code (usefulwork.so)
to have W⊕X permission. This is straightforward to verify, as with the current
implementation of the SGX loader, code page permissions are taken directly from
the ELF program headers [12].

Enforcing Single Threading Another limitation of SGX is that the memory
layout is largely predefined and known to the untrusted application. For example,
the State Save Area (SSA) frames are a portion of stack memory that stores the
execution context when handling interrupts in SGX. This also implies that the
SSA pages have to be writable. The address of SSA frames for an enclave is
determined at the time of initialization, as the Thread Control Structure (TCS)
is loaded by the untrusted application through an EADD instruction. In other
words, the address of SSA is always known to the untrusted application. This
could lead to attacks on the instruction counting if a malicious program has
multiple threads that interact via manipulation of the execution context in SSA.
For example, as we will detail later, REM stores the counter in one of the registers.
When one thread is swapped out, the register value stored in an SSA is subject to
manipulation by another thread.
While more complicated techniques such as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) for SGX could provide a general answer to this problem, for our
purposes it suffices to enforce the condition that an enclave can be launched
by at most one thread. As an SGX enclave has only one entry point, we can
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.section data
ENCLAVE_MTX:
.long 0
.section text
...
enclave_entry:
xor %rax, %rax
xchgl ENCLAVE_MTX(%rip), %rax
cmp %rax, 0
jnz enclave_entry

Figure 5.10: Code snippet: a spinlock to allow only the first thread to enter
enclave_entry
instrument the code with a spinlock to allow only the first thread to pass, as
shown in Fig. 5.10.

Known entry points

REM expects the PoUW toolchain and compliance checker

to provide and verify a subset of Software Fault Isolation (SFI), specifically indirect control transfers alignment [105, 176, 256, 149]. This ensures that the program
can only execute the instruction stream parsed by the compliance checker, and
not jump to the middle of an instruction to create its own alternate execution
that falsifies the instruction count. Our implementation does not include SFI, as
off the shelf solutions such as Google’s Native Client could be integrated with
the PoUW toolchain and runtime with well quantified overheads [256].

5.5.3

Hierarchical Attestation

A blockchain participant that verifies a block has to check whether the useful
work program that produced the block’s PoUW followed the protocol and correctly counted its instructions. SGX attestations require such a verifier to obtain
a fingerprint of the attesting enclave. As we allow arbitrary work, a naïve im198

plementation would store all programs on the blockchain. Then a verifier that
considers a certain block would read the program from the blockchain, verify it
correctly counts instructions, calculate its fingerprint, and check the attestation.
Beyond the computational effort, just placing all programs on the blockchain
for verification would incur prohibitive overhead and enable DoS attacks via
spamming the chain with overly large programs. The alternative of having an
entity that verifies program compliance is also unacceptable, as it puts absolute
blockchain control in the hands of this entity: it can authorize programs that
deterministically win every execution.
To resolve this predicament, we form PoUW attestations with what we call
two-layer hierarchical attestations. We hard-code only a single program’s fingerprint into the blockchain, a static-analysis tool called compliance checker. The
compliance checker runs in a trusted environment and takes a user-supplied
program as input. It validates that it conforms with the requirements defined
above. First, it confirms the text section is non-writable. Then it validates the
work program’s compliance by disassembling it and confirming that the dedicated register is reserved for instruction counting and that counts are correct and
appear where they should. Next, it verifies that the PoUW runtime is correctly
linked and identical to the expected PoUW runtime code. Finally, it verifies the
only entry point is the PoUW runtime and that this is protected by a spinlock as
shown in Fig. 5.10. Finally, it calculates the program’s fingerprint and outputs an
attestation including this fingerprint.
Every PoUW then includes two parts: The useful work program attestation
on the mining success, and an attestation from the compliance checker of the
program’s compliance (Figure 5.11). Note that the compliance attestation and the
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program’s attestation must be signed by the same CPU. Otherwise an attacker
that compromises a single CPU could create fake compliance attestations for
invalid tasks. Such an attacker could then create blocks at will from different
uncompromised CPUs, circumventing the detection policy of Section 5.4.
In summary, the compliance enclave is verified through the hard-coded
measurement in the blockchain agent. Its output is a measurement that should
be identical to the measurement of the PoUW enclave PoUWEnclave.so. PoUW
Enclave’s output should match the block template (namely the hash of the block
prefix, up to the proof) and the prescribed difficulty.

Generalized Hierarchical Attestation The hierarchical attestation approach
can be useful for other scenarios where participants need to obtain attestations
to code they do not know in advance. As a general approach, one hard-codes
the fingerprint of a root compliance checker that verifies its children’s compliance.
Each of them, in turn, checks the compliance of its children, and so on, forming a
tree. The leaves of the tree are the programs that produce the actual output to
be verified. A hierarchical attestation therefore comprises a leaf attestation and
a path to the root compliance checker. Each node attests the compliance of its
child.

5.5.4

IAS access overhead

Verifying blocks doesn’t require trusted hardware. However, due to a design
choice by Intel, miners must contact the IAS to verify attestations. Currently
there is no way to verify attestations locally. This requirement, however, does
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Figure 5.11: Block structure with a proof comprising the quotes from the compliance enclave and a work enclave.
not change the basic security assumptions. Moreover, a simple modification to
the IAS protocol, which is being tested by Intel [4], could get rid of the reliance
on IAS completely on verifiers’ side.
Recall that the IAS is a public web service that receives SGX attestations and
responds with verification results. Requests are submitted to the IAS over HTTPS;
a response is a signed “report” indicating the validation status of the queried
platform [154]. In the current version of IAS, a report is not cryptographically
linked with its corresponding request, which makes the report only trustworthy
for the client initiating the HTTPS session. Therefore an IAS access is required
for every block verification by every blockchain participant.
However, the following modification can eliminate this overhead: simply
echoing the request in the body of the report. Since the report is signed by Intel
using a published public key [154, 155], only one access to IAS would be needed
globally for every new block. Other miners could use the resulting signed report.
Such a change is under testing by Intel for future versions of the IAS [4].
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Figure 5.12: REM Overhead.

5.5.5

Experiments

We evaluate the overhead of REM with four examples of useful work benchmarks
in REM as mining programs: a protein folding algorithm [134], a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier [77], the zlib compression algorithm (iterated) [1], and
the SHA3-256 hash algorithm (iterated) [21]. We evaluate each benchmark in
three modes:

Native We compile with the standard toolchain.
SGX We port to SGX by removing system calls and replacing system libraries
with SGX-compliant ones. Then we compile in SGX-prerelease mode and
run with the SGX driver v1.7 [153].
REM After porting to SGX, we instrument the code using our REM toolchain.
We then proceed as in the SGX mode.

We use the same optimization level (-O2) in all modes. The experiments are
done on a Dell Precision Workstation with an Intel 6700K CPU and 32GB of
memory.
We compared the running time in three modes and the results are shown
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in Fig. 5.12. The running time of the native mode is normalized to one as a
baseline. For all four useful workloads, we observe a total overhead of 5.8% ∼
14.4% in REM relative to the native mode. Because the code is instrumented at
control flow transfers, workloads with more jumps will incur more counting
overhead. For example, SHA3-256 is highly iterative compared with the other
workloads, so it incurs the most counting overhead.
We note that overhead for running in SGX is not uniform. For computationbound workloads such as protein folding, zlib, and SHA3, SGX introduces little
overhead (< 1%) because the cost of switching to SGX and obtaining attestations
is amortized by the longer in-enclave execution time of the workload. In the
shorter SVM benchmark, the cost of entering SGX is more significant.
In summary, we observe an overhead of roughly 5 − 15% for converting
useful-work benchmarks into REM PoUW enclave.

5.6

Waste Analysis

To compare PoUW against PoET and alternative schemes, we explore a common
game-theoretic model (with details deferred to the appendix). We consider a set
of operators / agents that can either work locally on their own useful workloads
or utilize their resource for mining. Based on the revenue from useful work and
mining, and the capital and operational costs, we compute the equilibrium point
of the system. We calculate the waste in this context as the ratio of the total
resource cost (in U.S. dollars) spent per unit of useful work on a mining node
compared with the cost when mining is not possible and all operators do useful
work. We plug in concrete numbers for the parameters based on statistics we
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collected from public data sources.
Initial study of PoET identified a subtle pitfall involving miner’s ability to
mine simultaneously on multiple blockchains, a problem solved by Milutinovic
et al. [187] in a scheme we call Lazy-PoET. Our analysis, however, reveals that
even Lazy-PoET suffers from what we call the stale-chip problem. Miners are better
off maintaining farms of cheap, outdated CPUs just for mining than using new
CPUs for otherwise useful goals.
We consider instead an approach in which operators utilize their CPUs while
mining, making newer CPUs more attractive due to the added revenue from the
useful work done. We call this scheme Busy PoET. We find that it improves on
Lazy Poet, but remains highly wasteful.
This observation leads to another approach, Proof of Potential Work (PoPW).
PoPW is similar to Busy-PoET, but reduces mining time according to the speed
of the CPU (its potential to do work), and thus rewards use of newer CPUs.
Although PoPW would greatly reduce waste, SGX does not allow an enclave to
securely retrieve its CPU model, making PoPW theoretical only.
We conclude that PoUW incurs the smallest amount of waste among the
options under study. Below we present our model, parameter choices, and
analyses of the various mining schemes.

5.6.1

Resource Consumption Model

In this appendix, we present a general economic / game-theoretic model for
modeling resource consumption of consensus schemes. This model guides us
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toward an understanding of optimal mining strategies for various consensus
schemes and thus a basis for comparison among them. We detail the model
in Section 5.6.1.1. We estimate real-world parameter choices for this model in
Section 5.6.1.2 and in Section 5.6.1.3 present cost per unit of useful work, our key
metric of waste / resource consumption. We use this model in Appendix 5.6.2
to compare various SGX-based mining schemes show that REM results in less
resource waste than alternatives such as PoET.

5.6.1.1

Model

In our model, we consider a set of N op operators that choose to commit their
CPUs either to mining or unrelated useful work. This reflects the fact that there
are certain barriers to enter the mining industry and therefore not everyone will
participate. For completeness we also discussed the implication of removing the
limit of numbers of operators in Section 5.6.2.7.
Each operator has an annual budget of budget for purchasing hardware and
for paying operating expenses. In our context, both expenses are a function of
the CPUs the operator chooses to use. Denote by age the age in years of the CPUs
maintained by the operator, which we assume for simplicity to be uniform. If
an operator chooses to maintain new CPUs, she enjoys better performance and
efficiency (computation per power unit), but the cost is higher. The latest CPU
has an age of 0, and we arbitrarily set the oldest CPU available to 10, denoted
agemax = 10. Choosing a higher agemax value or removing this limit strengthens
our results. In some situations, the operator may choose to have the CPUs but
not utilize them. Denote by u ∈ [0, 1] the utilization level of a CPU, where 0
means idle and 1, fully utilized.
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The annual capital cost of maintaining a CPU of age age is denoted by the
function C (age). The function decreases with CPU age, as older CPUs are significantly cheaper from recycling marketplace. The annual energy cost of a
single CPU is denoted by the function E(u), which increases with u. Denote by
η (age) ∈ [0, 1] the performance slowdown of a CPU, normalized to that of the
latest model in the same family. η increases with CPU age age, as newer generations (of similar MSRP) tend to be more powerful than their antecedents. Beyond
the CPU itself, there is an overhead for the platform on which it runs. Denote
by Ostd the annual cost overhead for running a CPU, including server, racking,
cooling etc. In some schemes (e.g., PoW), an operator can reduce costs by placing
the CPU in a farm— a dedicated platform stripped down to essential resources
and thus usable only for mining. Denote by Ofarm (naturally Ofarm < Ostd ) the
annual cost overhead for running a CPU in a dedicated mining farm.
Due to performance improvements, the annual income for useful work from
a CPU is a function Rw (u, age) of both its age and utilization (or simply Rw when
the parameters are clear from the context). The function increases with both
parameters. We assume operators have unbounded useful work, enough to
populate any and all hardware they can afford.
We let Rannual denote the annual total mining revenue of the system, which
we assume is independent of any other variable and vary our analyses. This
total revenue is divided among the participants in a manner that depends on the
specific scheme used, and the details are given below.
Operators strive to maximize their net revenue by choosing from a space of
three strategies that dictate hardware use. These are:
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1. No mining: The operator chooses not to mine, using her CPUs solely for
useful work. This is profitable as long as the income Rw offsets costs.
2. Standard mining: The operator uses standard servers and mines on them (if
the scheme allows).
3. Farming: The operator uses farm machines for mining, reducing the perCPU overhead, but losing the ability to perform useful work.

We adopt a population-based representation of the strategy choices made by
operators. Specifically, for operators collectively implementing a hybrid strategy,
we express their choice in terms of the aggregate fraction of resources devoted to
each strategy by the full population.
To compare the resource waste associated with different consensus systems,
we examine the optimal operation point for each. We model operators’ utility,
and identify the best strategy for a rational operator. We develop expressions
for the operators’ revenues, and instantiate them using the values obtained as
explained in Section 5.6.1.2. We then calculate the equilibrium point of each
scheme and the optimal operation point for miners in each scheme. We measure
the waste of each scheme in terms of the cost for each unit of useful work, referred
to as the useful price.

5.6.1.2

Parameter Values

To estimate the price, performance, and energy efficiency of a CPU as a function
of its age, we investigate historical CPU data for a family of 7 Intel CPUs spanning
ten years. From each generation of Intel CPUs since 2006, we picked the fastest
desktop chip. For each CPU, we estimate its price as of 2016 according to
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Generation

Sample CPU

Launch Q3’16 speed
Date
Price (normed)

Cedarmill
Pentium 4 661
Wolfdale
Core 2 Duo E8500
Lynnfield
Core i7-880
Sandy Bridge Core i7-2700K
Ivy Bridge
Core i7-3770K
Haswell
Core i7-4770K
Skylake
Core i7-6700K

Q1’06
Q3’08
Q2’10
Q4’11
Q2’12
Q2’13
Q3’15

$5
$10
$35
$50
$75
$150
$290

Power
at u = 1

-3
0.21
0.52
0.80
0.87
0.89
1.00

85W
65W
95W
95W
77W
84W
91W

Table 5.1: Sample CPUs and specifications. Benchmark scores are normalized by
the score of i7-6700K.
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Figure 5.13: CPUs’ price and speed as function of age.
several marketplaces worldwide [9] and its performance according to standard
benchmarks [16]. We present CPU specifications as published by Intel. Long
discontinued models can still be purchased from many suppliers, generally
at very low per-unit costs for high-volume orders. All amounts are given in
2016 USD, denoted by $.

Price and performance

Table 5.1 summarizes CPU specs. From the data in

Table 5.1 we can see clearly that the CPU price C drops exponentially as it ages.
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CPU performance manifests a segmented, exponential trend: It doubled each
year between 2006 and 2011 (following Moore’s Law), but then improvements
slowed to around 10% per year. Our model uses a logit function to approximate
this trend, as is shown in Figure 5.13. As a result of the performance slowdown
of older CPUs, Rw decreases with age in a similar way.

Useful work revenue We used the cost model of Amazon Web Services to
approximate the useful-work revenue Rw . In particular, we assume a miner’s
mining computer has performance similar to an m4.large EC2 instance, which
has 2 CPU cores and 8 GiB of memory [3]. As of the time of writing, an m4.large
instance costs 0.12 per hour [2].

5.6.1.3

Cost per unit of useful work

To compare the resource costs of the different schemes in Section 5.6.2, we will
compute for each its cost per unit of useful work.
As a baseline, we first compute the cost per unit of useful work on an optimal
hardware setup devoted exclusively to useful work. The revenue of a single
CPU for useful work is the income over a year from useful work (Rw ) minus the
expenses for hardware purchase (C), overhead (Ostd ), and power (E):

Rw (u, agew ) − (C (agew ) + Ostd + E(u, agew ).)

(5.5)

The number of CPUs an operator can purchase is
N cpu (agew ) =

budget
C (agew ) + Ostd + E(u, agew ).
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(5.6)

Therefore the total profit from useful work is
Puseful (u, agew ) = N cpu (agew )×


Rw (u, agew ) − (C (agew ) + Ostd + E(u, agew ).)
(5.7)

For simplicity we assume power usage grows linearly with utilization, and
so utilization of 1 is optimal to reduce the waste of the independent elements C
and Ostd . Plugging in values from Section 5.6.1.2, we can optimize equation 5.7,
resulting in an optimum CPU age of age
ˆ w = 3.48 years and a corresponding
baseline cost per unit of work of $391.25.
For a population of miners, the overall cost per unit of useful work is equal to
the total investment in the mining ecosystem over a year, divided by the number
of units of useful work. Consequently, it is a function of the fraction of mining
CPUs doing useful work. If 100% of CPU time is devoted to useful work, the
cost per unit of useful work is $391.25; 0% corresponds to infinite cost per unit of
useful work. Smaller percentages of CPU investment in useful work correspond
to higher costs.

5.6.2

Comparative Analysis of Mining Schemes

Using our model from Appendix Section 5.6.1, we now present an analysis
showing that PoUW incentivizes minimally wasteful mining behavior and /
or achieves secure consensus more effectively than alternatives. An important
part of this section is our presentation of a spectrum of five consensus schemes,
including PoW, PoUW, and three other SGX-based schemes (two of them newly
presented in this work). These schemes illustrate a range of technical approaches
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against which we compare PoUW as a means of validating our design choices.
We first present and analyze our four consensus schemes other than PoUW—
what we call strawman schemes—in Section 5.6.2.1. We then offer detailed revenue
analysis of PoUW in Section 5.6.2.6. Figure 5.14 compares the results for the
different schemes at the parameter values calculated in Section 5.6.1.2. We
consider a conservative total cryptocurrency revenue of $20m. At higher values
the significance of PoUW would only increase. Figure 5.15 compares the schemes
at varying total cryptocurrency revenue values.

5.6.2.1

Strawman Schemes

Here we present our spectrum of strawman consensus schemes that serve as
points of comparison with and explanations of design choices in PoUW. We start
with the popular Proof of Work (PoW), and then present PoET and a proposed
minor variant on PoET, as well as two strawman solutions of our own that
demonstrate the difficulty of achieving waste-limited SGX-based consensus.
We analyze PoUW in Section 5.6.2.6. The reader may choose to skip directly
to Section 5.6.2.6 and then flip back here to understand the alternatives and
rationale for our design choices.

5.6.2.2

Proof of Work

We start with PoW, as used in Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other common cryptocurrencies. For the purpose of this analysis, we consider only CPU mining. See
below for a discussion of dedicated mining hardware.
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Schemes

Choices age
ˆ S

Useful work U
PoW
U, F
Lazy-PoET
U, F
Busy-PoET
S, F
PoPW
S, F
PoUW
U, S

4.51
4.39
4.39

age
ˆ F

f 2nd

4.68
agemax
agemax
5.61
-

1.0
76% 4.2
76% 4.2
42% 2.5
26% 1.4
100% 1.1

Waste

Figure 5.14: Summary of revenue analysis result with parameters according to
Section 5.6.1.2. Notation: U is useful work, S is standard mining, F is farming.
f 2nd is the ratio of participants choosing the second option, which is the more
wasteful one. Waste is the cost for one unit of useful work work normalized to
the baseline (the cost in a system with no mining): $391.25 (age
ˆ w = 3.48).
Each operator therefore has two options: either buying CPUs for useful work,
or buying CPUs for farmed mining (i.e. farming). For both scenarios, operators
can choose freely to use CPUs of any age. Denote by f m ∈ [0, 1] the ratio of
operators that choose to mine. Denote by age
ˆ w and age
ˆ F the optimal age for
doing useful work and farming, respectively.
Due to symmetry, the optimal age of CPUs at all miners is the same, and
so their expended mining power is the same. The mining revenue is therefore
distributed uniformly among all miners, and a single miner’s income is simply
Rannual divided by the total number of mining CPUs, leaving a total mining
revenue of
Pm (u, age, f m ) = N cpu (age)·


Rannual
− C (age) − Ofarm − E(u, age) . (5.8)
f m · N op · N cpu (age) · u
Again, utilization is optimized at 1. The stable operation point is when the
revenue from mining equals that of honest work (5.9), where operators are not
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Figure 5.15: Revenue analysis: The x axis is the annual cryptocurrency revenue
(Rannual ) and the left y-axis is the waste factor, i.e. useful price normalized by the
useful price without mining. The right y-axis is the ratio of participants choosing
the more-wasteful option in their scheme.
motivated to switch sides,
Puseful (1, agew ) = Pm (1, agew , f m ) .

(5.9)

Solving (5.9) we obtain f m (agem ) as a function of agem .
We still need the find the optimal operation parameters for mining. To this
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end, we calculate the symmetric Nash equilibrium where if all operators who
choose to mine at age age, a single operator cannot increase her revenue by
operating at a different age. In fact, finding such an age amounts to finding
an age that if all but one miner operate at age, then the other miner’s optimal
operation age must also be age, that is,
age = max Pm (u, age0 , f m (age)) .
age0

(5.10)

With the numbers from Section 5.6.1.2, we find the optimal age for mining is
age
ˆ F = 4.68 years. At the equilibrium, 76.0% of the operators would be mining.
The cost for one unit of useful work is $1643.25. The results are summarized in
Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.15 shows how the annual cryptocurrency revenue (Rannual ) affects
the miner ratio at the equilibrium, f m , and therefore the cost of useful work.
As the value of the currency and hence the mining revenue increases, the ratio
of operators choosing to mine increases linearly, and the cost of useful work
increases exponentially. As the miner ratio reaches 100%, the useful price goes to
infinity as nobody is doing useful work.
Dedicated Hardware. Our analysis above assumes use of a CPU for mining, of
course. But PoW functions that have been used for cryptocurrencies for extended
periods, namely double-SHA256 (for Bitcoin) and Scrypt (for Litecoin), led to the
development of dedicated hardware, particularly Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASIC). By design, these are far more efficient than any generic hardware
for the purpose of the given PoW, but cannot be used for anything else. Arguably,
for any PoW function, dedicated hardware can outperform generic hardware.
The equilibrium point in our analysis, however, is not actually affected by
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the performance or cost of dedicated hardware. The reason is that no matter
what mining devices are used, a fixed amount of mining revenue is evenly
distributed among the mining operators at the equilibrium, leaving the mining
revenue unchanged. Therefore, advances in dedicated hardware do not affect
the conclusions of our analysis.

5.6.2.3

Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET / Lazy-PoET)

As explained above, Intel proposed PoET as a waste-free PoW replacement for a
permissionless blockchain. In PoET, each CPU draws a random number r and
sleeps for r time. Whichever gets the smallest number wakes up first and becomes
leader for the next consensus epoch. Building on top of Intel’s trusted hardware
SGX, PoET makes use of the trusted random source protected by hardware,
prohibiting selfish actors from increasing the frequency of their blocks, but with
minimal computation. But the vanilla PoET proposed by Intel cannot be directly
employed. The most critical issue is that it costs nothing for a miner to mine on
multiple branches of a blockchain. As has been studied in the context of Proof
of Stake, being able to work on multiple branches forces a strong assumption,
namely that a majority of the miners blindly follow the protocol, even if each of
the members of this majority is not individually motivated to do so. Milutinovic
et al. [187] proposed to fix this issue by using SGX’s monotonic counters. They
argue that depleting all 256 SGX counters ensures that the CPU is tied to a single
branch.
We call their patched PoET scheme that maintains the CPU idle while mining
Lazy-PoET. The point of Lazy-PoET is to allow for mining without any energy
waste. In the Lazy-PoET scheme, an operator can use her hardware for either
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useful work, with fully-utilized CPUs, or for mining, with idle CPUs. Idle CPUs
are cheaper to operate in farming mode, and the mining revenue of an old CPU
is the same as that of a new and expensive CPU. Hence, the operator choices are
reduced to either farming, or useful-work.
The revenue expression for Lazy-PoET is the same as with Proof of Work
(5.8), but here the optimal age is agemax , since there is no benefit in using newer
CPUs, and old CPUs are cheaper. Therefore, the revenue is only a function of the
miner ratio,
∆

PmLazy ( f m ) = Pm (0, agemax , f m ) .

(5.11)

Equating the revenues of mining (5.11) and useful work (5.7), we obtain again
a miner ratio of 76% and the cost per unit of useful work is $1643.4, i.e. a waste
of 4.2. The results are summarized in Figure 5.14. Note that the numbers are
identical to those of PoW, as the formulas are the same modulo agemax . The waste
here is due to what we call the stale chip problem — farming with extremely old
chips, insufficient for any useful work, yields high revenue. This optimum is
robust to mining income changes. Mining is always optimal on stale chips. The
annual mining revenue determines the ratio of miners; if it is too small, useful
work simply becomes preferable to any sort of mining.

5.6.2.4

Busy Proof of Elapsed Time (Busy-PoET)

With Lazy-PoET, mining CPUs are kept idle. However, we note that the depleted
SGX counters are allocated per-enclave, and not for the CPU itself: Different
enclave code accesses different SGX counters. This is sufficient to ensure that
the SGX is tied to a specific blockchain branch, since the mining enclave for a
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blockchain is unchangeable, preventing two from running on the same SGX and
depleting the same counters. However, the implication is that the SGX and the
CPU itself remain available for any other purpose, while mining and providing
proofs of elapsed time as necessary. We call a system with proof-of-elapsed time
where miners can concurrently use their hardware for useful work Busy-PoET.
Since the mining revenue adds no overhead in Busy-PoET, useful work
with mining (henceforth offhand mining) is preferable to useful work without it.
Nonetheless, farming remains a viable option because stale chips are significantly
cheaper than recent ones.
As in previous schemes, the annual revenue Rannual is split among all mining
CPUs. Denote by f s , the ratio of operators that are working in standard mode.
Unlike the previous schemes, here the CPU count includes the f s × N op operators
in standard mode and the (1 − f s ) × N op operators in farming mode. It is
therefore a function of the CPU ages of both standard mining, ageS , and farming,
ageF . We defer the development of this expression until after the discussion of
both operator modes.

Standard mining

Distinguished from PoW, the revenue from standard mining

in Busy-PoET has an additional item of useful work revenue Ru :
Rw (u, ageS ) + Rm − (C (ageS ) + Ostd + E(u, ageS )).

(5.12)

cpu

The total number of CPUs a standard operator can afford, Nstd , has the
same expression as in useful work (5.6), yielding a total annual revenue of (the
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dependency in f s is through Rm )
cpu

PS (u, ageS , f s ) = Nstd ×

Rw (u, ageS ) + Rm − (C (ageS ) + Ostd + E(u, ageS )) . (5.13)

Farming The expression for revenue from farmed mining is similar to that of
previous schemes (the dependency in f s is through Rm ),
cpu

PF (u, ageF , f s ) = Nfarm ×

Rm − (C (ageF ) + Ofarm + E(u, ageF ) . (5.14)

The equilibrium analysis for Busy-PoET is not as simple now, as (5.13) and
(5.14) are interdependent through f s . An equilibrium is a pair (ageS , ageF ) where
an operator cannot improve her revenue by changing her strategy. This amounts
to two conditions.
First, she cannot improve her revenue by changing her CPU age (Equation 5.10) where all other operators maintain their strategy. This is expressed for
the two operation modes as the equation system

0
s


 ageS = max PS (1, ageS , f (ageS , ageF ))
age0S



PF (0, age0F , f s (ageS , ageF )).
 ageF = max
0

(5.15)

ageF

Second, she cannot improve her revenue by changing her operation mode.
We take this condition,
Pstd (u, ageS , ageF ) = Pfarming (u, ageS , ageF ) ,
to obtain an expression of f s as a function of ageS and ageF . The resulting
expression is too complex to be placed here.
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We numerically solve the equation system and observe that, as with previous
schemes, the cost of useful work grows quickly with the annual cryptocurrency
revenue. Figure 5.15 shows that the ratio of standard miners decreases, as miners
prefer farming with many cheap CPUs over performing useful work – another
instance of the stale chip problem.

5.6.2.5

Proof of Potential Work

In order to mitigate the stale chip problem of the PoET variants, we propose
a direct solution: Grant more block rewards to CPUs with better performance.
Since with this approach a miner proves her CPU power, though she might not
be utilizing it, we call it Proof of Potential Work (PoPW).
Technically, an SGX program can determine the CPU model by calling the
cpuid instruction. Based on the CPU model, one can determine the value of a
CPU by looking up in a public table, hard-coded in the blockchain protocol. The
time for the mining enclave to return is therefore chosen with an exponential
distribution parameter that is proportional to the CPU’s power. The mining
revenue is therefore linear in the slow-down factor of the CPU.
Note that PoPW makes stronger security assumptions than any of the other
schemes we discuss. The principal that determines the values of the everchanging CPU value table has significant power over the blockchain; for example,
he can attribute high values to CPUs to which it has better access than other
operators.
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Standard mining As in Busy-PoET, standard operation dominates useful work,
as the revenue for mining comes without any overhead. Recalling that the
slowdown of a CPU is η (age), the expression for the CPU revenue in standard

mode is Rw (u, ageS ) + Rm × η (ageS ) − C (ageS ) + Ostd + E(u, ageS ) .
The total number of CPUs an operator can afford has the same expression as
in PoW, yielding a total annual revenue of

cpu
Nstd × Rw (u, age) + Rm × η (age) − (C (ageS ) + Ostd + E(u, ageS ) .

(5.16)

Farming The CPU revenue for farming is

Rm × η (ageF ) − C (ageF ) + Ostd + E(u, ageF ) .

(5.17)

The expression for number of CPUs is the same as before.
As before, the annual mining revenue is distributed among all mining CPUs,
though now proportionally to their slow-down. The equilibrium analysis is
similarly to that of Busy-PoET, resulting in a quick increase of waste as the
annual cryptocurrency revenue grows, as show in Figure 5.15.
As shown in Figure 5.14, we observe that indeed the stale-chip problem is resolved: now the optimal farming age is 5.61, as opposed to agemax in Lazy-PoET
and Busy-PoET, but the farming problem remains. Starting at some point, when
the annual revenue is high enough, it becomes more profitable to farm, keeping
idle CPUs, then to spend that amount on power for useful work. Also as discussed before, the trust model of PoPW is arguably too strong for a decentralized
system.
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5.6.2.6

Proof of Useful Work

Our solution, Proof of Useful Work (PoUW), avoids the issues with previous
schemes by directly counting work done towards mining effort. Since mining
revenue is only granted when work is done, farming without useful work means
the CPUs must be processing useless work in this mode. Therefore, standard
operation dominates farming, as the revenue from useful work comes at no
additional cost.
The useful work analysis and optimal age calculation remain unchanged,
resulting in a revenue as expressed in (5.7).
For standard operation, the mining revenue now depends on the utilization
of the CPU as well as on its age. The useful work utilization suffers a decrease
due to the overhead of online effort monitoring, denoted Ocounting . The mining
revenue does not suffer such a reduction, as the overhead is taken into account
when calculating the mining effort.
Denote the optimal age for standard operation by ageS . The expression for the
number of CPUs is as usual (5.6), at age = ageS . The standard mining revenue
is the product of the CPU count and (5.18). This expression is a function of Rm
and ageS , i.e.,
Rw (

u
Ocounting

, ageS ) + Rm × η (ageS ) × u − (C (ageS ) + Ostd + E(u, ageS ). (5.18)

As with PoW, the value of Rm is chosen such that the total revenue distributed
is Rannual ,
Rm =

fs

×

N op

Rannual
.
cpu
× Nstd × u × η
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(5.19)
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Figure 5.16: Ocounting affects the miner ratio and the waste in PoUW.
The equilibrium point is where the standard and useful-work revenues are
the same. Solving the equation we obtain an expression for the ratio of standard miners at equilibrium, which is a function of ageS . We proceed to find a
symmetric Nash equilibrium as is done for PoW.
With the parameter values of Section 5.6.1.2, we find that all operators choose
to work in standard mode. The optimal CPU age is 4.39 years, rather than
the 3.48 optimal age for useful-work operation. The average cost for useful
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work is $430.1, i.e. a waste of 1.1. The results are summarized in Figure 5.14.
As shown in Figure 5.15, PoUW has the lowest waste among the four schemes
we compared. Unlike other schemes, the waste in PoUW is not affected by
the annual cryptocurrency revenue. The reason for that is PoUW effectively
encourages all of the participants to mine as long as the mining revenue isn’t
critically low. With any reasonable annual cryptocurrency revenue, all of PoUW
participants end up mining, yielding a fixed waste per useful work unit.
However, PoUW does introduce the overhead of secure instrumentation
(Ocounting ) that is not present in other schemes. The impact of Ocounting with
different annual cryptocurrency revenue is shown in Figure 5.16. The top graph
shows how Ocounting impacts the miner ratio at equilibrium. Given an annual
cryptocurrency revenue, higher Ocounting discourages participants from mining as
doing useful work would be more profitable. So the ratio of miners at equilibrium
decreases with Ocounting . The bottom graph shows how Ostd impacts the waste.
Because waste is only incurred by mining, higher annual cryptocurrency revenue
increases miner ratio, leading to more waste. Meanwhile, given an annual
cryptocurrency revenue, increasing Ocounting will first increase the waste until all
miners are forced to do useful work, where no waste is present.
The conclusion is high Ocounting could diminish the security of PoUW because
of a loss of miner power and an extra waste. As our implementation suggests,
REM only incurs a Ocounting of about 5 − 15%, i.e. 1.05 − 1.15 in Figure 5.16,
allowing for high miner participation and low waste.
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5.6.2.7

Unbounded analysis

In previous analysis, we assumed a bounded number of operators in the system.
This assumption is grounded in the fact that there are certain barriers to enter the
mining business, For completeness, we now propose an alternative model where
the number of operators is unbounded. In this model there will be infinitely
many CPUs doing useful work, and any CPU can switch to that at any point.
Weakening this assumption only strengthens the results.
Admittedly, it is tricky to propose a perfect model for such a dynamic and
pluralistic system. So we provided a first-order approximation based on realistic
but simplifying assumptions. For example, the low electricity cost in China
is quite important to the dynamics of Bitcoin mining. but the details of price
distribution are unknown. Therefore we assumed the cost of CPUs and electricity
is the same for all of the operators.
Just as before, participant has two options besides working on useful work:
mining on herself or joining a farm. The age of CPU still plays an important rule
as the price and performance vary significantly with the age. A equilibrium is
defined similarly as before, satisfying two conditions: 1) revenue for participants
is the same as if they were useful workers; and 2) no single operator can earn
more by working at a different CPU age.
The analysis for PoW and Lazy-PoET remains basically unchanged because
in both schemes operators have in fact only one option besides useful work. We
refer readers to the Appendix for more details.
Busy-PoET We note that the incremental overhead of Busy-PoET over useful
work and the cost of farming are key to the analysis. Taking it to an extreme
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where PoET incurs zero additional overhead, every CPU doing useful work will
mine along with the useful work, earning some mining revenue at no incremental
cost. On the other hand, if the cost incurred by PoET is hight, fewer participant
will perform PoET at equilibrium, hence leaving some profit margin for farming.
We define the inefficiency of PoET as the incremental overhead over doing useful
work normalized by useful work revenue. The efficiency of PoET is one minus
that.
Fig. 5.17 shows the number of standard mining CPUs at equilibrium, with
PoET efficiency ranging from 60% to 100%, assuming no farming. We argue that
in the case where PoET is very efficient, unbounded analysis is actually more
realistic, as the equilibrium point derived from the unbounded model requires
an impractically large amount of CPUs.
Approximating the situations in Bitcoin, if we assume there are farmers (or
attackers) with access to cheap stale chips and electricity, the presence of them
could skew the equilibrium significantly. At each point in Fig. 5.17, standard
miners operate at the margin where adding one single CPU renders the standard
mining a worse option than not participating. Therefore, a single farmer with
cheap resources would expel a large amount of standard mining CPUs from the
mining pool. We argue that this is a major drawback because it allows attacks at
a relatively low cost.
Another factor that would change the equilibrium is the farming cost. In the
extreme case where PoET incurs zero overhead, farming is no longer a viable
option, unless it’s free, because most of the mining revenue would have been
harvested by standard miners, leaving farmers too little to cover the farming cost.
But on the other hand, if PoET incurs non-negligible overhead, farming becomes
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possible if the farming cost is low enough. Fig. 5.18 shows the thresholds for
farming cost as functions of PoET efficiency. For any given PoET efficiency, if
farming cost is below than the lower threshold, all operators will end up farming
at equilibrium; above the higher threshold, all operators will end up performing
standard mining. If the farming cost is between the two, then equilibrium will
involve a mixture of both.
PoUW As discussed previously, PoUW renders farming irrelevant, eliminating a
major source of waste. However, PoUW does introduce an overhead Ocounting
from instructions counting. Fig. 5.19 shows the number of CPUs in PoUW at
equilibrium under different PoUW efficiency. Note that the equilibrium won’t
be skewed by farmers as farming in PoUW is strictly inferior, irrespective of
farming cost.
The conclusion here is that if PoET and PoUW are sufficiently efficient, PoET
can get rid of the farming issue unless farmers can operate at a very low cost. In
this case, however, the bounded model is more realistic because equilibrium in
the unbounded model requires an impractically large amount of participating
CPUs. On the other hand, if PoET incurs non-negligible overhead, unbounded
analysis draws a similar conclusion as the bounded one does: farming remains a
viable option and because of that, an attacker can accrue old CPUs to attack at a
lower cost.

5.7

Related Work

Cryptocurrencies and Consensus. Modern decentralized cryptocurrencies have
stimulated strong interest in Proof-of-Work (PoW) systems [42, 109, 157] as well
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Figure 5.17: The number of standard mining CPUs at equilibrium, as a function
of PoET efficiency. Rannual denotes the total annual cryptocurrency revenue. As a
reference, Bitcoin yielded a total annual revenue of approximately 330 millions in
2015. As PoET efficiency goes to 1, the number of mining CPUs tends to infinity.
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Figure 5.18: Farming cost affects the number of farmers at equilibrium. If the
farming cost is below threshold low, all operators will join farms at equilibrium;
above threshold high, all operators will do standard mining. Useful work cost is
$391.25.
as techniques to reduce their associated waste.4
An approach similar to PoET [87], possibly originating with Dryja [107], is
to limit power waste by so-called Proof-of-Idle. Miners buy mining equipment
and get paid for proving that their equipment remains idle. Beyond the technical
challenges, as in PoET, an operator with a set budget could redirect savings from
power to purchase more idle machines, producing capital waste.
4 “Permissioned”

systems, as supported in, e.g., Hyperledger [66] and Stellar [184], avoid
waste by using traditional consensus protocols at the cost of avoiding decentralization.
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Figure 5.19: The number of standard mining CPUs at equilibrium, as a function
of PoUW efficiency (i.e. 1 − Ocounting ). Rannual denotes the total annual cryptocurrency revenue. As a reference, Bitcoin yielded a total annual revenue of
approximately 330 millions in 2015. As PoUW efficiency goes to 1, the number
of mining CPUs tends to infinity.
Alternative approaches, like PoUW, aim at PoW producing work useful for a
secondary goal. Permacoin [186] repurposes mining resources as a distributed
storage network, but recycles only a small fraction of mining resources. Primecoin [167] is an active cryptocurrency whose “useful outputs” are Cunningham
and Bi-twin chains of prime numbers, which have no known utility. Gridcoin [137, 136], an active cryptocurrency whose miners work for the BOINC [33]
grid-computing network, relies on a central entity. FoldingCoin [218] rewards
participants for work on a protein folding problem, but as a layer atop, not
integrated with, Bitcoin.
Proof-of-Stake [244, 50, 166, 92] is a distinct approach in which miners gain
the right to generate blocks by committing cryptocurrency funds. It is used in
experimental systems such as Peercoin [168] and Nxt [84]. Unlike PoW, however,
in PoS, an attacker that gains majority control of mining resources for a bounded
time can control the system forever. PoS protocols also require that funds, used
as stake, remain frozen (and unusable) for some time. To remove this assumption,
Bentov et al. [51] and Duong et al. [108] propose hybrid PoW / PoS systems.
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These works, and the line of hybrid blockchain systems starting with BitcoinNG [116, 170, 204], can all utilize PoUW as a low-waste alternative to PoW.
Another line of work on PoW for cryptocurrencies aims at PoWs that resist
mining on dedicated hardware and prevent concentration of mining power, e.g.,
via memory-intensive hashing as in Scrypt [178] and Ethereum [64]. Although
democratization of mining power is not our focus here, PoUW in fact achieves
this goal by restricting mining to general-use CPUs.
SGX. Due to the complexity of the x86-64 architecture, several works [88, 242,
252] have exposed security problems in SGX, such as side-channel attacks [252].
Tramer et al. [242] consider the utility of SGX if its confidentiality guarantees
are broken. Similar practical concerns motivate REM’s tolerance mechanism of
compromised SGX chips.
Ryoan [149] is a framework that allows a server to run code on private client
data and return the output to the client. The (trusted) Ryoan service instruments
the server operator’s code to prevent leakage of client data. In contrast, in REM,
the useful-workload code is instrumented in an untrusted environment, and an
attestation of its validity is produced within a trusted environment.
Haven [46] runs non-SGX applications by incorporating a library OS into the
enclave. REM, in contrast, takes code amenable to SGX compilation and enforces
correct instrumentation. In principle, Haven could allow for non-SGX code to be
adapted for PoUW.
Zhang et al. [257] and Juels et al. [160] are the first works we are aware of to
pair SGX with cryptocurrencies. Their aim is to augment the functionality of
smart contracts, however, and is unrelated to the underlying blockchain layer in
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which REM operates.

5.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented REM, which supports permissionless blockchain
consensus based on a novel mechanism called Proof of Useful Work (PoUW).
PoUW leverages Intel SGX to significantly reduce the waste associated with
Proof of Work (PoW), and builds on and remedies shortcomings in Intel’s innovative PoET scheme. PoUW and REM are thus a promising basis for partiallydecentralized blockchains, reducing waste given certain trust assumptions in a
hardware vendor such as Intel.
Using a rigorous analytic framework, we have shown how REM can achieve
resilience against compromised nodes with minimal waste (rejected honest
blocks). This framework extends to PoET and potentially other SGX-based
mining approaches.
Our implementation of REM introduces powerful new techniques for SGX
applications, namely instruction-counting instrumentation and hierarchical attestation, of potential interest beyond REM itself. They allow REM to accommodate
essentially any desired workloads, permitting flexible adaptation in a variety of
settings.
Our framework for economic analysis offers a general means for assessing
the true utility of mining schemes, including PoW and partially-decentralized
alternatives. Beyond illustrating the benefits of PoUW and REM, it allowed us to
expose risks of approaches such as PoET in the use of stale chips, and propose
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improved variants, including Proof of Potential Work (PoPW). We found that
small changes to the TEE framework would be significant for reduced-waste
blockchain mining. In particular, allowing for secure instruction (or cycle) counting would reduce PoUW overhead, and a secure chip-model reading instruction
would allow for PoPW implementation.
We reported on a complete implementation of REM, swapped in for the
consensus layer in Bitcoin core in a prototype system. Our experiments showed
minimal performance impact (5-15%) on example benchmarks. In summary, our
results show that REM is practically deployable and promising path to fair and
environmentally friendly blockchains in partially-decentralized blockchains.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To summarize, this thesis explored principled composition of on-chain and
off-chain computation to enable provably secure, efficient, and decentralized
systems. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 have presented Town Crier and DECO,
respectively, two data oracle protocols that securely connect blockchains to offchain TLS data sources. Chapter 4 has presented CHURP, the first practical
churn-robust secret sharing protocol, which, alone other applications, can endow
smart contracts with privacy by storing secrets and computing on privacy data
in a off-chain committees. Chapter 5 has presented REM and its Proof of Useful
Work (PoUW) based consensus protocol, which repurposes off-chain useful
computation to achieve on-chain consensus. These systems in this thesis have
filled in basic yet missing blockchain needs, addressed key obstacles to their
wider adoption, and led to industry adoption.
Looking forward, given the current backlash against overly trusted central
hubs, there is an increasing impetus to deploy practical decentralized solutions.
However, as blockchain adoption widens, more security and performance challenges will emerge. We are in a unique position to revisit existing centralized
systems and meaningfully improve their security and privacy.
Below I outline future research directions.
Towards a holistic understanding of decentralized finance.

Blockchains of-

fer appealing features that fit squarely with the needs of financial applications.
Various decentralized finance (DeFi) systems, such as decentralized exchanges
(e.g., [24, 248]), stablecoins (see [189] for a taxonomy), etc., have been proposed
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and deployed, aiming to achieve greater transparency, auditability, and versatility. These systems manage hundreds of millions of dollars in value, but their
complexity renders a thorough security analysis challenging.
DeFi faces several security challenges. First, it crucially relies on external data
inputs to function. Oracle protocols, including those introduced in Chapters 2
and 3 of this thesis can secure the data channel, but DeFi would make the data
sources lucrative targets to attack. Off-chain centralized data sources may be
corrupted given enough economic incentive, while on-chain ones, e.g., assets
prices generated at decentralized exchanges such as [248, 24], are susceptible to
various market manipulations. Understanding the security impact of potentially
unreliable data sources and designing robust data oracles for DeFi remain a
challenge.
Moreover, fairness, i.e., informally the assurance that all users will receive a
guaranteed, equal quality of service to the extent that’s possible or permitted by
the terms of use, is often an overlooked but crucial requirement for decentralized
systems, especially for DeFi. For instance, failures to guarantee fair ordering of
users’ transactions in decentralized exchanges have caused users to lose funds
to arbitrage (e.g., see [93] for a study on the widespread and rising deployment
of arbitrage bots in blockchain systems). In a recent work [164], we looked
into the fair ordering challenge and its connection with traditional consensus
algorithms. Designing and building fair consensus protocols and decentralized
financial systems are exciting future works. Last but not least, the lack of privacy
on blockchains severely limits what DeFi can do. My work on Ekiden [79]
achieves this using TEEs. Designing efficient cryptographic protocols to support
confidential DeFi remains largely unexplored. I’ve made some initial progress
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with Chapter 3.

Principled trusted setup for trusted execution environments (TEEs).

The

area of trusted computing has seen rapid development in recent years as major
vendors and open-source communities increase their investment in a diverse set
of TEE implementations. TEEs are appealing in practice as they achieve strong
security with a minimal performance overhead, whereas cryptographic protocols
are usually orders of magnitude slower. But TEEs are not a panacea. There are
several important issues to be addressed.
Most critically, the security of current TEEs builds on a shaky foundation. For
example, attestation is the process for TEE users to cryptographically verify the
integrity and identity of an remote TEE. Right now, chip manufacturers are the
root of trust, as they’re responsible generating, managing, and provisioning attestation keys. As one of the most crucial and security-sensitive components of the
entire TEE ecosystem, existing attestation protocols, however, is mostly opaque
and varies from vendor to vendor. The lack of a standard, well-scrutinized,
auditable remote attestation protocol will be the Achilles heel of the entire ecosystem. Moreover, as open-source TEEs (such as Keystone [174]) are developed and
adopted, there is an opportunity to usher in practical changes.

Rethinking digital identity. Identity management lies at the heart of any userfacing system, be it a social media platform, online game, or collaborative tool.
Amid backlash against the abuse of personal information by large tech firms [85],
new approaches to identity management are emerging. One increasingly popular
notion is decentralized or self-sovereign, where users gather and manage their own
credentials under the banner of self-created decentralized identifiers (DIDs). By
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controlling private keys associated with DIDs, users are empowered to disclose
or withhold their credentials as desired in online interactions. Proposed DID
systems (e.g., [86]), however, largely fail to address important technical and
usability challenges, such as key management, privacy, legacy compatibility,
and uniqueness. In an ongoing project, I’m exploring principled design of
DID systems that overcome these problems, building on my previous works.
For instance, self-sovereign identity systems as designed would face bootstrap
challenge as they require the use of special-purpose signed credentials that are
not widely available, if at all. Oracle protocols introduced in this thesis can
enable DID systems to leverage the rich data on users available in existing web
services. Moreover, the dynamic-committee secret sharing protocol in this thesis
can be used to build user-friendly private key management schemes that are
suitable to use in decentralized environments.
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APPENDIX A
TOWN CRIER

A.1

A.1.1

Formal Modeling

SGX Formal Modeling

As mentioned earlier, we adopt the UC model of SGX proposed by Shi et al. [230]
In particular, their abstraction captures a subset of the features of Intel SGX.
The main idea behind the UC modeling by Shi et al. [230] is to think of SGX as
a trusted third party defined by a global functionality Fsgx (see Figure 2.3 of
Section 2.4.3).

Modeling choices. For simplicity, the Fsgx model currently does not capture
the issue of revocation. In this case, as Shi et al. point out, we can model SGX’s
group signature simply as a regular signature scheme Σsgx , whose public and
secret keys are called “manufacturer keys” and denoted pksgx and sksgx (i.e., think
of always signing with the 0-th key of the group signature scheme). We adopt
this notational choice from [230] for simplicity. Later when we need to take
revocation into account, it is always possible to replace this signature scheme
with a group signature scheme in the modeling.
The Fsgx (Σsgx ) functionality described by Shi et al. [230] is a global
functionality shared by all protocols, parametrized by a signature scheme
Σsgx .

This global Fsgx is meant to capture all SGX machines avail-

able in the world, and keeps track of multiple execution contexts
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for multiple enclave programs, happening on different SGX machines
in the world.

For convenience, this paper adopts a new notation

Fsgx (Σsgx )[progencl , R] to denote one specific execution context of the global
Fsgx functionality where the enclave program in question is progencl , and the
specific SGX instance is attached to a physical machine R. (As the Relay in TC
describes all functionality outside the enclave, we use R for convenience also
to denote the physical host.) This specific context Fsgx (Σsgx )[progencl , R] ignores
all parties’ inputs except those coming from R. We often omit writing (Σsgx )
without risk of ambiguity.

Operations.

Fsgx captures the following features:

• Initialize. Initialization is run only once. Upon receiving init, Fsgx runs the
initialization part of the enclave program denoted outp := progencl .Initialize().
Then, Fsgx attests to the code of the enclave program progencl as well as outp.
The resulting attestation is denoted σatt .
• Resume. When resume is received, Fsgx calls progencl .Resume on the input
parameters denoted params. Fsgx outputs whatever progencl .Resume outputs.

Fsgx is stateful, i.e., allowed to carry state between init and multiple resume
invocations.

Finally, we remark that this formal model by Shi et al. is speculative, since we
know of no formal proof that Intel’s SGX does securely realize this abstraction
(or realize any useful formal abstraction at all for that matter)—in fact, available public documentation of SGX does not provide sufficient information for
making such formal proofs. As such, the formal model in [230] appears to be
the best available tool for us to formally reason about security for SGX-based
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protocols. Shi et al. leave it as an open question to design secure processors with
clear formal specifications, such that they can be used in the design of larger
protocols/systems supporting formal reasoning of security. We refer the readers
to [230] for a more detailed description of the UC modeling of Intel SGX.

A.1.2

Blockchain Formal Modeling

Our protocol notation adopts the formal blockchain framework recently proposed by Kosba et al. [171]. In addition to UC modeling of blockchain-based
protocols, Kosba et al. [171] also design a modular notational system that is
intuitive and factors out tedious but common features inside functionality and
protocol wrappers (e.g., modeling of time, pseudonyms, adversarial reordering
of messages, a global ledger). The advantages of adopting Kosba et al.’s notational system are these: the blockchain contracts and user-side protocols are
intuitive on their own and they are endowed with precise, formal meaning when
we apply the blockchain wrappers.

Technical subtleties.

While Kosba et al.’s formal blockchain model is appli-

cable for the most part, we point out a subtle mismatch between their formal
blockchain model in [171] and the real-world instantiation of blockchains such
as Ethereum (and Bitcoin for that matter). The design of Town Crier is secure in
a slightly modified version of the blockchain model that more accurately reflects
the real-world Ethereum instantiation of a blockchain.
As we will see in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we must carefully handle the
case of Deliver arriving after Cancel. In the formal blockchain model proposed
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by Kosba et al. [171], we can easily get away with this issue by introducing a
timeout parameter Ttimeout that the requester attaches to each datagram request.
If the datagram fails to arrive before Ttimeout , the requester can call Cancel any
time after Ttimeout + ∆T. On the surface, this seems to ensure that no Deliver
will be invoked after Cancel assuming Town Crier is honest.
However, we do not adopt this approach due to a technical subtlety that
arises in this context—again, the fact that the Ethereum blockchain does not
perfectly match the formal blockchain model specified by Kosba et al [171].
Specifically, the blockchain model by Kosba et al. assumes that every message
(i.e. transaction) will be delivered to the blockchain by the end of each epoch and
that the adversary cannot drop any message. In practice, however, Ethereum
adopts a dictatorship strategy in the mining protocol, and the winning miner
for an epoch can censor transactions for this specific epoch, and thus effectively
this transaction will be deferred to later epochs. Further, in case there are more
incoming transactions than the block size capacity of Ethereum, a backlog of
transactions will build up, and similarly in this case there is also guaranteed
ordering of backlogged transactions. Due to these considerations, we defensively
design our Town Crier contract such that $Gmax -gas sustainability is attained for
Town Crier even if the Deliver transaction arrives after Cancel.

A.2

Proofs of Security

This section contains the proofs of the theorems we stated in Section 2.8.
Theorem 2.1 (Authenticity). Assume that Σsgx and Σ are secure signature schemes.
Then, the full TC protocol achieves authenticity of data feed under Definition 2.2.
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Proof. We show that if the adversary A succeeds in a forgery with non-negligible
probability, we can construct an adversary B that can either break Σsgx or Σ with
non-negligible probability. We consider two cases. The reduction B will flip a
random coin to guess which case it is, and if the guess is wrong, simply abort.

• Case 1: A outputs a signature σ that uses the same pkTC as the SGX functionality Fsgx . In this case, B will try to break Σ. B interacts with a signature
challenger Ch who generates some (pk∗ , sk∗ ) pair, and gives to B the public
key pk∗ . B simulates Fsgx by implicitly letting pkTC := pk∗ . Whenever Fsgx
needs to sign a query, B passes the signing query onto the signature challenger
Ch.
Since data 6= progencl (params), B cannot have queried Ch on a tuple of the form

(_, params, data). Therefore, B simply outputs what A outputs (suppressing
unnecessary terms) as the signature forgery.
• Case 2: A outputs a signature σ that uses a different pkTC as the SGX functionality Fsgx . In this case, B will seek to break Σsgx . B interacts with a signature
challenger Ch, who generates some (pk∗ , sk∗ ) pair, and gives to B the public
key pk∗ . B simulates Fsgx by implicitly setting pksgx := pk∗ . Whenever Fsgx
needs to make a signature with sksgx , B simply passes the signature query
onto Ch. In this case, in order for A to succeed, it must produce a valid signature σatt for a different public key pk0 . Therefore, B simply outputs this as a
signature forgery.

Lemma A.1. CTC will never attempt to send money in Deliver or Cancel that was not
deposited with the given id.
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Proof. First we note that there are only three lines on which CTC sends money:

(2), (3), and (5). Second, for a request id, $f is deposited. Third, because
isCanceled[id] is only set immediately prior to line (5) and line (2) is only reachable if isCanceled[id] is set, it is impossible to reach line (2) without reaching line

(5).
We now consider cases based on which of lines (3) and (5) are reached first
(since at least one must be reached to send any money).

• Line (5) is reached first. In this case, line (5) sends $f − $G∅ and allows $G∅
to remain. Future calls to Cancel with this id will fail the isCanceled[id] not
check assertion, so line (5) can never be reached again with this id. If WTC
invokes Deliver after this point, the first such invocation will satisfy the
predicate on line (1) and proceed to set isDelivered[id] and reach line (2).
Any future entries to Deliver with id will fail to satisfy the predicate on line

(1) and then fail an assertion and abort prior to line (3). Since line (2) sends
$G∅ , the total money sent in connection with id is ($f − $G∅ ) + $G∅ = $f.
• Line (3) is reached first. In this case, line (3) send the full $f immediately
after setting isDelivered[id]. With isDelivered[id] set, any call to Cancel with id
will fail an assertion prior to line (5) and any future call to Deliver with id
will fail to satisfy the predicate on line (1) and also fail an assertion prior to
reaching line (3). Thus no further money will be distributed in connection
with id.

Theorem 2.2 (Gas Sustainability). Town Crier is $Gmax -gas sustainable.
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Proof. By assumption, WTC is seeded with at least $Gmax money. Thus it suffices
to prove that, given an honest Relay, WTC will have at least as much money after
invoking Deliver as it did before.
An honest Relay will never ask for a response for the same id more than
once. Deliver only responds to messages from WTC , and isDelivered[id] is only
set inside Deliver, so therefore we know that isDelivered[id] is not set for this id.
We now consider the case where isCanceled[id] is set upon invocation of Deliver
and the case where it is not.

• isCanceled[id] not set: In this case the predicate on line (1) of the protocol
returns false. Because the Relay is honest, id exists and params = params0 .
The enclave always provides $gdvr = $Gmax (which it has by assumption)
and Request ensures that $f ≤ $Gmax . Thus, coupled with the knowledge
that isDeliver[id] is not set, all assertions pass and we progress through lines

(3) and (4). Now we must show that at line (3) CTC had $f to send and
that the total gas spend to execute Deliver does not exceed $f.
To see that CTC had sufficient funds, we note that upon entry to Deliver,
both isDelivered[id] and isCanceled[id] must have been unset. The first we
showed above. The second is because, given the first, if isCanceled[id] were
set, the predicate on line (1) would have returned true, sending execution
on a path that would not encounter (4). This means that line (5) was never
reached because the preceding line sets isCanceled[id]. Because (2), (3), and

(5) are the only lines that remove money from CTC and $f was deposited
as part of Request, it must be the case that $f is still in the contract.
To see how much gas is spent, we first note that $Gmin is defined to be the
amount of gas needed to execute Deliver along this execution path not
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including line (4). Since $gclbk is set to $f − $Gmin and line (4) is limited to
using $gclbk gas, the total gas spent on this execution of Deliver is at most
$Gmin + ($f − $Gmin ) = $f.
• isCanceled[id] is set: Here the predicate on line (1) returns true. Along this
execution path CTC sends WTC $G∅ and quickly returns. $G∅ is defined as
the amount of gas necessary to execute this execution path, so we need
only show that CTC has $G∅ available to send.
Because isCanceled[id] is set, it must be the case that Cancel was invoked with
id and reached line (5). Gas exhaustion in Cancel is not a concern because it
would abort and revert the entire invocation. This is only possible if the
data retrieval and all assertions in Cancel succeed. In particular, this means
that id corresponds to a valid request which deposited $f. Line (5) returns
$f − $G∅ to CU , but it leaves $Gmin from the original $f. Moreover, if Cancel
is invoked multiple times with the same id, all but the first will fail due to
the assert that isCanceled[id] is not set and the fact that any invocation that
reaches (5) will set isCanceled for that id. Since only lines (2), (3), and (5)
can remove money from CTC and line (3) will never be called in this case,
there will still be exactly $Gmin available when this invocation of Deliver
reaches line (2).

Theorem 2.3 (Fair Expenditure for Honest Requester). For any params and callback,
let $Greq and $F be the respective values chosen by an honest requester for $greq and
$f when submitting the request (params, callback, $f, $greq ). For any such request
submitted by an honest user CU , one of the following holds:
• callback is invoked with a valid datagram matching the request parameters params
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and the requester spends at most $Greq + $Gcncl + $F.
• The requester spends at most $Greq + $Gcncl + $G∅ .

Proof. CU is honest, so she will first spend $Greq to invoke Request(params, callback, $F).
Ethereum does not allow money to change hands without the payer explicitly
sending money. Therefore we must only examine the explicit function invocations and monetary transfers initiated by CU in connection with the request. It
is impossible for CU to lose more money than she gives up in these transactions
even if TC is malicious.

• Request Delivered: If protocol line (4) is reached, then we are guaranteed
that params = params0 and $gdvr ≥ $F. By Theorem 2.1, the datagram must
therefore be authentic for params. Because $F is chosen honestly for callback,
$F − $Gmin is enough gas to execute callback, so callback will be invoked
with a datagram that is a valid and matches the request parameters.
In this case, the honest requester will have spent $Greq to invoke Request
and $F in paying TC’s cost for Deliver. The requester may have also
invoked Cancel at most once at the cost of $Gcncl . While CU may not
receive any refund due to Cancel aborting, CU will still have spent at most
$Greq + $Gcncl + $F.
• Request not Delivered: The request not being delivered means that line (4) is
never reached. This can only happen if Deliver is never called with a valid
response or if isCanceled[id] is set before deliver is called. The only way to
set isCanceled[id] is for CU to invoke Cancel with isDelivered[id] not set. If
deliver is not executed, we assume that an honest requester will eventually
invoke Cancel, so this case will always reach line (5). When line (5) is
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reached, then CU will have spent $Greq + $F while executing Request, and
spent $Gcncl in Cancel and will attempt to retrieve $F − $G∅ .
The retrieval will succeed because CTC will always have the funds to send

CU $F − $G∅ . To see this, Lemma A.1 allows us to consider only Deliver
and Cancel calls associated with id.
Since line (5) is reached, it must be the case the isDelivered[id] is not set. This
means that neither lines (2) nor (3) were reached since the line before each
sets isDelivered[id]. The lines preceding those two and (5) are the only lines
that remove money from the contract. Line (5) cannot have been reached
before because CU is assumed to be honest, so she will not invoke Cancel
twice for the same request and if any other user invokes Cancel for this
0 assertion will fail and the invocation will abort before
request, the CU = CU

line (5). Because none of (2), (3), or (5) has been reached before and CU
deposited $F > $Gmin > $G∅ on Request, it must be the case that CTC has
$F − $G∅ left.
This means the total expenditure in this case will be
$Greq + $Gcncl + $F − ($F − $G∅ )

= $Greq + $Gcncl + $G∅ .

A.3

Applications and Code Samples

We now elaborate on the applications described in Section 2.9.1 and we show
a short Solidity code sample for one of these applications, to demonstrate first245

hand what a requester contract would look like to call Town Crier’s authenticated
data feed service.

Financial derivative (CashSettledPut). Financial derivatives are among the most
commonly cited smart contract applications, and exemplify the need for a data
feed on financial instruments. We implemented an example contract CashSettledPut for a cash-settled put option. This is an agreement for one party to buy
an asset from the other at an agreed upon price on or before a particular date.
It is “cash-settled” in that the sale is implicit, i.e., no asset changes hands, only
cash reflecting the asset’s value. In our implementation, the issuer of the option
specifies a strike price PS , expiration date, unit price PU , and maximum number
of units M she is willing to sell. A customer may send a request to the contract
specifying the number X of option units to be purchased and containing the
associated fee (X · PU ). A customer may then exercise the option by sending
another request prior to the expiration date. CashSettledPut calls TC to retrieve
the closing price PC of the underlying instrument on the day the option was
exercised, and pays the customer X · ( PS − PC ). To ensure sufficient funding to
pay out, the contract must be endowed with ether value at least M · PS .
In Figure A.1 we describe the protocol for CashSettledPut. We omit the full
source code due to length and complexity.

Flight insurance (FlightIns). Flight insurance indemnifies a purchaser should
her flight be delayed or canceled. We have implemented a simple flight insurance
contract called FlightIns. Our implementation showcases TC’s private-datagram
feature to address an obvious concern: customers may not wish to reveal their
travel plans publicly on the blockchain.
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An insurer stands up FlightIns with a specified policy fee, payout, and lead
time ∆T. (∆T is set large enough to ensure that a customer can’t anticipate flight
cancellation or delay due to weather, etc.) To purchase a policy, a customer
sends the FlightIns a ciphertext C under the TC’s pubic key pkTC of the ICAO
flight number FN and scheduled time of departure TD for her flight, along with
the policy fee. FlightIns sends TC a private-datagram request containing the
current time T and the ciphertext C. TC decrypts C and checks that the lead time
meets the policy requirement, i.e., that TD − T ≥ ∆T. TC then scrapes a flight
information data source several hours after TD to check the flight status, and
returns to FlightIns predicates on whether the lead time was valid and whether
the flight has been delayed or canceled. If both predicates are true, then FlightIns
returns the payout to the customer. Note that FN is never exposed in the clear.
Despite the use of private datagrams, FlightIns as described here still poses a
privacy risk, as the timing of the predicate delivery by TC leaks information about
TD , which may be sensitive information; this, and the fact that the payout is
publicly visible, could also indirectly reveal FN. FlightIns addresses this issue by
including in the private datagram request another parameter t > TD specifying
the time at which predicates should be returned. By randomizing t and making
t − TD sufficiently large, FlightIns can substantially reduce the leakage of timing
information.
In Fig. A.2 we include a full implementation of FlightIns in Solidity.

Steam Marketplace (SteamTrade). Steam [22] is an online gaming platform that
supports thousands of games and maintains its own marketplace, where users
can trade, buy, and sell games and other virtual items. We implement a contract
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for the sale of games and items for ether that showcases TC’s support for custom
datagrams through the use of Steam’s access-controlled API.
A user intending to sell items creates a contract SteamTrade with her Steam
account number IDS , a list L of items for sale, a price P, and a ciphertext C under
the TC’s public key pkTC of her Steam API key. In order to purchase the list of
items, a buyer first uses a Steam client to create a trade offer requesting each
item in L. The buyer then submits to SteamTrade her Steam account number IDU ,
a length of time TU indicating how long the seller has to respond to the offer,
and an amount of ether equivalent to the price P. SteamTrade sends TC a custom
datagram containing the current time T, IDU , TU , L, and the encrypted API key C.
TC decrypts C to obtain the API key, delays for time TU , then retrieves all trades
between the two accounts using the provided API key within that time period.
TC verifies whether or not a trade exactly matching the items in L successfully
occurred between the two accounts and returns the result to SteamTrade. If
such a trade occurred, SteamTrade sends the buyer’s ether to the seller’s account.
Otherwise the buyer’s ether is refunded.
In Fig. A.3 we describe the protocol for SteamTrade. We again omit the full
source code due to length and complexity.
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CashSettledPut blockchain contract
Constants
Tstock := Town Crier stock info request type
$FTC := fee payed to TC for datagram delivery
Functions
Init: On recv (CTC , ticker, PS , PU , M, expr, $f) from Wissuer
Assert $f = ( PS − PU ) · M + $FTC
Save all inputs and Wissuer to storage.
Buy: On recv ( X, $f) from WU :
Assert isRecovered not set
and timestamp < expr
and Wbuyer not set
and X ≤ M
and $f = ( X · PU )
Set Wbuyer = WU
Save X to storage
Send ( PS − PU )( M − X ) to Wissuer
// Hold PS · X + $FTC
Put: On recv () from Wbuyer :
and timestamp < expr
and isPut not set
Set isPut
params := [ Tstock , ticker]
callback := this.Settle
CTC .Request(params, callback, $FTC )
Settle: On recv (id, P) from CTC :
If P ≥ PS
Send PS · X to Wissuer
Return
Send ( PS − P) X to Wbuyer
Send all money in contract to Wissuer
Send P · X to Wissuer
Recover: On recv () from Wissuer :
and isPut not set
and isRecovered not set
and (Wbuyer not set
or timestamp ≥ expr)
Set isRecovered
Send all money in contract to Wissuer
Figure A.1: The CashSettledPut application contract.
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// A simple flight insurance contract using Town Crier ’s private datagram .
contract FlightIns {
uint
constant TC_REQ_TYPE = 0;
uint
constant TC_FEE
= (35000 + 20000) * 5 * 10**10;
uint
constant FEE
= 10**18;
//
$5 in wei
uint
constant PAYOUT
= 2 * 10**19; // $200 in wei
uint32 constant MIN_DELAY
= 30;
// The function identifier in Solidity is the first 4 bytes
// of the sha3 hash of the functions ’ canonical signature .
// This contract ’s callback is bytes4 ( sha3 (" pay ( uint64 , bytes32 ) ") )
bytes4 constant CALLBACK_FID = 0 x3d622256 ;
TownCrier tc ;
address [2**64] requesters ;
// Constructor which sets the address of the Town Crier contract .
function FlightIns ( TownCrier _tc ) public {
tc = _tc ;
}
// A user can purchase insurance
// encFN is an encryption of the
// as well as the time when Town
function insure ( bytes32 [] encFN )
if ( msg . value != FEE ) return ;

through this entry point .
flight number and date
Crier should respond to the request .
public {

// Adding money to a function call involves calling ". value () "
// on the function itself before calling it with arguments .
uint64 requestId =
tc . request . value ( TC_FEE ) ( TC_REQ_TYPE , this , CALLBACK_FID , encFN ) ;
requesters [ requestId ] = msg . sender ;
}
// This is the entry point for Town Crier to respond to a request .
function pay ( uint64 requestId , bytes32 delay ) public {
// Check that this is a response from Town Crier
// and that the ID is valid and unfulfilled .
address requester = requesters [ requestId ];
if ( msg . sender != address ( tc ) requester == 0) return ;
if ( uint ( delay ) >= MIN_DELAY ) {
address ( requester ) . send ( PAYOUT ) ;
}
requesters [ requestId ] = 0;
}
}

Figure A.2: Solidity code for the FlightIns application contract.
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SteamTrade blockchain contract
Constants
Tsteam := Town Crier Steam trade request type
$FTC := fee payed to TC for datagram delivery
Functions
Init: On recv (CTC , IDS , encAPI S , List I , P) from WS :
Save all inputs and WS to storage.
Buy: On recv (IDU , TU , $f) from WU :
Assert $f = P
params := [encAPI S , IDU , TU , List I ]
callback := this.Pay
id := CTC .Request(params, callback, $FTC )
Store (id, WU )
Pay: On recv (id, status) from CTC :
Retrieve and remove stored (id, WU )
// Abort if not found
If status > 0
Send $Fprice to Wseller
Else
send $Fprice to WU
Figure A.3: The FlightIns application contract.
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APPENDIX B
DECO

B.1

B.1.1

Protocols details for GCM

Preliminaries

GCM is an authenticated encryption with additional data (AEAD) cipher. To
encrypt, the GCM cipher takes as inputs a tuple (k, IV, M, A): a secret key, an initial vector, a plaintext of multiple AES blocks, and additional data to be included
in the integrity protection; it outputs a ciphertext C and a tag T. Decryption
reverses the process. The decryption cipher takes as input (k, IV, C, A, T ) and
first checks the integrity of the ciphertext by comparing a recomputed tag with
T, then outputs the plaintext.
The ciphertext is computed in the counter mode: Ci = AES(k, inci ( IV )) ⊕
Mi where inci denotes incrementing IV for i times (the exact format of inc is
immaterial.)
The tag Tag(k, IV, C, A) is computed as follows. Given a vector X ∈ F2m128 ,
the associated GHASH polynomial PX : F2128 → F2128 is defined as PX (h) =
∑im=1 Xi · hm−i+1 with addition and multiplication done in F2128 . Without loss of
generality, suppose A and C are properly padded. Let ` A and `C denote their
length. A GCM tag is
Tag(k, IV, C, A) := AES(k, IV ) ⊕ PAkC k` A k`C (h)
where h = AES(k, 0).
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(B.1)

When GCM is used in TLS, each plaintext record D is encrypted as follows.
A unique nonce n is chosen and the additional data κ is computed as a concatenation of the sequence number, version, and length of D. GCM encryption
is invoked to generate the payload record as M = nkGCM(k, n, D, κ ). We refer
readers to [110] for a complete specification.

B.1.2

Query execution

The 2PC protocols for verifying tags and decrypting records are specified
in Fig. B.1.

Tag creation/verification.

Computing or verifying a GCM tag involves eval-

uating Eq. (B.1) in 2PC. A challenge is that Eq. (B.1) involves both arithmetic
computation (e.g., polynomial evaluation in F2128 ) as well as binary computation
(e.g., AES). Performing multiplication in a large field in a binary circuit is expensive, while computing AES (defined in GF(28 )) in F2128 incurs high overhead.
Even if the computation could somehow separated into two circuits, evaluating
the polynomial alone—which takes approximately 1,000 multiplications in F2128
for each record—would be unduly expensive.
Our protocol removes the need for polynomial evaluation. The actual 2PC
protocol involves only binary operations and thus can be done in a single circuit.
Moreover, the per-record computation is reduced to only one invocation of
2PC-AES.

The idea is to compute shares of hi (in a 2PC protocol) in a preprocessing
phase at the beginning of a session. The overhead of preprocessing is amortized
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over the session because the same h used for all records that follow. With shares

of hi , P and V can compute shares of a polynomial evaluation PAkC k` A k`C (h)
locally. They also compute AES(k, IV ) in 2PC to get a share of Tag(k, IV, C, A).
In total, only one invocation of 2PC-AES in needed to check the tag for each
record.
It is critical that V never responds to the same IV more than once; otherwise

P would learn h. Specifically, in each response, V reveals a blinded linear
combination of her shares { hV ,i } in the form of L IV,X = AES(k, IV ) ⊕ ∑i Xi · hV ,i .
It is important that the value is blinded by AES(k, IV ) because a single unblinded
linear combination of { hV ,i } would allow P to solve for h. Therefore, if V
responds to the same IV twice, the blinding can be removed by adding the two
responses (in F2128 ): L IV,X ⊕ L IV,X 0 = ∑i ( Xi + Xi0 ) · hV ,i . This follows from the
nonce uniqueness requirement of GCM [220].

Encrypting/decrypting records.

Once tags are properly checked, decryption of

records is straightforward. P and V simply compute AES encryption of inci ( IV )
with 2PC-AES. A subtlety to note is that V must check that the counters to be
encrypted have not been used as IV previously. Otherwise P would learn h to P
in a manner like that outlined above.

B.1.3

Proof Generation

Revealing a block.

P wants to convince V that an AES block Bi is the ith block

in the encrypted record rec.
ˆ The proof strategy is as follows: 1) prove that AES
block Bi encrypts to the ciphertext block B̂i and 2) prove that the tag is correct.
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Proving the correct encryption requires only 1 AES in ZKP. Naïvely done, proving
the correct tag incurs evaluating the GHASH polynomial of degree 512 and 2
AES block encryptions in ZKP.
We manage to achieve a much more efficient proof by allowing P to reveal
two encrypted messages AES(k, IV ) and AES(k, 0) to V , thus allowing V to verify
the tag (see Eq. (B.1)). P only needs to prove the correctness of encryption in ZK
and that the key used corresponds to the commitment, requiring 2 AES and 1
SHA-2 (P commits to kP by revealing a hash of the key). Thus, the total cost is 3
AES and 1 SHA-2 in ZKP.

Revealing a TLS record.

The proof techniques are a simple extension from the

above case. P reveals the entire record rec and proves correct AES encryption of
all the AES blocks, resulting in a total 514 AES and 1 SHA-2 in ZKP.

Revealing a TLS record except for a block.

Similar to the above case, P proves

encryption of all the blocks in the record except one, resulting in a total 513 AES
and 1 SHA-2 in ZKP.

B.2

Security proofs

Recall Theorem 3.1. We now prove that the protocol in Fig. 3.7 securely realizes

FOracle . Specifically, we show that for any real-world adversary A, we can
construct an ideal world simulator Sim, such that for all environments Z , the
ideal execution with Sim is indistinguishable from the real execution with A. We
refer readers to [198, 70] for simulation-based proof techniques.
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Proof. Recall that we assume S is honest throughout the protocol. Hence, we
only consider cases where A maliciously corrupts either P or V . This means that
we only need to construct ideal-world simulators for the views of P and V .

Malicious P .

We wish to show the prover-integrity guarantee. Basically, if V

receives (b, S), then P must have input some θs such that S(Query(θs )) = R and
b = Stmt( R).
Given a real-world PPT adversary A, Sim proceeds as follows:

1. Sim runs A, FZK and F2PC internally. Sim forwards any input z from Z to A
and records the traffic going to and from A.
2. Upon request from A, Sim runs 3P-HS as V (using F2PC as a sub-routine).
During 3P-HS, when A outputs a message m intended for S , Sim forwards it
to FOracle as (sid, S , m) and forwards (sid, m) to A if it receives any messages
from FOracle . By the end, Sim learns YP , sV , kMAC
.
V
3. Upon request from A, Sim runs 2PC-HMAC as V , using kMAC
as input. Again,
V
Sim uses F2PC as a sub-routine to run 2PC-HMAC and forwards messages to

S as above and forwards the response from S to A. Sim records the messages
between A and S during this stage in ( Q̂, R̂). Note that these are ciphertext
records.
MAC
4. When A sends (sid, Q̂, R̂, kMAC
).
P ), reply with (sid, kV

5. Upon receiving (sid, “prove”, x, w) (with x = (kEnc , θs , Q, R) and w =

( Q̂, R̂, kMAC , b)) from A, Sim checks that Q̂ = CBC_HMAC(kEnc , kMAC , Q),
R̂ = CBC_HMAC(kEnc , kMAC , R), and that Query(θs ) = Q.
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6. If all of the above checks passed, Sim sends θs to FOracle and instructs FOracle
to send the output to V . Sim outputs whatever A outputs.

Now we argue that the ideal execution with Sim is indistinguishable from the
real execution with A.
Hybrid H1 is the real-world execution of ProtDECO .
Hybrid H2 is the same as H1 , except that Sim simulates A, FZK and F2PC
internally. Sim records and forwards its private θs input to A. For each step of
ProtDECO , Sim forwards all messages between A and V and A and S , as in the
real execution. Since the simulation of ideal functionality is perfect, H1 and H2
are indistinguishable.
Hybrid H3 is the same as H2 , except that V sends input to FOracle , which
sends it to Sim and Sim simulates V internally. Specifically, Sim samples ŝV and
uses ŝV · Y to derive a share of the MAC key K̂, which it uses in the sequential
MAC
2PC-HMAC invocations. Upon receiving (sid, Q̂, R̂, kMAC
)
P ), Sim sends (sid, kV

to A. If Sim receives (sid, “prove”, x, w), it internally forwards it to FZK , verifies
its output as V and also, sends θs to FOracle . The indistinguishability between H2
and H3 is immediate because ŝV is uniformly random.
Hybrid H4 is the same as H3 , except Sim adds the checks in Step 5. The
indistinguishability between H3 and H4 can be shown by checking that if any
of the checks fails, V would abort the real-world execution as well. There are
two reasons that Sim may abort: 1) Q, R from A is not originally from S , or 2)
kEnc , kMAC from A is not the same key as derived during the handshake. We now
show that both conditions would trigger V to abort in H3 as well except with
negligible probability.
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• Assuming DL is hard in the group used in the handshake, A cannot learn
ŝV . Furthermore, due to the security of 2PC, A cannot learn the session MAC
key kMAC . If A maliciously selects ŶP correlated with ŶV , it would have to
find the discrete log of ŶP − YV , denoted ŝ P . Without such a ŝ P , except with
MAC of 3P-HS would fail
negligible probability, the output shares K̂VMAC and K̂P

to verify a MAC from an honest server whose MAC key is derived using ŶP in
2PC-HMAC, later in the protocol.
• The unforgeability guarantee of HMAC ensures that without knowledge of
kMAC , A cannot forge tags that verifies against kMAC (checked by V in the last
step of ProtDECO ).
• If A sends a different (kEnc , kMAC ) pair than that derived during the handshake
to Sim and the decryption and MAC check succeeds, then A would have
broken the receiver-binding property of CBC-HMAC [139].

It remains to show that H4 is exactly the same the ideal execution. Due to
Step 5 and 6, FOracle delivers (sid, Stmt( R), S) to V only if ∃θs from A such that
R is the response from S to Query(θs ).

Malicious V .

As the verifier is corrupt, we are interested in showing the verifier-

integrity and privacy guarantees. Sim proceeds as follows:

1. Sim runs A, FZK and F2PC internally to simulate the real-world interaction
with the prover P . Given input z from the environment Z , Sim forwards it to

A.
2. Upon receipt of Query and Stmt from A, forward them to FOracle and instruct
it to send them to P .
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3. After P sends θs to FOracle , FOracle sends the output (sid, Q, R) to P . Sim gets

(sid, Stmt( R), S) from FOracle and learns the record sizes | Q|, | R|.
4. Send (sid, S , handshake) to FOracle , where handshake contains client handshake
messages and receive certificate and signatures of S from FOracle . Note that
at the end of the server handshake, P receives and sends finished messages,
which we denote “serverFinished” and “proverFinished”. The finished messages include HMAC tags, which we denote τS and τP (tags on S and P ’s
messages respectively).
5. Upon request from A, Sim runs 3P-HS as P , using the server handshake
messages received in the previous step, learning s P , YV , kEnc , kMAC
P .
6. Sim starts 2PC-HMAC as P to compute a tag τq on a random Q0 ←$ {0, 1}|Q| .
7. Sim uses a random key k̂ to compute a tag τr on a random R0 ←$ {0, 1}| R| .
8. Let Q̂ = CBC(kEnc , Q0 kτq ) and R̂ = CBC(kEnc , R0 kτr ). At the commit phase,
MAC
Sim sends encrypted data (sid, Q̂, R̂, kMAC
from A.
P ) to A and receives kV

9. Sim asserts that the handshake tag τS = HMAC(kMAC , “serverFinished”) and
that τP = HMAC(kMAC , “proverFinished”).
10. Sim asserts that τq = HMAC(kMAC , Q0 ).
11. To simulate the appropriate delay, Sim also runs a dummy computation
HMAC(kMAC , R0 ) in paralell with Step 9.
12. Sim sends (sid, “proof”, 1, ( Q̂, R̂, kMAC , Stmt( R))) to A and outputs whatever

A outputs.

We argue that the ideal execution with Sim is indistinguishable from the real
execution with A in a series hybrid worlds.
Hybrid H1 is the real-world execution of ProtDECO .
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Hybrid H2 is the same as H1 , except that Sim simulates FZK and F2PC internally. Sim also invokes FOracle and gets (sid, Stmt( R), S), learns record sizes

| Q|, | R|. Since the simulation of ideal functionality is perfect, H1 and H2 is
indistinguishable.
Hybrid H3 is the same as H2 , except that Sim simulates P . Specifically, Sim
samples s P and uses s P · Y to derive a share of the MAC key kMAC
P . Then, Sim
uses kMAC
and a random Q0 = {0, 1}|Q| as inputs to 2PC-HMAC and receives the
P
tag τq . Then, Sim uses a random key k̂, and a random R0 = {0, 1}| R| to compute
a dummy tag τr . Afterwards, Sim commits, i.e., sends encryption of Q0 and R0
to A. Sim also adds the checks in Step 9 and 10. To simulate the appropriate
delay for checking a tag on R0 , a plaintext of length | R|, Sim runs a dummy tag
computation. Finally, Sim skips invoking FZK and directly provides A with the
output obtained earlier from FOracle , i.e., Stmt( R), alongwith kMAC , i.e. the tuple

(sid, “proof”, 1, ( Q̂, R̂, kMAC , Stmt( R))). A cannot distinguish between the real
and ideal executions because:
1. Since input sizes are equal, the number of invocations of 2PC-HMAC is also
equal.
2. In each invocation of 2PC-HMAC and HMAC, A learns one SHA-2 hash of the
input message which is like a random oracle.
3. If the value of kMAC
provided by V is correct, in both the real and ideal world,
V
all tags should verify and the protocol should proceed to the next step and
the time to run the checks should be indistinguishable from the real world.
4. A can provide a malicious kMAC
in two ways:
V
• Malicious kMAC
is provided by V in Step 8: τS and τP will not verify in
V
Step 9. Sim will then abort with the same delay as in the real world.
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• A inputs a malicious kMAC
to the 2PC-HMAC: τq will fail to verify in 10
V
by the same argument as in the malicious P case.
5. Since | Q0 | = | Q| and | R0 | = | R|, their encryptions are also of equal size and
indistinguishable.
6. In the end, A receives the same output as the real execution.

B.3

B.3.1

Details on Key-Value Grammars and Two-Stage Parsing

Preliminaries and notation

We denote context-free grammars as G = (V, Σ, P, S) where V is a set of nonterminal symbols, Σ a set of terminal symbols, P : V → (V ∪ Σ)∗ a set of
productions or rules and S ∈ V the start-symbol. We define production rules
for CFGs in standard notation using ‘-’ to denote a set minus and ‘..’ to denote a
range. For a string w, a parser determines if w ∈ G by constructing a parse tree
for w. The parse tree represents a sequence of production rules which can then
be used to extract semantics.

B.3.2

Key-value grammars

These are grammars with the notion of key-value pairs. These grammars are
particularly interesting for DECO since most API calls and responses are, in fact,
key-value grammars.
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Definition B.1. G is said to be a key-value grammar if there exists a grammar H, such
that given any s ∈ G , s ∈ H, and H can be defined by the following rules:
S → object
object → noPairsString open pair pairs close
pair → start key middle value end
pairs → pair pairs | ""
key → chars
value → chars | object
chars → char chars | ""
char → Unicode - escaped | escape escaped | addedChars
special → startSpecial | middleSpecial | endSpecial
start → unescapeds startSpecial
middle → unescapedm middleSpecial
end → unescapede endSpecial
escaped → special | escape | ...

In Definition B.1, S is the start non-terminal (represents a sentence in H), the
non-terminals open and close demarcate the opening and closing of the set of
key-value pairs and start, middle, end are special strings demarcating the
start of a key-value pair, separation between a key and a value and the end of
the pair respectively.
In order to remove ambiguity in parsing special characters, i.e. characters
which have special meaning in parsing a grammar, a special non-terminal, escape
is used. For example, in JSON, keys are parsed when preceded by ‘whitespace
double quotes’ (“) and succeeded by double quotes. If a key or value expression
itself must contain double quotes, they must be preceded by a backslash (\), i.e.
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escaped. In the above rules, the non-terminal unescaped before special characters
means that they can be parsed as special characters. So, moving forward, we
can assume that the production of a key-value pair is unambiguous. So, if a
substring R0 of a string R in the key-value grammar G parses as a pair, R0 must
correspond to a pair in the parse tree of R.
Note that in Definition B.1, middle cannot derive an empty string, i.e. a nonempty string must mark middle to allow parsing keys from values. However,
one of start and end can have an empty derivation, since they only demarcate
the separation between value in one pair from key in the next. Finally, we note
that in our discussion of two-stage parsing for key-value grammars, we only
we consider permissible paths with the requirement that the selectively opened
string, Ropen corresponds to a pair.

B.3.3

Two-stage parsing for a locally unique key

Many key-value grammars enforce key uniqueness within a scope. For example,
in JSON, it can be assumed that keys are unique within a JSON object, even
though there might be duplicated keys across objects. The two-stage parsing
for such grammars can be reduced to parsing a substring. Specifically, Trans
extracts from R a continuous substring R0 , such that the scope of a pair can be
correctly determined, even within R0 . For instance, in JSON, if consG ,G 0 ( R, R0 )
returns true iff R0 is a prefix of R, then only parsing R0 as a JSON, up to generating
the sub-tree yielding Ropen is sufficient for determining whether a string Ropen
corresponds to the correct context in R.
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B.3.4

Grammars with unique keys

Given a key-value grammar G we define a function which checks for uniqueness
of keys, denoted uG . Given a string s ∈ G and another string k, uG (s, k ) = true iff
there exists at most one substring of s that can be parsed as start k middle. Since
s ∈ G , this means, in any parse tree of s, there exists at most one branch with
node key and derivation k. Let ParserG be a function that returns true if its input
is in the grammar G . We say a grammar G is a key-value grammar with unique keys
if for all s ∈ G and all possible keys k, uG (s, k) = true, i.e. for all strings R, C:

hParserG , Ri ⇒ true
.
huG , ( R, C )i ⇒ true

B.3.5

Concrete two-stage parsing for unique-key grammars

Let U be a unique-key grammar as given above. We assume that U is LL(1). This
is the case for the grammars of interest in Section 3.6. See [140] for a general
LL(1) parsing algorithm.
We instantiate a context function, CTXU for a set T, such that T contains the
permissible paths to a pair for strings in U . We additionally allow CTXU to take
as input an auxiliary restriction, a key k (the specified key in P ’s output Ropen ).
The tuple ( T, k) is denoted S and CTXU (S, · , · ) as CTXU ,S .
Let P be a grammar given by the rule SP → pair, where pair is the nonterminal in the production rules for U and SP is the start symbol in P . We define
ParserP ,k as a function that decides whether a string s is in P and if so, whether
the key in s equals k. On input R, Ropen , CTXU ,S checks that: (a) Ropen is a valid
key-value pair with key k by running ParserP ,k (b) Ropen parses as a key-value
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pair in R by running an LL(1) parsing algorithm to parse R.
To avoid expensive computation of CTXU ,S on a long string R, we introduce
the transformation Trans, to extract the substring R0 of R, such that R0 = Ropen as
per the requirements.
For string s, t, we also define functions substring(s, t), that returns true if t is a
substring of s and equal (s, t) which returns true if s = t. We define consU ,P with
the rule:

hsubstring( R, R0 )i ⇒ true hParserP ,k , R0 i ⇒ true
.
hconsU ,P , ( R, R0 )i ⇒ true
and S0 = {SP }. Meaning, CTXP (S, R0 , Ropen ) = true whenever equal ( R0 , Ropen )
and the rule

hequal, ( R0 , Ropen )i ⇒ b
hCTXP , (S0 , R0 , Ropen )i ⇒ b
holds for all strings R0 , Ropen .
Claim B.1. (consU ,P , S0 ) are correct with respect to S.

Proof. We defer a formal proof and pseudocode for CTXU ,S to a full version, but
the intuition is that if R0 is substring of R, a key-value pair Ropen is parsed
by ParserP , then the same pair must have been a substring of U . Due to
global uniqueness of keys in U , there exists only one such pair Ropen and
CTXU (S, R, Ropen ) must be true.
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Post-handshake protocols for GCM
Private input: kP and kV from P and V respectively

Protocol for preprocessing
On initialization: P (and V ) sends kP and (kV ) to FPP and wait for output { hP ,i }i (and
{ hV ,i }i ).
FPP : After receiving k1 , k2 from two parties, compute h := AES(k1 + k2 , 0). Sample n

n
random numbers { ri }in=1 and compute hi i=1 in F2128 . For i ∈ [n], send ri to player 1
and ri ⊕ hi to player 2.
Protocol for decrypting TLS records
Prover P :
On receiving a record ( IV, C, A, T ) from S :
• Let X = AkC k` A k`C .
• Send (kP , IV ) to FAES-EqM and wait for output cP .
• Send ( IV, X ) to V and wait for the response P.
• Compute T 0 = P + cP + ∑i Xi · hP ,i in F2128 .
• Abort if T 0 6= T. Otherwise, compute K such that Ki = inci ( IV ) for i ∈ [`C ]. Send
(IV, `C , Decrypt) to V .
• Send (kP , K ) to FAES-EqM-Asym as party 1 and wait for output K 0 .
• Decrypt the message as Mi = Ki0 ⊕ Ci .
Verifier V :
On receiving (IV, X) from P :
• If IV found in store, abort. Otherwise store IV and proceed.
• Send (kV , IV ) to FAES-EqM and wait for output cV .
• Compute P = cV + ∑i Xi · hV ,i in F2128
• Send P to P .
On receiving (IV, n, Decrypt) from P :
• Compute K such that Ki = inci ( IV ) for i ∈ [n].
• Abort if any Ki is found in store (as previously used IVs.)
• Send (kV , K ) to FAES-EqM-Asym as party 2.

FAES-EqM : Wait for input (ki , mi ) from party i for i ∈ { 1, 2 }. Abort if m1 6= m2 . Sample
r ←$ F. Compute c = AES(k1 ⊕ k2 , m1 ). Send r to party 1 and c ⊕ r to party 2.
FAES-EqM-Asym : Wait for input (ki , mi ) from party i for i ∈ { 1, 2 }. Abort if m1 6= m2 .
Compute c = AES(k1 ⊕ k2 , m1 ). Send c to party 1 and ⊥ to party 2.

Figure B.1: The post-handshake protocols for AES-GCM.
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APPENDIX C
CHURP

C.1

Security Proof for Opt − CHURP

Recall that a protocol for dynamic-committee proactive secret sharing satisfies
secrecy and integrity. We prove secrecy first.
Secrecy. We consider the handoff protocol of one epoch first. As described in Section 4.5.3, Opt-CHURP consists of three phases: Opt-ShareReduce, Opt-Proactivize
and Opt-ShareDist. Other than the public inputs, the information obtained by the
adversary A is:
Opt-ShareReduce:

• For all corrupt U j in the previous handoff, reduced share B( x, j).
• For
all
corrupt
nodes
Ci
in
n
o
B(i, j), WB(i,j)
(full share B(i, y)).

the

old

committee,

j∈[2t+1]

• For all corrupt U j0 in the new committee selected to participate in the handoff,
n
o
B(i, j), WB(i,j)
(reduced share B( x, j)).
i ∈[2t+1]

Opt-Proactivize:

• For all corrupt nodes U j0 , s j and Q( x, j) = R j ( x ).
• For all corrupt nodes Ci0 in the new committee, Hj and
n
o
sj
g , CZj , WZj (0) , CB0 ( x,j) .
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Opt-ShareDist:

• For all corrupt

Ci0

in the new committee,

n

B0 (i, j), WB0 (i,j)

o
j∈[2t+1]

.

The information above assumes the secrecy of our bivariate 0-sharing protocol,
which we explained in the main body. In addition, note that the public information posted on chain are all commitments of the polynomials. By the hiding
property of the commitment scheme based on the discrete log assumption, the
PPT A learns no extra information from these commitments. To prove secrecy,
we have the following lemmas.
Lemma C.1. If A corrupts no more than t nodes in the old committe node, and no more
than t nodes in U 0 , the information received by A in Opt-ShareReduce is random and
independent of the secret s.

Proof. This is implied by the degree of the bivariate polynomial B( x, y). In the
worst case when all t corrupted nodes are in U and U 0 , A learns 2t reduced shares
B( x, j) and t full shares B(i, y). For a ht, 2ti-bivariate polynomial, any t shares of
B(i, y) and 2t shares of B( x, j) are random and independent of s = B(0, 0).
Moreover, based on the discrete-log assumption, the proofs WB(i,j) are computationally zero-knowledge by the KZG scheme, and the PPT adversary cannot
learn additional information from them.
Lemma C.2. Given a bivariate 0-sharing scheme with secrecy and integrity, if at least
one node is honest in Opt-Proactivize, Q( x, y) is randomly generated.

Proof. Any 2t + 1 degree t univariate polynomials Q( x, j) uniquely define a ht, 2tibivariate polynomial. Therefore, as long as one node is honest and generates a
random degree t polynomial, Q( x, y) is randomly generated to mask B( x, y).
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Similar to the proof above, the hashes and commitments do not leak additional information to a PPT adversary A.

Lemma C.3. If A corrupts no more than t nodes in the new committee C 0 , the information received by A in Opt-ShareDist is random and independent of the secret
s.

Proof. By Lemma C.1, Q( x, y) is randomly generated, thus B0 ( x, y) = B( x, y) +
Q( x, y) is independent of B( x, y). Regardless of the number of nodes corrupted
by A in U 0 , A receives no more than t out of n0 shares of B0 (i, y) in Opt-ShareDist.
As the degree of B0 ( x, y) is ht, 2ti and is independent of B( x, y), these shares are
random and independent of s. Again, the proofs in the second part do not leak
additional information.

By Lemma C.1, C.2 and C.3, A does not learn any information about s in
consecutive epochs. The secrecy of the scheme follows by induction.
Integrity. For integrity, we have the following lemmas.
Lemma C.4. After Opt-ShareReduce, at least t + 1 honest nodes U j0 can successfully
reconstruct B( x, j).

Proof. As the number of nodes in the old committee n ≥ 2t + 1, each node U j0
receives at least t + 1 correct shares of B(i, j). As the degree on the first variable
of B( x, y) is t, U j0 can reconstruct B( x, j) successfully. Finally, as the number of
nodes in U 0 is 2t + 1, there are at least t + 1 honest nodes.
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Lemma C.5. Assuming the correctness of the bivariate 0-sharing scheme, after OptProactivize, either honest nodes U j0 hold the correct shares of B0 ( x, j) such that B0 (0, 0) =
B(0, 0) = s and their commitments CB0 ( x,j) are on-chain, or at least t + 1 honest nodes
in C 0 output fail.

Proof. By line 15 in Figure 4.8, { gs j , CZj , WZj (0) , CB0 ( x,j) } is consistent with the hash
Hj posted on chain by U j0 . If CZj is not a univariate polynomial with constant
term 0, by line 16, VerifyEval outputs false and Ci0 outputs fail by the soundness
of KZG. Otherwise, by the second check of line 16, CB0 ( x,j) is the commitment of a
polynomial B0 ( x, j) with constant term B( x, j) + s j . Finally, by the check of line
+1
2t
0
17, by the discrete-log assumption, ∑2t
j=1 s j λ j = 0. Therefore, B (0, 0) = B (0, 0)

because of the property of Lagrange coefficients.

By Lemma C.4 and C.5, if Opt-ShareReduce and Opt-Proactivize do not fail,
all nodes U j0 hold the correct shares of B0 ( x, j) such that B0 (0, 0) = B(0, 0) = s
and their commitments CB0 ( x,j) are on the chain. In Opt-ShareDist, each node

Ci0 receives 2t + 1 shares of B0 (i, j) from all U j0 s. By the soundness of the KZG
scheme, if any of these shares is corrupt, VerifyEval rejects, and honest nodes in

C 0 output fail. Otherwise, with 2t + 1 correct shares of B0 (i, j), Ci0 can successfully
reconstruct B0 (i, y), which completes the proof of integrity.

C.2

CHURP Pessimistic paths

In this section, we present protocols for the two pessimistic paths of CHURP:
Exp-CHURP-A and Exp-CHURP-B.
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KZG Commitment
(sk, pk) ← Keygen(1λ , q): Select a bilinear group ( p, G, GT , e, g) ← BilGen(1λ ) and s
2
q
randomly in Z∗p . Set sk = s and pk = gs , gs , . . . , gs .
Cφ ← Commit(φ( x ), pk): Compute Cφ = gφ(s) using pk.
(φ(i ), Wi ) ← CreateWitness(φ( x ), i, pk): Compute φ( x ) − φ(i ) = ( x − i )w( x ), set Wi =
gw(s) .

{True, False} ← VerifyEval(Cφ , i, φ(i ), Wi , pk): Output True if e(Cφ /gφ(i) , g) =
e( gs−i , Wi ). Otherwise, output False.

Figure C.1: Protocols of KZG commitment scheme.

C.2.1

Exp-CHURP-A

This path is invoked when a failure occurs in Opt-CHURP. As mentioned before, the pessimistic paths use on-chain communication only. The first phase
is the same as Opt-ShareReduce, and is not re-executed if Opt-ShareReduce ends
successfully.
In Exp-Proactivize, we use a different zero-sharing protocol, allowing honest
parties to avoid re-execution of the protocol in case of corruption — they can
simply discard the shares generated by the adversarial nodes. Messages are encrypted under the receiver’s public key and posted on-chain, so that a verifiable
accusation can be performed in case of a corruption.
If any adversary in U 0 is expelled in this phase, we ask members in the old
committee to publish the shares and witnesses sent to the adversarial nodes
during Opt-ShareReduce on-chain. Thus, all honest parties have access to reduced
shares that belong to adversarial nodes, which allows them to reconstruct the
full shares in the next phase.
In Exp-ShareDist, to allow identification of malicious nodes, members post
all messages on-chain in contrast to the optimistic path. Exp-Proactivize and Exp271

Exp-Proactivize
n

Public Input: CB(x,j)

o

j∈[2t+1]
Input: Set of 2t + 1 nodes {U j0 } j∈[2t+1] . Each node U j0 is given B( x, j)
Output: U j0 outputs B0 ( x, j) for a degree-ht, 2ti bivariate polynomial
B0 (0, 0) = B(0, 0)

n
o
Public Output: CB0 (x,j)

B0 ( x, y) with

j∈[2t+1]

node Ui0 :

Generate sij

j∈[2t+1]

+1 2t
that form a 0-sharing i.e., ∑2t
j=1 λ j sij = 0.

Publish { gsij } j∈[2t+1] , {Encpkj [sij ]} j∈[2t+1] and zk proofs of correctness of the encryptions on-chain.
node U j0 :
Decrypt {Encpkj [sij ]} from node i and verify sij using gsij on-chain.
node U j0 :
0
If any adversarial node i is detected in step 9, add it to Ucorrupted
, and publish s ji .

Set s j = ∑i∈U 0 \U 0
sij .
corrupted
Execute step 7-9, 11-12 of Opt-Proactivize in Figure 4.8, with messages posted on the
chain in step 12.
node Ci0
0
Execute step 16 of Opt-Proactivize in Figure 4.8. If it outputs fail, add j to Ucorrupted
.
0
Nodes in U discard shares by executing step 12 again.
node Ci :

 For all malicious nodes j detected in step 9 and 15, publish point and witness
B(i, j), wi,j on-chain.

Figure C.2: Exp-Proactivize protocol.
ShareDist are presented in Figure C.2 and C.3. The overall on-chain complexity
of Exp-CHURP-A is O(n2 ).

C.2.2

State Verification Details

Failure. There are two possible reasons that may cause StateVerif to fail: either the
commitments are computed incorrectly by adversarial nodes, or the assumptions
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in the KZG scheme fails. We further perform the following test to determine the
reason.
We make use of the on-chain KZG commitments (published in CHURP) to
0

verify the commitments Zi = gsi and Zirnd = gsi . Each node i posts exponents of
0

their state { g B (i,j) } ∀ j ∈ [2t + 1], and their witness w0j,i to the KZG polynomial
commitments CB0 ( x,j) on-chain (each node already has these witnesses at the
Exp-ShareDist
n

Public Input: CB0 (x,j)

o

j∈[2t+1]
0
Input: Set of nodes {Ci }i∈[n0 ] . Let U 0
Output: ∀i ∈ [n0 ], Ci0 outputs B0 (i, y)
node U j0 :

= {C j0 } j∈[2t+1] , each node U j0 is given B0 ( x, j)

0

0
0
∀i ∈ [n0 ], publish Enc pki ( B0 (i, j)), g B (i,j) , wi,j
on-chain, where wi,j
=
0
CreateWitness( B ( x, j), i ). Also publish zk proofs of correctness of the encryption.

node Ci0 :
n
o
0
Decrypt the message on-chain to get B0 (i, j), wi,j

j∈[2t+1]

0
0 ). If any of the checks fail,
∀ j ∈ U 0 \ Ucorrupted
, invoke VerifyEval(CB0 (x,j) , i, B0 (i, j), wi,j
0
add j to Ucorrupted

node Ci :
Publish B(i, j), wi,j for any new adversarial node j detected above.
node Ui0 :
Publish sij for any new adversarial node j detected above and discard shares by
executing step 12 in Fig. C.2.
node Ci0 :
0
∀ j ∈ Ucorrupted
, validate their reduced shares posted by the old committee by ∀i ∈ [n],
VerifyEval(CB(x,j) , i, B(i, j), wi,j ).
0
∀ j ∈ Ucorrupted
Interpolate any t + 1 verified points to construct B( x, j). Set B0 (i, j) =
B(i, j) + ∑i∈honest sij

Interpolate all B0 (i, j) for j ∈ [2t + 1] to construct B0 (i, y)
Output the full share B0 (i, y)

Figure C.3: Exp-ShareDist protocol.
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end of Opt-CHURP or Exp-CHURP-A). Then all members verify the message
0

published by node i: VerifyEvalExp(CB0 ( x,j) , i, g B (i,j) , Wj,i ) for j ∈ [2t + 1]. (We
make use of the following additional functionality in KZG scheme that allows
us to verify the exponent of the evaluation without any changes to the scheme:

{True, False} ← VerifyEvalExp(Cφ , i, gφ(i) , Wi ).)
If the checks above pass, all members validate Zi , Zirnd as:
0

+1 B (i,j)
)
∏2t
j =1 ( g

λ2t
j

0

+1 B (i,j)
, Zirnd = ∏2t
)
j =1 ( g

r j λ2t
j

Zi

=

.

If any of the checks above fail, it means the commitments are not correctly
computed. The members can perform a verifiable accusations since all information is on-chain, and then switch to pessimistic path Exp-CHURP-A. Otherwise, it
implies a failure of the assumptions in the KZG scheme. In this case, we switch to
a different pessimistic path Exp-CHURP-B. In this test, each node publishes O(n)
data on-chain, incurring O(n2 ) on-chain cost overall.

C.2.3

Exp-CHURP-B

This pessimistic path is taken only after a detection of breach in the underlying
assumptions of the KZG scheme.
In this path, we use relatively expensive polynomial commitments (Pedersen
commitments) instead of KZG and supports a lower threshold on the number of
adversarial nodes n > 3t. In the share reduction phase, as n > 3t, we rely on the
error correcting mechanisms of Reed-Solomon codes to construct reduced shares,
instead of the verification of KZG scheme. In the proactivization phase and full
share distribution phase, we replace the KZG commitments and verification with
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the Pedersen commitments (step 13 in Figure C.2 and step 5,8,12 in Figure C.3).
Exp-CHURP-B incurs O(n2 ) on-chain cost, assuming n > 3t. Due to the space
limit, we omit the full protocol of Exp-CHURP-B.

C.3

The Static Setting: Improved PSS

We also consider a different and narrower setting, one with a static committee i.e.,
the old and new committees are identical. The adversarial model is also weaker
i.e., corruptions during the handoff phase are counted towards the threshold in
both the adjacent epochs. The handoff in such a setting is simply an update since
the committee is static. Hence, the update protocol consists of a recovery phase,
enabling recovery of lost shares and a refresh phase, updating shares of all nodes.
In this section, we look at different techniques seen in literature for the
static setting. Herzberg et al. [145] introduce this setting and present a protocol,
Herzberg’s PSS. A second technique seen in the literature makes use of bivariate
polynomials. We then present an improved PSS protocol which achieves better
overall performance than any known scheme.
Herzberg’s PSS: This protocol incurs O(n2 ) off-chain communication complexity
for refresh and an expensive O(n2 ) per node recovery (See [145]).
Bivariate Polynomials: One way to avoid the expensive recovery cost is to perform
secret sharing with a bivariate polynomial. This allows for efficient recovery,
i.e., O(n) off-chain communication complexity. As discussed previously in Section 4.4, existing techniques for refresh are expensive costing O(n3 ).
Improved PSS: Much like the dynamic setting, we build an improved PSS protocol
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Off-chain

Recovery
Refresh

State

Univariate [145]

Bivariate

Improved PSS

O ( n2 )
O ( n2 )
O (1)

O(n)
O ( n3 )
O(n)

O(n)
O ( n2 )
O(n)

Table C.1: Comparison of protocols in the static setting with a honest-but-curious
adversary. The original protocol of Herzberg et al. is presented in the univariate
column. Recovery costs are per node. Note that recovery costs of our protocol
are amortized over the total number of nodes being replaced.
using the efficient bivariate 0-sharing technique. This technique brings down
the total communication complexity to just O(n2 ) off-chain. A comparison of
communication costs incurred by different PSS schemes is in Table C.1.
Let C denote the committee, C = C (e−1) = C (e) , comprising n nodes {Ci }in=1 .
The secret is shared using an asymmetric bivariate polynomial B( x, y), s =
B(0, 0). Unlike before, the degree of bivariate polynomial is only ht, ti as we have
a weaker adversary.
Recall that node’s share is a single polynomial B(i, y). In Fig. C.4, we present
the improved PSS assuming a honest-but-curious adversary. Throughout the
protocol, each node sends out atmost O(n) points. Thus, our improved PSS
scheme completes in O(n2 ) off-chain cost.
Active adversaries: In face of adversarial behaviour, multiple reruns of the protocol
might be needed. This is crucial since all the t + 1 received points need to be
correct in order to compute the new share. Adversaries are detectable with the
use of KZG commitments similar to the dynamic setting. We replace the detected
adversarial nodes with uncorrupted nodes from C (guaranteed to find such a
node, |C| ≥ 2t + 1). We stress that this protocol incurs O(n2 ) off-chain cost
even after adapting to handle active adversaries. This is achieved due to the
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Improved-PSS
Input: Set of n nodes C . Each node Ci0 is given a degree-t polynomial B(i, y)
Output: Ci0 outputs B0 (i, y) for a degree-ht, ti bivariate polynomial B0 ( x, y) with
B0 (0, 0) = B(0, 0)
Order nodes in C based on the lexicographic ordering determined by public keys
Choose first t + 1 nodes, U ⊂ C , |U | = t + 1
node Ci :
send B(i, j) to node U j , ∀ j ∈ [t + 1]
node U j :
Reconstruct degree-t polynomial B( x, j)
Invoke (t, t + 1)-UnivariateZeroShare among U generating shares {s j } j , ∀ j ∈ [t + 1]
node U j :
Generate a degree-t polynomial Q( x, j) s.t. Q(0, j) = s j
Update the reconstructed polynomial B0 ( x, j) = B( x, j) + Q( x, j)
send B0 (i, j) to each node i ∈ C
node Ci :
Construct degree-t polynomial B0 (i, y) using t + 1 received points

Figure C.4: Improved PSS for static setting, honest-but-curious adversary.
following key property: Honest nodes never rerun any phase of the protocol.
This is possible by making a slight modification to the univariate 0-sharing (step
9): invoke (t, n)-UnivariateZeroShare among all nodes in C instead of executing it
in a subset of nodes only. Observe that the set of univariate polynomials held by
any t + 1-sized subset in C defines a 0-hole bivariate polynomial. Thus, reruns
are executed only by the new uncorrupt nodes that replace the detected faulty
nodes.
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C.4

C.4.1

Changing the threshold

Increasing the threshold: te > te−1

Note that a change of the threshold reflects that of the adversary’s power, i.e.,
the number of nodes it can corrupt in the committee C (e−1) and C (e) , respectively.
Therefore extra care is needed if we were to increase the power of the adversary
(i.e. te > te−1 ). Similar to [226], increasing the threshold takes two steps: first,
a handoff is executed between C (e−1) and C (e) assuming the threshold doesn’t
change; then we increase the threshold to te after the handoff. As illustrated
below, the new threshold takes effect after the handoff.
threshold te−1
handoff

committee C (e−1)

threshold te

t e −1 , t e
committee C (e)
handoff
epoch e + 1

epoch e

Specifically, to increase the threshold, (te−1 , te )-handoff runs the proactivization phase with parameters t = te . That is, during the proactivization protocol, a
bivariate polynomial Q( x, y) of degree (te , 2te ) is generated such that Q(0, 0) = 0.
Each node i holds a te -degree polynomial Q( x, i ) and commitments to { Q( x, i ) }i
are publicly available. The rest of the proactivization follows without modification, besides now each node i holds two polynomials with different degrees:
B0 ( x, i ) that is te−1 -degree while Q( x, i ) is te -degree. Thus the proactivized global
polynomial B0 ( x, y) is of degree (te , 2te ), concluding the threshold upgrade.
We also need to extend KZG to support dynamic thresholds, i.e., given a
commitment Cφ , it can be publicly verified that φ is at most d-degree. Essentially,
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KZG extended with degree verification
1) (sk, pk) ← Keygen(1λ , q): Select a bilinear group ( p, G, GT , e, g) ← BilGen(1λ ), q + 1
d
group elements { αi }i∈[q] and s randomly in Z∗p . Set sk = s, pk0 = { gs , . . . , gs }, pkd =
d

{ gαd s , . . . gαd s } for d ∈ [q] and pk = {pk0 , pk1 , . . . , pkq }.
2) Cφ ← Commit(φ( x ), pk): Let d = deg(φ). Compute Cφ = (d, gφ(s) , gαd φ(s) ) using pk0
and pkd .
3) (φ(i ), Wi ) ← CreateWitness(φ( x ), i, pk): Compute φ( x ) − φ(i ) = ( x − i )w( x ), set
Wi = gw(s) .
4) {True, False} ← VerifyEval(Cφ , i, φ(i ), Wi , pk): Parse Cφ as (d, C, Cd ). Output True if
e(C/gφ(i) , g) = e( gs−i , Wi ). Otherwise, output False.
5) {True, False} ← VerifyDegree(Cφ ): Parse Cφ as (d, C, Cd ). Output True if e(Cd , g) =
e(C, gαd ). Otherwise, output False.

Figure C.5: KZG [162] extended with degree verification.
the setup phase of the KZG fixes the highest degree (say, D) of polynomials it
can work with. In the setting of a static threshold t, we set D = t and a KZG
commitment can guarantee that hidden polynomials are of degree ≤ t, which is
critical to the correctness of shares. To support dynamic thresholds up to tmax ,
we extend KZG as specified in Fig. C.5 and run the trusted setup with D = tmax .
Our extension relies on the q-PKE [138] assumption.

C.4.2

Decreasing the threshold

The intuition of decreasing the threshold is to create 2 × (te−1 − te ) virtual nodes,
denoted as V , and execute the handoff protocol between C = C (e−1) and C 0 =

C (e) ∪ V , assuming the threshold remains te−1 . A virtual node participates in the
protocol as if an honest player, but exposes its state publicly. At the end of the
handoff protocol, nodes in C 0 incorporate V ’s state and restore the invariants.
The handoff protocol is outlined as follows.
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Decreasing the threshold

1) Choose a subset U ⊆ C 0 of 2te + 1 nodes. For notational simplicity, suppose U =

{ 1, . . . , 2te + 1 } and V = { 2te + 2, . . . , 2te−1 + 1 }. Each node i ∈ U recovers a reduced
( e −1)

share RSi
( e −1)

RS j

( x ) = B( x, i ). In addition, C publishes reduced shares for virtual nodes:

( x ) = B( x, j) for j ∈ V .

2) U executes the proactivization phase and collectively generate a (te , 2te )-degree
bivariate zero-hole polynomial Q( x, y). At the end of this phase, each node i ∈ U has
Q( x, i ).
2te−1

3) Let V = ∑ j∈V λ j

( e −1)

(0). Each node i ∈ U incorprates virtual nodes’ state and


2t
λ i e −1
(e)
( e −1)
V
( x ) + 2te−1
updates its state as RSi ( x ) = 2te
RSi
+ Q( x, i ) where λ2te−1
RS j

λi

and

λ2te

λi

(2te +1)

are Lagrange coefficients for corresponding thresholds. One can verify that

(e)

RSi ( x ) are 2te -sharing of the secret, i.e., B(0, 0) can be calculated from any 2te + 1 of
(e)

RSi ( x ).
(e)

4) Each node i ∈ U sends to every node j ∈ C 0 a point RSi ( j). The full share of each
(e)

node j ∈ C 0 consists of 2te + 1 points { RSi ( j) = B0 (i, j)}i∈U , from which j can compute
FS j (y) = B0 ( j, y).

(e)

The updated reduced shares RSi ( x ) can be verified using the published
( e −1)

value V, and the commitment to RSi

( x ) and Q( x, i ). At the end, each node

i has 2te + 1 points on B0 (i, y). It remains to show that { FS j (y) = B0 ( j, y)} j
e +1 t e
form a te -sharing of B(e) (0, 0), which can be checked by ∑it=
1 λi FSi (0) =

2t

∑ j=e1−1

+1

2te−1

λj

( e −1)

RS j

(0) = B(0, 0).

Several optimizations are possible. For example, one can reduce the degree
(e)

of RSi ( x ) to te (as opposed to te−1 currently) by building new polynomials
( e −1)

and proving equivalence to RSi

( x ). We leave further optimization for future

work.
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APPENDIX D
REM

D.1

D.1.1

Tolerating Compromised SGX Nodes: Details

Mining Rate Estimation

We start by discussing how to statistically infer the power of a CPU from its
blocks in the blockchain. Reading the difficulty of each block in the main chain
and the rate of blocks from a specific CPU, we can estimate a lower bound of that
CPU’s power – it follows directly from the rate of its blocks. It is a lower bound
since the CPU might not be working continuously, and the estimate’s accuracy
increases with the number of available blocks.
Recall Cmi is the blocks mined by miner mi so far. Cmi may contain multiple
blocks, perhaps with varying difficulties. Without loss of generality, we write
the difficulty as a function of time, d(t). The difficulty is the probability for a
single instruction to yield a win. Denote the power of the miner, i.e., its mining
rate, by ratei . Therefore in a given time interval of length T, the number of blocks
mined by a specific CPU obeys Poisson distribution (since CPU rates are high
and the win probability is small, it’s appropriate to approximate a Binomial
distribution by a Poisson distribution,) and with rate ratei Td(t). Further, under
independence assumption, the mining process of a specific CPU is specified by
a Poisson process with rate λi (t) = ratei d(t), the product of the probability and
the miner’s rate ratei .
There are many methods to estimate the mean of a Poisson distribution.
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Knowing rates for all miners, the rate of the strongest CPU (ratebest ) can be
estimated. The challenge here is to limit the influence of adversarial nodes. To
this end, instead of finding the strongest CPU directly, we approximate ratebest
based on rateρ (e.g. f 90% ), namely the ρ−percentile fastest miner.

Bootstrapping. During the launch of a cryptocurrency, it could be challenging
to estimate the mining power of the population accurately, potentially leading
to poisoning attacks by an adversary. At this early stage, it makes sense to
hardwire a system estimate of the maximum mining power of honest miners
into the system and set conditions (e.g., a particular mining rate or target date)
to estimate ratebest as we propose above. If the cryptocurrency launches with a
large number of miners, an even simpler approach is possible before switching
to ratebest estimation: We can cap the total number of blocks that any one node
can mine, a policy we illustrate below. (See Psimple .)

D.1.2

Security game definition

We model REM as an interaction among three entities: a blockchain consensus
algorithm, an adversary, and a set of honest miners. Their behavior together
defines a security game, which we define formally below. We characterize the
three entities respectively as (ideal) programs progchain , progA , and progm , which
we now define.

Blockchain consensus algorithm (progchain ). A consensus algorithm determines
which valid blocks are added to a blockchain C. We assume that underlying
consensus and fork resolution are instantaneous; loosening this assumption does
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progchain [ P]
State:
C: the chain
On receive “init”:
C := ∅
d : = d0
Send (C, P, d) to all miners
On receive “submit” B from m:
if P(C, B) = accept:
C ← C ∪ { B}
d ← adjust(C, d)
Send (C, P, d) to all miners
Figure D.1: The program for a blockchain. We omit details here on how difficulty
d is set, i.e., how d0 and adjust are chosen.
not materially affect our analyses. We also assume that block timestamping
is accurate. Timestamps can technically be forged at block generation, but
in practice miners reject blocks with large skews [54], limiting the impact of
timestamp forgery.
Informally, progchain maintains and broadcasts and authoritative blockchain
C. In addition to verifying that block contents are correct, progchain appends to C
only blocks that are valid under a policy P. We model the blockchain consensus
algorithm as the (ideal) stateful program specified in Fig. D.1.
Adversary A (progA ). In our model, an adversary A executes a strategy ΣA that
coordinates the k miners MA under her control to generate blocks. Specifically:
Definition D.1. (Adversarial Strategy). An adversarial strategy is a probabilistic
algorithm ΣA that takes in a set of identities, the current blockchain and the policy, and
outputs a time-stamp and identity for block submission. Specifically, ( MA , C, t, P) →

(t̂, m̂) ∈ R+ × MA .
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progA [ΣA ]
On receive (C, P, d) from progchain
t̂, m̂ ← ΣA ( MA , C, P, d)
if t̂ is not ⊥:
wait until t̂
send “submit” (t̂, m̂, d) to progchain
Figure D.2: The program for an adversary A that controls k nodes MA =
{ m A1 , · · · , m A k } .
progm [Σh ]
On receive (C, P, d) from progchain
t̂ ← Σh (C, d)
Send “submit” (t̂, m, d) to progchain
Figure D.3: The program for an honest miner. Σh is the protocol defined by
progchain (e.g. PoET or PoUW).
In principle, ΣA can have dependencies among individual node behaviors.
In our setting, this would not benefit A, however. As we don’t know MA a
priori, though, the only policies we consider operate on individual miner blockgeneration history.
As a wrapper expressing implementation by A of ΣA , we model A as a
program progA , specified in Fig. D.2.

Honest miners (progm ). Every honest miner m ∈ M − MA follows an identical
strategy, a probabilistic algorithm denoted Σh . In REM, Σh may be modeled
as a simple algorithm that samples from a probability distribution on block
mining times determined by rate(m) (specifically in our setting, an exponential
distribution with rate rate(m)). We express implementation by honest miner m
of Σh as a program progm [Σh ] (Fig. D.3).
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Psimple (C, B):
parse B → (τ, m, d)
if |Cm | > 0:
output reject
else
output accept
Figure D.4: A simple policy that allows one block per CPU over its lifetime.
To understand the security of REM, we consider a security game that defines how an adversary A interacts with honest miners, a blockchain consensus
protocol, and a policy given the above three ideal programs. Formally:

Definition D.2. (Security Game) For a given triple of ideal programs (progchain [ P], progA [ΣA ], progm [Σh
and policy P, a security game S( P) is a tuple S( P) = (( M, MA , rate(·)); (ΣA , Σh )).

We define the execution of S( P) as an interactive execution of programs

(progchain [ P], progA [ΣA ], progm [Σh ]) using the parameters of S( P). As P, ΣA and
Σh are randomized algorithms, such execution is itself probabilistic. Thus we
may view the blockchain resulting from execution of S for interval of time τ as a
random variable CS (τ ).
A non-degenerate security game S is one in which there exists at least one
honest miner m with rate(m) > 0.

D.1.3

Warmup policy

As a warmup, we give a simple example of a potential block-acceptance policy.
This policy just allows one block throughout the life of a CPU, as shown in
Figure D.4.
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Clearly, an adversary cannot do better than mining one block. Denote this
simple strategy Σsimple . For any non-degenerate security game S, therefore,
S( Psimple )

the advantage AdvA

(τ ) = 1 as τ → ∞. This policy is optimal in that an

adversary cannot do better than an honest miner unconditionally. However the
asymptotic waste of this policy is 100%.
Another disadvantage of this policy is that it discourages miners from participating. Arguably, a miner would stay if the revenue from mining is high enough
to cover the cost of replacing a CPU. But though a CPU is still valuable in other
contexts even if it is is blacklisted forever in this particular system, repurposing
it incurs operational cost. Therefore chances are this policy would cause a loss of
mining power, especially when the initial miner population is small, rendering
the system more vulnerable to attacks.

D.1.4

Adversarial advantage

A block-acceptance policy depends only on the number of blocks by the adversary since its first one. Therefore an adversary’s best strategy is simply to publish
its blocks as soon as they won’t be rejected. Denote this strategy as Σstat .
Clearly, an adversary will submit F −1 (1 − α, td · ratebest ) blocks within [0, t].
On the other hand, the strongest honest CPU with rate ratebest mines td · ratebest
blocks in expectation. Recall that according to our Markov chain analysis, Pstat
incurs false rejections for honest miners with probability wh (α), which further
reduces the payoff for honest miners. For a (non-degenerate) security game S, in
which A uses strategy Σstat , the advantage is therefore:
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α )
S( Pstat

AdvA

F −1 (1 − α, td · ratebest )
t→∞ (1 − wh ( α )) td · ratebest

= lim

(D.1)

Theorem D.1. In a (non-degenerate) security game S where A uses strategy Σstat ,
α )
S( Pstat

AdvA

=

1
α ).
1 − Waste( Pstat

Proof. Let λ = td · ratebest . It is known that as λ for a Poisson distribution goes to
infinity, it converges in the limit to a normal distribution with mean and variance
λ. Therefore,

√
λ + λz p
F −1 (1 − α, λ)
1
lim
= lim
=
.
1 − wh (α)
λ→∞ (1 − wh ( α )) λ
λ→∞ (1 − wh ( α )) λ

Early in a blockchain’s evolution, the potential advantage of an adversary
is relatively high. The confidence interval is wide at this point, allowing the
adversary to perform frequent generation without triggering detection. As
the adversary publishes more blocks, the confidence interval tightens, forcing
the adversary to reduce her mining rate. This is illustrated by our numerical
simulation in Section 5.4.3.
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